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Titre: Imagerie par Résonance Magnétique (IRM) haute résolution du coeur pour la

caractérisation du substrat arythmogène

Résumé: L’imagerie par résonance magnétique (IRM) cardiaque est la modalité clinique de

référence pour caractériser le substrat anatomique à l’origine de pathologies cardiaques. En

plus de sa haute valeur diagnostic liée à la multiplicité des contrastes qu’elle peut générer,

l’IRM cardiaque présente un intérêt potentiel pour le suivi en temps réel des thérapies mini-

ou non-invasives en imagerie interventionnelle. Cependant, la résolution spatiale actuelle des

images en clinique reste limitée au mieux à 1 mm, ce qui est insuffisant pour fournir un

diagnostic précis et estimer l’étendue de la lésion créée par radiofréquence (RF). En particulier,

l’exploration de l’oreillette reste difficile du fait de la faible épaisseur du tissu atrial (2 à 5mm).

Le rapport signal sur bruit (RSB) limité des antennes utilisées en clinique ainsi que la présence

de mouvements respiratoires et cardiaques constituent les principaux verrous technologiques à

lever pour augmenter la valeur diagnostic de l’IRM cardiaque.

Une première étude s’est concentrée sur l’augmentation du RSB en IRM et l’amélioration de

la sélectivité spatiale au niveau du cœur. Un prototype d’antenne de surface en réception seule

a été conçu et interfacé avec le scanner. Les expériences menées ont démontré qu’un gain de 30

en RSB pouvait être obtenu en utilisant une telle antenne de surface, permettant l’acquisition

d’images à une résolution spatiale de 200 µm dans le plan, à champ clinique, sur échantillons

ex vivo comme sur cœur battant.

Une deuxième étude s’est attachée au développement d’un algorithme pour la compensation

du mouvement basé sur l’exploitation de micro-antennes intégrées à un cathéter. Une séquence

d’acquisition qui combine une mesure 3D rapide (∼ 27 ms) et précise (incertitude inférieure à

1 mm) de la position des micro-antennes entrelacée avec une acquisition radiale du k-space a

été implémentée. Le tri rétrospectif des données brutes en fonction des positions des micro-

antennes a permis de reconstruire des images de bonne qualité à partir de k-space fortement

sous-échantillonnés à l’aide d’algorithmes non linéaires (compressed sensing, variation totale,

nuFFT). Après validation sur un phantom mobile, décrivant un mouvement de translation

linéaire et circulaire avec des paramètres réalistes (60-90 bpm, amplitude de 2cm), une évaluation

in vivo a été réalisée sur cochon et mouton. Ceci a permis d’illustrer l’efficacité de la méthode

et de la comparer à la méthode conventionnelle de synchronisation cardiaque et respiratoire.
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Une étude préliminaire combinant l’imagerie avec l’antenne de surface locale et l’algorithme de

compensation de mouvement a ensuite été menée. Les résultats obtenus in vivo montrent le

potentiel d’une telle technique pour obtenir des images hautes résolution de la paroi ventriculaire

(300 µm dans le plan), affranchies de tout mouvement.

Ces technologies étant destinées à une utilisation future chez l’homme, les aspects inhérents

à l’insertion d’une antenne intravasculaire chez le patient ont été étudiés. Les dommages

thermiques étant le principal risque associé aux dispositifs implantés, une méthode de thermométrie

IRM alternant un module de déposition d’énergie ajustable avec l’acquisition d’images EPI a

été implémentée pour quantifier l’évolution de la température dans les tissus environnant un

fil implanté. Les expériences menées sur gel et cerveau humain ont démontré la possibilité de

mesurer la température avec une précision de 0.2°C. Une telle précision est considérée suffisante

pour évaluer la sécurité des dispositifs implantés.

Ce travail de thèse présente les premières étapes techniques vers une IRM cardiaque haute

résolution sans mouvement. Les applications sont une meilleure définition du substrat pour

un diagnostic amélioré et une meilleure caractérisation des lésions pendant les procédures

d’intervention guidées par IRM.

Mots clés : coeur, antennes, compensation mouvement, thermométrie, imagerie par résonance

magnétique
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Title: High resolution MR imaging of the arrhythmogenic cardiac substrate

Abstract: Cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) is the clinical imaging modality of

reference for characterizing anatomical substrate of pathological hearts. In addition to its high

diagnostic value resulting from versatile contrasts it can generate, CMR has also a potential

interest in interventional imaging for guiding in real-time minimally or non-invasive therapies.

However, current spatial resolution of MRI images in clinical scanners remains limited to 1

mm at best, which provides insufficient value for diagnosis and for precise visualization of

atrial walls (2 to 5 mm thickness) or for characterizing thermal lesions during interventional

procedures. Limited signal-to-noise ratio provided by large receiver coils, together with cardiac

and respiratory motions are limiting factors that justify technical developments to increase the

value of cardiac MRI. This thesis work aimed at proposing innovative solutions to alleviate

the aforementioned challenges, through a combined development of dedicated hardware and

software.

In order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio of MRI and improve spatial selectivity onto the

heart, a receive-only surface coil prototype was designed and interfaced with the scanner. We

demonstrate that with such a small coil, a gain in SNR of approximately 30 can be achieved

and that good quality images with a spatial resolution of 200 µm in-plane can be obtained at

clinical field both on ex vivo samples of fixed hearts and on beating hearts.

In a second part of the work, motion compensation techniques were investigated exploiting

MR-compatible micro-coils embodied on a catheter. A home-made acquisition sequence was

implemented, combining rapid (∼ 27 ms) and precise (less than 1 mm uncertainty) 3D measurements

of the coil position interleaved with acquisition of several radial k-space lines. Retrospective

sorting of raw-data as a function of micro-coil positions allowed reconstruction of good quality

images from highly under sampled k-spaces using nonlinear algorithms (compress sensing, total

variation, nuFFT). Validation was first assessed on a mobile calibration phantom depicting

linear and rotating trajectories with realistic parameters (60-90 bpm, 2 cm amplitude). Then,

in vivo evaluation was performed in sheep and in pig to illustrate efficiency of the method and

compare it to conventional synchronization with ECG and respiratory sensors.

In an attempt to combine high-resolution imaging with motion compensation technique,

a preliminary study was conducted that combines imaging with our local surface coil and
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catheter-based motion compensation using our implemented acquisition sequence and associated

reconstruction algorithm. Results obtained in vivo shows the potential of such a technique for

providing motion-free high resolved images of the ventricle wall at 300 µm in-plane spatial

resolution.

These technologies being later intended for human use, safety aspects inherent to insertion

of a MRI receiver coil inside the body were also investigated. Since thermal damage is the main

risk associated with inserted devices, a MRI-thermometry technique that interleaves acquisition

of several gradient echo EPI slices every second and an energy deposition module with adjustable

parameters was implemented to quantify temperature evolution in tissue surrounding an implanted

wire. Experiments in gel and in human brain demonstrated feasibility to measure temperature

change with 0.2°C certainty. Such a precision was considered sufficient to evaluate device safety.

The method could therefore be used to establish individualized safety levels for RF exposure in

the presence of implanted device (such as an intravascular coil).

This thesis work presents the first technical steps toward high-resolution motion free CMR.

Applications are better substrate definition for enhanced diagnosis and improved lesion characterization

during MR-guided interventional procedures.

Keywords: heart, therapeutic ultrasounds, magnetic resonance imaging
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Résumés en français

Introduction

La plupart des techniques actuelles d’Imagerie par Résonance Magnétique (IRM) cardiaque

en clinique (essentiellement 1.5 T et 3T) offrent des résolutions spatiales de l’ordre du millimètre.

La caractérisation anatomique précise des tissus fins comme ceux de la paroi de l’oreillette (1

à 3 mm) reste donc difficile à mettre en œuvre. Pour s’affranchir de cette limitation, notre

équipe ambitionne d’atteindre une résolution de 300 µm ou mieux, ce qui nécessite d’importants

développements en instrumentation, techniques d’acquisition et de reconstruction d‘image.

Plusieurs groupes de recherche ont proposé des conceptions d’antennes intravasculaires pour

imager plus finement des altérations de l’endocarde (lésions, infarctus) qui pourrait contribuer

à l’initiation et l’entretien des arythmies cardiaques. En effet, une antenne intravasculaire

amenée à proximité de la région à imager permet d’exploiter la sélectivité spatiale du détecteur

pour limiter le champ de vue à la zone d’intérêt tout en bénéficiant également d’une sensibilité

accrue permettant d’augmenter le rapport signal sur bruit.

L’utilisation de cathéters intra cavitaires est une pratique clinique courante en électro-

physiologie pour diagnostiquer et traiter les arythmies cardiaques. Cependant, l’utilisation

de l’IRM comme modalité peropératoire reste encore peu développée, notamment à cause des

contraintes d’environnement magnétique et des risques associés à l’insertion d’un dispositif

médical actif pouvant interférer avec l’IRM et conduire à des dommages tissulaires irréversibles

pour le patient.

L’objectif de cette thèse est donc de développer l’imagerie haute résolution pour mieux

caractériser le remodelage structurel du cœur par IRM.

Par ailleurs, le mouvement cardiaque est un challenge important pour réduire la présence

d’artefacts dans les images reconstruites. Ce challenge est d’autant plus grand en imagerie

haute résolution où la correction du mouvement doit être d’autant plus précise que la résolution

spatiale est fine.

Pour lever ces verrous technologiques et obtenir des images très résolues et d’une grande

qualité, nous avons développé une antenne locale de surface et implémenté une technique
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d’acquisition particulière associée à des algorithmes de compensation de mouvement. Diffé-

rentes méthodes de reconstruction d’image ont également été implémentées et testées à partir

de données sous-échantillonnées, afin d’accélérer la durée d’acquisition des images. Ce projet

impliquant le développement d’un dispositif médical devant à terme être inséré par voie endo-

vasculaire, nous avons également proposé une méthode d’imagerie pour l’évaluation de la

sécurité basée sur une technique de thermométrie rapide et volumique. Le manuscrit de thèse

est subdivisé en trois chapitres.

Chapitre 2: Développement d’une antenne IRM pour l’imagerie

haute résolution à champ clinique

Ne disposant pas de cathéter intégrant des capacités d’imagerie par IRM, nous avons

développé un premier prototype d’antenne de surface en réception de 2 cm de diamètre. Pour

répondre en partie à la problématique de sécurité liée à l’introduction d’un câble conducteur

transportant un courant continu jusqu’au détecteur, nous avons intégré un système de découplage

actif de l’antenne par voie optique, synchronisée avec l’émission RF des séquences IRM via un

boitier d’interface. Ce dispositif a été comparé avec la technique conventionnelle basée sur un

découplage par commande électrique.

Le gain en rapport signal-sur-bruit obtenu par ces deux antennes ainsi que leurs sélectivités

spatiales ont été quantifiés sur Fantôme calibré. Cette approche exploitant un détecteur local

permet de gagner un facteur 50 par rapport aux antennes extracorporelles, ce qui permet en

théorie d‘améliorer la résolution spatiale des images jusqu’à 300 µm. Aucun impact significatif

du système de découplage n’a été observé, permettant de valider l’approche de découplage par

voie optique.

Des expériences ex vivo sur cœurs isolés battant de cochon ont ensuite permis de confirmer

la faisabilité d’obtenir des images de bonne qualité à une résolution de 200 µm. Des tests

préliminaires sont ensuite été effectués in vivo à thorax ouvert sur un animal, afin de valider cette

technique en présence de mouvements (cf chapitre suivant). Cette antenne a également été testée

dans le cadre de la thermométrie IRM et permet soit d’améliorer la précision de la technique

actuelle (environ facteur 5, à résolution identique), soit d’exploiter la grande sensibilité du

détecteur pour améliorer la résolution spatiale de cartes de température (700 µm).

Dans la perspective du transfert vers le patient, un travail important sur le design et le choix
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des composants doit être mené pour rendre intégrer le dispositif d’imagerie sur un cathéter

flexible, avec une sonde déployable dans les cavités cardiaques.

Chapitre 3: Compensation du mouvement

Dans ce second chapitre, des méthodes de compensation de mouvements ont été implé-

mentées, avec comme objectif de caractériser et compenser en 3D les déplacements locaux

avec une précision analogue à celle de l’imagerie (300 µm). Les techniques conventionnelles

exploitant des capteurs externes (électrodes ECG, ceintures respiratoires) ou IRM (échos de

navigation positionnés sur le foie) sont jugées insuffisamment précises puisqu’elles ne reflètent

qu’un mouvement relatif de l’organe et pas un mouvement local en 3D de la région à imager. De

plus, le signal ECG enregistré est souvent déformé par les effets magnétohydrodynamiques et

une commutation élevée des gradients des séquences IRM, ce qui complique la synchronisation

de l’acquisition sur les oreillettes, en particulier en présence d’arythmie.

Nous avons choisi ici d’exploiter des micro-antennes intégrées à un cathéter compatible IRM

dont nous disposions. Une séquence IRM particulière a été implémentée et intègre un module

de suivi 3D du cathéter entrelacé avec la lecture de données dans le plan de fourier (acquisition

radiale) d’une acquisition en écho de gradient rapide. Le schéma d’échantillonnage radial à angle

d’or (GA) présente une robustesse intrinsèque au mouvement et est adapté au tri retrospectif

des données. En combinant le suivi et l’acquisition radiale, nous avons également développé une

méthode de reconstruction d’image qui acquiert en continu des données de l’espace réciproque

et les trie en plusieurs ensembles de données sous-échantillonnées en fonction des positions en

3D du capteur.

Afin de combiner robustesse au mouvement et accélération du temps d’acquisition, tout en

maintenant une qualité d’image acceptable, nous avons exploité des techniques de reconstruction

d’image itératives basées sur un des algorithmes d’optimisation sur les données préalablement

triées.

La méthode a été testée ex vivo et in vivo sur cœurs de mouton et de cochon, et a montré

que l’incertitude sur la position était de l’ordre de 200 µm. Une étude préliminaire a ensuite été

menée en combinant cette méthode d’imagerie avec le capteur présenté au chapitre précédent

sur un thorax ouvert. L’antenne de surface a été placée au contact de l’endocarde du ventricule

gauche et une image haute résolution (300 µm dans le plan) compensée en mouvement a pu
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être obtenue. Des expériences supplémentaires doivent cependant être menées pour valider

notre méthode, notamment pour imager l’oreillette. Les méthodes de reconstruction doivent

également être optimisées davantage pour permettre une plus grande accélération du temps

d’acquisition.

Chapitre 4: Evaluation de la sécurité des dispositifs implantés par

thermométrie IRM

Ce dernier chapitre est consacré à l’évaluation de la sécurité liée à l’insertion d’un dispositif

chez le patient. En effet, les ondes électromagnétiques émises lors d’une acquisition IRM peuvent

se coupler avec le dispositif et générer des courants électriques dans ce dernier. Ce phénomène,

appelé effet antenne, peut conduire à un échauffement excessif (pouvant conduire à des brulures

irréversibles) avec des conséquences délétères pour le patient.

Pour évaluer les risques d’échauffement, plusieurs méthodes ont été proposées dans la

littérature, la plupart exploitant des approches indirectes (cartographie du champ B1 émis,

limitation de l’énergie émise par la séquence d’acquisition, simulations) ou invasives (capteurs

de température ou de courant intégré au dispositif), alors que le paramètre pertinent pour la

sécurité du patient est la mesure de l’échauffement tissulaire.

Notre équipe possède une expertise reconnue sur la thermométrie IRM et nous avons donc

proposé une méthode pour mesurer les échauffements par IRM temps réel. Bien que des

méthodes de quantification de l’échauffement par IRM aient déjà été proposées, elles ne permettent

pas d’obtenir une bonne précision (incertitude inférieure à 1°C), une résolution temporelle

suffisante (idéalement 1 mm ou mieux) et une couverture spatiale suffisante (imagerie volumétrique)

pour caractériser précisément l’échauffement tissulaire autour du dispositif.

Nous avons adapté une méthode déjà développée par notre équipe ( �single-shot� Gradient

Echo Echo Planar Imaging - EPI, 75 ms/coupe) en incorporant un module de déposition

d’énergie (émission de plusieurs impulsions radiofréquences) entrelacé avec l’acquisition de

plusieurs coupes IRM de manière répétitive. Les paramètres de ce module peuvent être réglés

par l’utilisateur (énergie, durée et nombre d’impulsions) pour reproduire l’énergie émise par

n’importe quelle autre séquence IRM. Cette séquence étant multi-coupes, elle rend possible la

visualisation de la distribution spatiale de la température autour du dispositif implanté. La

précision de la méthode a été mesurée à 0.2°C sur fantôme et sur le cerveau d’un volontaire
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sain à 1.5T. Des mesures simultanées obtenues au contact d’un dispositif test inséré dans un gel

ont permis de quantifier l’échauffement induit en fonction de l’énergie déposée par la séquence.

Cette méthode a permis de quantifier les échauffements induits autour d’un câble de pacemaker

inséré dans un gel, simulant la présence d’une sonde cassée et laissée à demeure (cas clinique).

Cette approche pourrait donc permettre de définir les niveaux maximaux d’exposition RF

personnalisés (échauffement tissulaire < 2°C) en présence d’un dispositif implanté en début

d’examen IRM, et donc d’améliorer la sécurité des examens IRM pour les patients porteurs de

dispositifs implantés.

Conclusion et perspectives

L’imagerie haute résolution cardiaque à champ clinique (1.5T) représente un grand défi

car elle se heurte à deux difficultés majeures : le manque de signal inhérent aux technologies

d’antenne actuelles et le mouvement complexe et rapide du cœur. Au terme de cette thèse,

nous avons ouvert de nouvelles perspectives pour améliorer significativement la résolution de

l’IRM cardiaque sur une machine IRM de type clinique. A l’issu de nos développements, nous

avons démontré la faisabilité d’imager avec une résolution spatiale de 200 µm dans le plan sur

cœur battant. Ces travaux préliminaires devront être poursuivis pour développer un cathéter

disposant d’une sonde d’imagerie déployable dans la cavité cardiaque. Cet obstacle semble

accessible, notamment par l’utilisation des nouvelles technologies innovantes en impression 3D

de composants et en flexibilité des matériaux. Les travaux sur l’instrumentation développés

dans le cadre de cette thèses serviront de base pour concevoir un dispositif médical diagnostic

(et éventuellement intégrant des capacités thérapeutiques) répondant aux besoins cliniques, en

proposant des solutions techniques permettant de satisfaire aux contraintes de sécurité. Dans

une deuxième étape, nous avons cherché une solution permettant l’accès à un descripteur 3D,

local et rapide du mouvement. Notre choix s’est porté sur l’exploitation du signal de micro

antennes intégrées à un cathéter existant et a montré une précision suffisante. L’information

de position a été exploitée par un algorithme de compensation de mouvement et nous avons

démontré la possibilité d’obtenir des images de bonne qualité en présence de mouvement.

Un grand travail d’optimisation reste cependant a effectuer pour améliorer les méthodes de

reconstructions itératives et permettre une acquisition plus rapide des images. Par ailleurs, le

développement d’un réseau d’antenne permettant l’intégration de méthode d’imagerie parallèle
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doit être menée en parallèle pour ouvrir de nouvelles perspectives d’acquisition/reconstruction.

Dans cette étude, nous n’avons cependant pas évalué la possibilité d’obtenir des images avec

différents contrastes, ce qui devra également être abordé par la suite. La combinaison de ces trois

études a finalement permis de développer des outils et méthodes pour répondre aux challenges

de l’imagerie cardiaque intravasculaire que sont le besoin de signal, le mouvement et la sécurité.
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Chapter 1  

General Introduction 

 

1.1. The heart  
   

1.1.1. Anatomy 

 
The heart is composed of four distinct chambers with muscular walls of different 

thicknesses (Figure 1-1). The left atrium (LA) and right atrium (RA) are small, thin-walled 

chambers (thickness ranging from 1 to 3 mm [1] located just above the left ventricle (LV) 

and right ventricle (RV), respectively. The ventricles are larger thick-walled chambers 

(thickness ranging from 8 to 12 mm) The RA collects the venous blood that is pumped into 

the RV and then transferred to the lungs through the pulmonary arteries. The returning 

blood from the lungs enters the LA before being pumped to the LV and then expelled in the 

aorta to supply the body with oxygen-rich blood. Between LA-RA and LA-LV chambers, 

two valves (tricuspid and mitral valves) act as mechanical barriers activated by difference 

of pressure between atria and ventricles during the contraction. Two other valves are 

Figure 1-1: Heart Anatomy 
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located at the beginning of the aorta (aortic valve) and pulmonary artery (pulmonary valve) 

to ensure correct blood transfer toward the arteries and lungs, respectively. 

 

1.1.2. Cardiac electrophysiology 

 
The cardiac mechanical activity is controlled by an electrical conduction system that 

coordinates the contraction of the various chambers of the heart. The normal activation 

sequence of the myocardium is described in Figure 1-2. The electrical activity is recorded 

with an electrocardiogram (ECG) and each wave of the ECG corresponds to a certain event 

in the cardiac cycle. The conduction is initiated by an autonomous electrical stimulus 

generated by the sinoatrial node (SA), which spreads a depolarization wave over the atrium 

to the atrioventricular node (AVN). This event corresponds to the P-wave on the ECG. The 

electrical impulse then continues down into the ventricles via the conduction pathway the 

His bundle. The His bundle divides into right and left pathways, called bundle branches, to 

stimulate the right and left ventricles (QRS-complex) through the Purkinje network 

 

 

1.1.3. Motion  

 
The contraction of the heart consists of several major components that occur almost simul-

taneously: a shortening of both the left and right ventricles (LV and RV) in the long axis 

direction, a circumferential shortening of the ventricles and wall thickening, and a “wringing” 

Figure 1-2: Electrical activity of the healthy heart. Each wave of the ECG corresponds to a certain 

event of the cardiac electrical cycle. (Modified from https://medmovie.com and [27])  

https://medmovie.com/
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motion of the LV, which consists of a clockwise rotation at its base and a simultaneous 

counterclockwise rotation at its apex [2].  

 

A healthy heart beats in a range of frequencies from 50 to 100 times per minutes. The 

maximum velocity of the left ventricle during a cycle was estimated to be 140 ± 40 mm/s 

(longitudinal velocity) and a 51 ± 18 mm/s (radial velocity)[2] . This is normally the fastest 

motion that MRI has to account for. The mean maximum of cardiac motion was found to 

be 10.2 ± 2.7 mm (min = 5.5 mm, max = 16.9 mm), estimated from EAM data of 27 patients 

undergoing clinical LV mapping) [3]. 

 

The respiratory motion frequency ranges from 12 to 15 breathing per minutes. This motion 

directly affects thoracic and abdominal motion. Breathing induces predominantly a 

translation of the heart in the head-feet with a mean maximum amplitude estimated to 8.8 

± 2.3 mm (min = 4.3, max = 14.8 mm) [3].  

 

1.2. Cardiac arrhythmia 
 

In healthy subjects, the electrical conduction pathway is well organized and regular. 

However, several heart diseases can modify the propagation of the electrical impulse, 

altering the capacity of the heart to pump blood to the rest of the body. 

 
Cardiovascular disease (CVD) is the first cause of mortality in the world and is responsible 

for 16% of the world’s total deaths. Since 2000, the largest increase in deaths has been for 

this disease, rising by more than 2 million to 8.9 million deaths in 2019. Each year CVD 

causes 3.9 million deaths in Europe and over 1.8 million deaths in the European Union 

(EU) [4]. In 2016, 17.9 million people died from cardiovascular disease, i.e. 31% of deaths 

worldwide (180,000 deaths in France (French society of cardiology)), ahead of cancer (8.2 

million) and diabetes (1.5 million). By 2030, cardiovascular disease could account for more 

than 23 million deaths worldwide [5]. The American Heart Association predicted that by 

2030, upwards of 40 percent of the U.S population would suffer from some form of CVD. 

With the ageing of the population, the economic burden related to these diseases increases 

and weighs more and more on the economic constraints of public health systems. In 2017, 

overall CVD was estimated to cost the EU economy €210 billion a year [4].  
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Amongst cardiovascular diseases, cardiac electrical diseases represent a significant 

burden for patients (high mortality, reduced quality of life) and for the health system. Atrial 

fibrillation (AF) accounts for 20% of CVDs [6]. 

 

1.2.1. Atrial Fibrillation 
 

AF is the most common sustained arrhythmia in humans [7], causing increasing number of 

complications and deaths. Overall, 20-30% of all strokes are caused by AF [8]. The 

ischemic strokes seen in association with the arrhythmia are more often disabling or fatal. 

In addition, AF is associated with a 3-fold higher risk of heart failure, 2 to 3 times higher 

likelihood of hospitalization and twice the mortality risk and is projected to affect up to 16 

million people by 2050 [9].  In France, it is estimated that around 300,000 people are 

affected by AF (Federation Française de Cardiologie).  

 

1.2.2. Ventricular tachycardia  

 
Ventricular tachycardia (VT) and ventricular fibrillation cause most cases of sudden cardiac 

death with an estimated rate of 300,000 deaths each year in the United States. This 

accounts for approximately half of the deaths related to cardiac causes [10]. VT is a heart 

rhythm disorder (arrhythmia) caused by abnormal electrical signals in the ventricles. While 

a healthy heart normally beats about 60 to 100 times a minute at rest, in ventricular 

tachycardia, the heartbeats faster than normal, usually 100 or more beats a minute. VT 

occurs most commonly in patients with a history of myocardial infarction.  

 

1.2.3. Structural correlate of AF and VT 

 
AF was long thought to be a merely functional disorder that was not characterized by 

anatomical changes [11]. However, evolution of mapping and imaging techniques have led 

to the identification of atrial sites involved in initiation of AF, such as  

in pulmonary veins in (90% of cases) [12]. This triggered the interest in understanding the 

pathogenesis of AF and led to more studies to elucidate the underlying substrate and the 

progressive histologic changes that occur.  
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Whatever the initial cause and triggers, AF induces alterations in atrial electrical properties. 

This process, called electrical remodeling comprises alterations in ion channel function 

yielding to changes in action potential duration and conduction velocity. However, beyond 

electrical remodeling, recent studies have evidenced the existence of alteration in atria 

structure. In AF, cardiomyocytes undergo dramatic structural changes including cellular 

hypertrophy, disintegration of the contractile apparatus [13]. In addition, atrial myocytes 

show signs of degeneration and apoptosis. All these studies suggested the existence of a 

second factor in the pathogenesis of AF that is structural remodeling [13]–[15]. Figure 

1-3: Masson’s trichome staining of atrial tissue samples, 2µm thick, show that the amount 

of fibrosis (blue) increases with AF burden in patients (Hansen et al., 2017, modified from 

Platonov et al 2011 [12]) shows example of the structural alteration (fibrosis extent) of atrial 

tissues collected in patients without history of AF, with paroxysmal AF and with 

permanent AF.  

 

These alterations may both favor the occurrence of “triggers” for AF that initiate the 

arrhythmia and enhance the formation of a “substrate for AF” that promotes its 

perpetuation [16]. In its persistent form, AF is thought to be triggered by focal sources of 

automatic discharge and maintained by reentrant activities organizing within the atrial 

tissue, the so-called rotors, sustaining high-frequency activity [17]. These focal sources 

may be unique or multiples. Recently, the localized driver hypothesis of AF has gained 

momentum and it has been shown that focal and rotational arrhythmogenic sources 

locating in the left atrial (LA) body outside the pulmonary veins (PV) were also playing an 

important role in the perpetuation of persistent AF [18]. Additional studies have suggested 

that atrial tissue fibrosis is a major determinant of the progression of AF [19], [20]. Atrial 

fibrosis may lead to disruption of normal electric conduction and establishment of reentry 

circuits and thereby contribute to an increased susceptibility to and maintenance of AF. 

The extent of fibrosis and extracellular matrix expansion determined histologically has been 

shown to correlate with persistence of AF. Platonov et al. [14] provided histologic evidence 

of a robust association between extent of structural changes in left atrial walls and major 

atrial conduction pathways with AF history. Patients with paroxysmal AF had 2 to 3 times 

greater fibrosis than patients without AF history. [14] 
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Regarding VT, scar-related sustained monomorphic VT is a common arrhythmia after 

myocardial infarction. Main mechanism of VT has been demonstrated to be reentry circuits 

existing mainly in or adjacent to scar border zones (BZ) [21]. Indeed, several studies 

supported the concept that reentry occurred via isolated bundles of surviving myocytes 

within the infarct and the larger sub-endocardial muscle mass [22]. Dense fibrosis with 

minimal surviving bundles sets up the environment for unidirectional block and directs the 

arrhythmic circuit. Viable myocytes bundles along the infarct BZ and within the infarct core 

are also involved and form the slow conduction central circuit zones necessary for VT 

maintenance. With an initiating factor, the reentry cycle therefore starts, passes through 

slow conduction channels and completes the circuit around the dense scar. Additional 

studies suggested that the degree of scar transmurality and proximity to the scar core were 

indicators of arrhythmogenic substrates in patients with VT and that central pathway sites 

tended to exist within relatively dense and transmural scar. Critical sites for maintenance 

of VT have been confined to areas of the scar with > 75% transmurality and in core-BZ 

transition sites [23].  

 

 

Figure 1-3: Masson’s trichome staining of atrial tissue samples, 2µm thick, show that the 
amount of fibrosis (blue) increases with AF burden in patients (Hansen et al., 2017, 
modified from Platonov et al 2011 [12]) 
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Despite the conflicting results found in the literature, several studies agree that both dense 

scars and infarct BZ contribute to substrate for scar-related VTs. Example of ex-vivo, high-

resolution VT reentry isthmus is given in Figure 1-4. It is characterized by a small volume 

of normal myocardium bound by scar tissue at the infarct BZ or over the infarct.  

 

 

While fundamental mechanisms underlying AF have long been debated, it is now admitted 

electrical, contractile and structural remodeling are each important synergistic contributors 

to the AF substrate and that fibrosis is a hallmark of arrhythmogenic structural remodeling. 

Concerning VT, it has been evidenced that structural changes due to myocardial infarcts 

become the substrate for reentrant VT. Therefore, a thorough understanding of atrial and 

ventricular structure and function could lead to improvements in the ability to predict the 

risk of developing arrhythmia and the response to treatments in patients with this 

arrhythmia. However, assessment of structure and function of the atria as well as the 

ventricle is often limited by a lack of suitable methods for making these measurements, 

Figure 1-4: Ex vivo MRI and histology in a section of infarcted wall using Trichome staining 

[Pashakhanloo et al., 2017]. Left- A slice of LGE image delineating the aera of hyper-enhanced 

infarct with a thin rim of normal myocardium at the endocardial border. Top right- Masson’s 

trichome stainin histology of the region framed in left panel. Bottom-right- 40 x magnification of 

the regions I, II and II selected in the infarct area on the top right panel. Blue represents 

collagenous scar whilst pink represents normal myocardial tissue in non-infarcted regions.  
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especially due to the insufficient spatial resolution required to image myocardium wall in 

vivo.  

 

1.2.4. Treatment of arrhythmia 

 
Treatments for arrhythmia include medicines to control the heart rate and reduce the risk 

of stroke, and procedures such as cardioversion to restore normal heart rhythm. In patients 

presenting with prior myocardial infarction, a first approach consists in administration of 

antiarrhythmic drugs associated with the implantation of a cardioverter-defibrillator (ICD). 

Despite a high success rate of effective electrical cardioversion (70% to 90%), less than 

half of the patients remained in sinus rhythm after one year. The high recurrence rate and 

associated morbidity and mortality of AF and VT as well as the ineffectiveness and side 

effects of anti-arrhythmic drugs have resulted in efforts to develop new management 

strategies.  

 

Radiofrequency (RF) catheter ablation has emerged as a promising management strategy 

and can reduce recurrences of VT and delay the incidence of implantable cardioverter 

defibrillator therapy in patients with both ischemic cardiomyopathy and non- ischemic 

cardiomyopathy [23]. AF is also amenable to catheter ablation [22]. Indeed, since the 

seminal observation of pulmonary vein triggers of clinical AF, ablation has rapidly become 

the first-line therapy for the management of symptomatic AF. Approximately 110,000 

ablations are performed in the US and Europe per year [24]. This therapy is most often 

performed for maintenance of sinus rhythm in patients with symptomatic, drug-refractory 

paroxysmal or persistent AF or as an initial rhythm control strategy in lieu of anti-arrhythmic 

drug therapy in patients with paroxysmal AF.  

 

Curing AF or VT through catheter ablation (CA) is based on the elimination of the initiating 

triggers and/or the maintaining substrate [25]. Once the trigger site is identified, an ablation 

catheter is positioned at this location and RF energy is applied at the tip of the catheter to 

induce a necrosis of this targeted cardiac tissue (Figure 1-5). Critical sites are thus 

electrically isolated or cauterized to restore a normal conduction. This surgical procedure 

is performed in electrophysiology (EP) laboratory where both diagnosis and ablation are 
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achieved. Catheters are usually inserted through the femoral vein, under X-ray guidance, 

and navigated until the heart.  

 

 

Prior to ablation, a standard approach uses electro-anatomical mapping (EAM) and 

electrogram-defined surrogates of abnormal myocardium to target the regions potentially 

capable of sustaining re-entry. During EAM, a catheter-based mapping is performed where 

intra-cardiac electrograms and catheter tip location are recorded for various point location 

in the LV. A 3D shell representing the LV surface, color coded with electrogram 

characteristics is then 3D rendered on a dedicated navigation platform and used for the 

guidance of the ablation procedure. EAM allows identification of the core scar area and 

heterogeneous tissues [3].  

 

1.2.5. Challenges of catheter ablation: toward interventional MRI 

 
The increased efficacy of catheter ablation over anti-arrhythmic drug therapy to maintain 

sinus rhythm has been demonstrated in several studies [26]. Unfortunately, a significant 

recurrence rate of arrhythmia is observed: up to 30% of the patients for AF and 37% for VT 

require a repeat ablation [27].  

Figure 1-5: Cardiac catheterization. The catheter is inserted through the femoral vein via a small 

incision made in the patient’s upper thigh and carefully guide through the blood vessels until it is 

inside the heart. Prior to ablation procedure, the standard approach uses electro-anatomical 

mapping (EAM). This procedure uses electrically sensitive catheter to map the electrical activity 

in the chamber of the heart and map it on a 3D model of the heart’s chambers. The map informs 

the surgeon which sites to ablate. These sites are destroyed using an ablation catheter that 

delivers energy to scar the problematic areas. (Modified from https://medmovie.com) 

https://medmovie.com/
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Successful ablation requires the correct identification of underlying critical arrhythmogenic 

substrates on a patient-by-patient basis. Additional difficulty comes from the fact that some 

types of scar may be more arrhythmogenic than others: for example, as aforementioned, 

the critical isthmus of the VT circuit is often located within the scar or scar border zones 

(BZ) which remains complex to identify. In addition, recent clinical studies have suggested 

that AF can be driven from localized sources outside the pulmonary veins, which are 

heterogeneous and patient specific.  

 

In the commonly used technique of EAM, substrates are identified indirectly, by collecting 

local voltage amplitudes as a surrogate of the state of nearby myocardium. There are 

several limitations, however, which may account for the modest long-term success rates of 

ablation targeting EAM-defined arrhythmia substrate in the setting of complex arrhythmias. 

[23]. This method indeed offers a limited information on the tissue viability due to its lack of 

sensitivity for scar substrates deep to the surface being mapped. Bipolar voltage mapping 

typically has a limited field of view and may miss the intramural or epicardial substrate. In 

patients with non-ischemic cardiomyopathy, the substrate is often deep to the surface and 

difficult to identify with surface voltage mapping. Hence, if clinical mapping techniques have 

aided in the search of AF drivers or VT substrates, it however has necessarily been limited 

in clinical use by low-electrode spatial resolution as well as surface only recordings, which 

may miss or misinterpret the complex 3D geometry of scar [22], [23]. 

 
Conversely, cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) has the ability to characterize 

cardiac anatomy and function and therefore can help visualize myocardial scar, the most 

common substrate for reentrant arrhythmias. MRI can therefore play a major role in the 

optimization of ablation procedure by integrating pre-procedural scar segmentation into 

EAM system. Recently, several centers have integrated anatomical scar data from MRI 

into the EAM navigation system during catheter ablation to complement the functional 

electrophysiological assessment and facilitate ablation procedure for VT. However, the 

fusion of voltage map and MRI data invariably result in registration errors [23]. Cardiac and 

respiratory motion are additional difficulty that could lead to discrepancies between 

structural data and electrical substrate [3]. 
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Real-time MRI guided electrophysiology offers potential to overcome the limitations of 

image integration while offering the possibility of visualizing infarcted, ischemic and 

arrhythmogenic tissue. Over the past two decades, interventional MRI has gained 

momentum for cardiac interventions and has yielded to development of MR-conditional 

devices and imaging techniques such as active catheter tracking and robust tools for real-

time lesion assessment [28]–[30]. With emergence of interventional MRI, diagnostic 

cardiac catheterization has become valuable to target focal pathology and offer data 

about structure and pathophysiology of the underlying cardiac lesion.  

 

1.3. Current CMR techniques for tissue characterization 
 

Cardiovascular magnetic resonance has developed over several decades from an ancillary 

research tool to a clinically imaging modality of reference for in vivo tissue characterization. 

This section briefly introduces the current techniques used in clinic to assess the 

myocardial viability. The latter is a non-exhaustive list and does not pretend to cover all the 

available techniques. 

 

1.3.1. Late gadolinium enhancement  

 
In cardiovascular MRI, late gadolinium enhancement (LGE) has become the cornerstone 

for quantification and visualization of the extent of scar tissue. It is widely used in clinical 

routine to detect and quantify infarcted ventricular myocardium as well as localized 

myocardial scarring in a variety of cardiomyopathies [20]. However, current clinical cardiac 

DE-MRI has only been able to achieve ~1 mm3 resolution even with state-of-the-art 3-T 

systems [9]. This limited spatial resolution prevents the precise characterization of fibrosis 

in thin structures, such as the atrial wall. The left atrial wall thickness ranges from 0.4 to 

3.0 mm in patients with AF (mean thickness 1.7 ± 0.3 mm) [1], which therefore require a 

spatial submillimeter resolution at least to be accurately imaged. With the common clinical 

2D DE-MR resolution of 1.4 x 1.9 x 6-8 mm [31], the entire thickness of the atrial wall may 

therefore be seen by only 1 to 2 pixels. Also, adjacent structure enhancement (such as the 

valve structure and aortic wall enhancement) on LGE imaging must be distinguished from 

left atrial myocardial enhancement. Regarding VT, the critical sites involved in VT circuits 

such as conducting channels are difficult to detect by the current resolution of CMR. 
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Moreover, it has been supported that obstructive patchy or interstitial arrhythmogenic 

fibrotic strands could be as small as 200 µm across, which would inevitably have its high 

signal averaged with surrounding myocyte (partial volume effect), missing the 

information [9].  

The recent growing interest in imaging left atrial fibrosis has led to the development of novel 

three-dimensional (3D) whole-heart high-resolution LGE (HR-LGE) sequences, which 

allows small scars that were invisible with conventional LGE to be detectable. The smaller 

voxels of HR-LGE offer a better characterization of the scar complexity, especially the 

conducting channels [32]. Spatial resolution reported in literature are 1.4 mm isotropic at 

3T [33] and 1.5 x 1.5 x 2.5 mm at 1.5T [18]. Some studies reported the initial feasibility of 

atrial LGE [34], [35]. However, in both studies, voxel size was 1.3 x 1.3 x 5 mm3 [Peters et 

al, 2007] and 1.25 x 1.25 x 2.5 mm3, which is the same order of magnitude than the atrial 

wall thickness. Of note, HR-LGE offers an improved spatial resolution at the expense of an 

extended acquisition time (10 min in average), which does not make it compatible with 

most clinical workflows.  

 

1.3.2. T1 and T2 mapping 

 
Parametric mapping techniques provide a non-invasive tool for quantifying tissue 

alterations in myocardial diseases. T1 mapping allows for a direct myocardial signal 

quantification according to myocardium’s longitudinal relaxation time. To date, myocardial 

T1 mapping has been used merely for tissue quantification of the left ventricular 

myocardium. Recently, Luetkens et al [36] investigated the pre-procedural value of native 

T1 mapping for the prediction of poor response to ablation therapy. Spatial resolution was 

2.0 x 2.0 x 8.0 mm3. They reported that T1 relaxation time was significantly increased in 

patients with recurrence of AF compared to patients without recurrence. They therefore 

showed that pre-procedural T1 mapping seemed to be a valuable tool for prediction of poor 

response to catheter ablation therapy. However, the limited spatial resolution may have led 

to inaccuracy in the CMR quantitative value, due to partial volume effect.  

Other commonly used technique is based on T2 mapping. T2 mapping has emerged to 

directly quantify local myocardial inflammation and edema and can help for differentiating 

acute myocarditis from recent-onset heart failure. The spatial resolution is confined to ~2 
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mm in plane spatial resolution and 6 mm slice thickness [37], which precludes from thin 

structures exploration such as atrium wall. 

Despite advances in LGE CMR technology and T1/T2 mapping over the past decade, 

myocardium imaging raises several technical limitations, including motion blurring, flow 

artifacts and limited image resolution as well as variations in the scar threshold based on 

selected inversion time. As compared to conventional LGE, ventricular HR-LGE imaging 

appears as a valuable tool that could significantly impact decision making in clinical routine. 

However, the long HR-LGE scan duration limits its wide clinical adoption. Additional 

difficulty comes from the cardiac and respiratory motions that may create artifact and 

blurring on the resulting image. To compensate for motion, majority of CMR imaging relies 

on cardiac and respiratory gating. Counterparts of such a technique is long and 

unpredictable scan times, particularly in patients suffering from arrhythmia.  

 

1.4. Objectives of the PhD 
 

Whether MRI can accurately identify the specific regions of tissue that participate in the VT 

reentrant circuits or constitute the AF drivers remains an open question.  

 

This thesis work aimed at significantly increase the spatial resolution at clinical field (1.5 T) 

of cardiac MR imaging in order to provide relevant information on the cardiac substrate 

related to arrhythmia. Challenges are low signal to noise ratio associated with reduced 

voxel size and complex motion-induced by the heart contraction and respiratory together 

with presence of irregular motion during arrhythmia.  

 

This thesis therefore proposes important advances to remove the current locks of the 

technology allowing to envision a high-resolution, motion corrected cardiac imaging. For 

that purpose, three mains axis were developed: 

 

- In Chapter 2, we implemented a local surface coil to improve the selectivity and 

sensitivity. We sought to address the safety issue of the active decoupling circuit by 

integrating an active optical decoupling to the original circuit. This technical 
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implementation was evaluated ex vivo and on a beating heart. The feasibility of high-

resolution at clinical field is demonstrated. 

 

- In Chapter 3, the issue of motion was investigated. A motion compensation 

technique was implemented that exploits the signal of micro-coils embodied on a 

MR-compatible catheter. Ex vivo and in vivo evaluation were conducted. In a last 

experiment, we proposed to combine the developed local coil and the motion 

compensation technique to perform high-resolution, motion-corrected image of the 

left endocardial ventricle via an open-chest approach. Preliminary results are 

presented.  

 

- In Chapter 4, safety aspects (potential coil wire heating due to absorption of RF 

emitted by the body coil during MRI acquisition sequence) inherent to the insertion 

of a MRI receiver coil inside the patient’s body was investigated. An MR-

thermometry method was developed to quantify the temperature evolution near an 

implanted wire. Precision of the method was evaluated in gel and in vivo on human 

brain.  

 

Context of the PhD 

 
This thesis was granted by the company Siemens Healthcare via a CIFRE contract with 

”L’Institut de RYthmologie et Modélisation Cardiaque” (LYRIC) in Pessac. This institute is 

one of the six ”Institut Hospitalo-Universitaire” in France, and it is dedicated to heart 

diseases.  

 

Available means and methods at the beginning of the PhD: 

 
- Two MRI scanners (1.5T, AERA and AVANTO, MAGNETOM, Siemens Erlangen, 

Germany)  

 
- Research agreement providing access to source code for sequence 

implementation.  
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- Calculation server connected to the MRI for high demand reconstruction and image 

processing (parallel computing on graphic cards) with Matlab licenses (including 

Gadgetron environment [38]).  

 
- MRI-compatible ablation catheters (Imricor Medical Systems, Burnsville, Minnesota, 

USA) 

 
- Real-time thermometry pipeline implemented in the Gadgetron framework.  

 
 

- All necessary equipment for large animal experimentation (sheeps) with in-house 

animal facilities, anesthesia equipment, experienced technicians and Vet for MRI 

guided cardiac interventions  
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Chapter 2  
 

Development of a MRI coil for high-resolution imaging 

at clinical field 

2.1. Introduction 
 

High spatial-resolution imaging of heart anatomy and physiology is required to increase the 

value of diagnostic MRI and to guide or monitor therapeutic processes. In patients 

presenting with persistent atrial fibrillation (AF), precise description of the extent and 

location of fibrosis in the atria would allow early diagnosis of the pathology and help at 

triaging AF therapeutic directions, such as determining which sites to ablate or weighting 

the benefits of ablation versus pharmacological treatment [1]. As the wall thickness of 

atrium ranges from 1 to 3 mm [2], depiction of fine structures within the wall requires a 

much higher spatial resolution than the one currently achieved in clinical cardiac MRI (often 

limited to more than one millimeter spatial resolution within an acceptable time window). 

Ideally, a spatial resolution of 300 µm isotropic or better would be desirable for proper 

identification of the arrhythmogenic substrate. One major determinant in performing high 

spatial resolution scans is the intrinsic Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR) of the Radio frequency 

(RF) receiver coils. SNR is proportional to the volume of the voxel. Therefore, if we want to 

increase the spatial resolution (i.e., to decrease the dimensions of the voxel) from 1 mm3 

to 0.3 mm3 (i.e., dividing the dimensions of the voxel by a factor 3), we lose a factor of 27 

(33) in signal. This loss in signal has to be compensated via a gain in coil sensitivity. RF 

coils are the front end of the magnetic. RF coils are the front end of the instrumental chain 

of a magnetic resonance imaging. Despite the huge technical progresses in RF coils, based 

on the phased array technology with increase of channels [3], [4] together with MR 

scanners featuring multiple receive channels, spatial resolution of clinical cardiac MR 

images currently remains around 1 mm or larger. It is of utmost importance to increase the 

sensitivity of the RF coil in order to increase the SNR and exploit this gain to reduce the 

voxel size. 
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Current external MRI coils placed on the surface of the torso are limited in sensitivity due 

to their physical distance from the heart itself. Also, the use of large coil elements that 

image more than the heart may negatively affect SNR of the resulting images of the 

myocardium. The development of specialized radio-frequency coils for imaging a specific 

anatomic region can somewhat overcome the practical obstacles of limited SNR and risks 

of image aliasing associated with imaging of small field of view with high spatial resolution. 

The earliest and most often pursued solution to improve the RF coil detection sensitivity is 

to reduce the coil size, i.e., to use small surface coils [5] that would be placed in proximity 

to the target tissue. As the sensitive volume is adapted to the region of interest, this allows 

optimization of the filling factor of the receiver coil, thereby improving SNR of the resulting 

images.  Furthermore, the high selectivity provided by the local coil is an advantage: since 

it is not sensitive to the objects at far field, image wrap-around is not a problem (the signal 

drops drastically with distance to the coil) allowing acquiring images with small field of view 

(FOV) and thus reduce MR image acquisition time. Indeed, the acquisition time is linearly 

dependent on the k-space matrix, therefore on the FOV/spatial resolution ratio. Hence, in 

order to maintain an acceptable acquisition time, it is preferable to reduce the FOV (by a 

factor of 3 in the above example). For these reasons, intravascular RF receiver coils have 

been developed and widely considered preferred for targeted cardiac imaging [6]–[10]. 

 
However, for clinical use, safety aspects inherent to the insertion of a MRI receiver coil 

inside the body have to be investigated and specific technical solutions have to be 

implemented to guarantee patients’ safety. One of the major risks is the conductive wires 

linking the coil to the connecting plug of the MR system. In fact, the conducting cables can 

act as an antenna [11], [12] and capture the electromagnetic waves of the radiofrequency 

pulses of the MRI sequence, resulting in heat production [13] (see Chapter 4). This heating 

is particularly pronounced when the length of the electrically conducting structures 

approaches the B0-dependent resonant length [14]. Furthermore, the propagation of direct 

current (DC) to actively detune the coil during the RF-transmission (Tx) phase introduces 

additional risks of inducing cardiac arrest. In order to prevent from harmful interactions 

between the intravascular coil and the MR environment and thus protect patients from RF-

related side effects, optical fibers were used to transmit the direct current instead of coaxial 

cables for the active decoupling [15]. 
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As intravascular coils show a real benefit in terms of image quality for heart exploration, it 

was further desired in this PhD to converge toward a practical implementation of an 

intracardiac MRI RF coil offering high sensitivity (gain in SNR) and spatial selectivity 

(reduced FOV to fit with the region of interest), while being sufficiently mechanically robust 

and electrically safe. The use of mini-invasive coils is not problematic in this context since 

state-of-the heart therapies commonly require the use of endo-cavitary catheters (electrical 

mapping, ablation) for the treatment of arrhythmia. 

 

 
To this end, a first receive-only coil prototype was designed following geometric and size 

requirements to fit with the heart anatomy and vasculature dimensions. Furthermore, as 

RF coils are not stand-alone devices, they must be interfaced with the MRI system. This 

involved the design of a specific tuning/matching and detuning circuitry together with a 

dedicated box to interface the system receiver. In order to alleviate the aforementioned 

safety issues, a key step of the probe construction was to replace the conventional galvanic 

connections used for the transmission of the DC current necessary for the decoupling 

phase by optical connections. This was realized in collaboration with Dr. Isabelle Saniour 

who implemented an optical decoupling technique during her PhD. Adaptations of her work 

was made to fit with our coil matching/tuning network. In a second stage, characterization 

of the probe on a RF workbench was performed. The probe was then evaluated in the 

presence of a sample loading to test its behavior in terms of frequency shift, tuning and 

matching capabilities as well as decoupling performances. Comparison of SNR gain 

relative to conventional coils between active and optical detuning techniques was 

performed before the first test ex-vivo. Finally, in order to test behavior and performances 

of our coil in presence of motion, experiments on ex-vivo working heart from pig were 

conducted using the designed probe. In a last study, the SNR gain offered by the 

intravascular coil was invested in MR-thermometry to evaluate the potential of such a coil 

at improving temperature accuracy. 

 

2.2. Objectives and Challenges 
 

This chapter focuses on the following objectives and challenges: 
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• Need: An imaging System capable of providing detailed, qualitative and 

quantitative data regarding the status of myocardium at the time of surgical 

intervention could favorably improve patient outcomes by enabling premature 

detection of structural myocardial abnormalities. It would also serve to 

provide precise guidance for various forms of localized therapy such as 

thermal ablation where high resolution temperature maps are needed. 

• Problem: External surface coils do not achieve a sufficient Signal to Noise 

Ratio (SNR) for structures far from the surface of the body.  

• Solution: Designing a local coil to enhance the signal while reducing the 

noise. Since it is not sensitive to the objects at far field, image wrap-around 

is no more a problem in high-resolution, small field-of-view images. Also, the 

lack of sensitivity to sources far from the coil results in lower noise amplitude 

[16], [17]. The local surface coil intrinsically combines a high selectivity with 

a high sensitivity that allows a smaller voxel size and a faster acquisition time 

(due to the reduced FOV). Hence, an intracardiac RF coil inserted close to 

the region of interest could drastically increase the SNR and thus enabling 

images with high resolution (desired resolution : 300 µm in-plane or better) 

• Challenges of this project are multiple. First, achieving the highest signal 

with the highest spatial resolution, i.e. the smallest voxel. However, these two 

factors are mutually exclusive and, in addition, extend the acquisition time. In 

addition, the small size of insertion permitted by the vasculature structure 

constrains the technical developments to a certain dimension and the 

geometry of the antenna must be adapted according to it. Also, a major 

associated challenge with in vivo application is the cardiac and respiratory 

motions. In addition, several causes for image artifacts associated with flow 

have to be considered: first-order and higher order motion of flowing blood, 

coil motion relative to the myocardium wall and pulsatility induced motion of 

the vascular wall itself. These can severely impact the image quality creating 

ghost artifact as well as blurring. 
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Since no expertise on coil hardware and coil interfacing was pre-existing at the IHU LIRYC 

institute at that time, significant work has been achieved during the 1st year of PhD to review 

the state-of-the-art intravascular coil and coil theory. Within this same year, first prototypes 

were implemented. During the second year of the PhD, collaboration with BioMaps 

laboratory (Inserm UMR1281) and especially with Dr. Isabelle Saniour and Dr. Marie 

Poirier-Quinot brought expertise on optical detuning as well as coil theory. I closely worked 

with Isabelle Saniour to design the coil circuitries and integrate the optical detuning solution 

to the original circuity. 

  

 

Personal contributions: 

 

 Participation in the study design 

 Designing the original galvanic-detuned coil circuit 

 Supervising the coil interfacing with the MR scanner (in collaboration with Dr. Stark) 

 Participation in the integration of the optical decoupling circuit and laser command 

system (work supervised by Dr. Saniour) 

 Conducting Ex vivo and working heart experimentations (acquisitions and 

processing of the data) 

 Production of the figures 

 

2.3. Intravascular coil history: emergence and development 
 

Papers of Atalar [18] and Cavalcante et Larose [19] provided support to write this part. The 

state of the art was realized for a 1.5 T field strength as this is our field of interest here. 

 
The concept of intracavitary probe, also called catheter coils was first investigated in 1984 

by Dr. Howard Kantor [6] in order to increase the signal to noise ratio (SNR) in 31P Nuclear 

Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectra. As it is well known indeed, the 31P signal is very weak 

compared to the signal of proton and it is therefore difficult to obtain relevant clinical results. 

Regarding the anatomic region of interest which in their case was the heart, Kantor et al 

designed a transmit/receive two-turn elliptical coil (7.5 x 24 mm, copper wire insulated with 

polystyrene) that they placed in contact with the right ventricle of a dog and obtained a 
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gain in SNR of 9. Their pioneering approach triggered the interest of several research 

groups in catheter coils and resulted in many other publications. Shortly after, Schnall et al 

designed an intracavity inflatable surface coil for high sensitivity and high resolution 

imaging of the male prostate and associated areas [20]. Their invention consisted of an 

insertable receiver coil embodied on an inflatable patient interface balloon including an 

inner and an outer balloons between which the coil was enclosed.  

 
Depending on the anatomic region of interest (blood vessels, prostate, colon, heart…) 

different coil designs were introduced. First, potential therapeutic implications associated 

with in vivo characterization of atherosclerotic plaque have motivated the pursuance of 

various concepts for high resolution imaging of the arterial walls. Reports of catheter coils 

designed to image the arterial lumen emerged as early as 1992, at times proposing creative 

and alternative approaches such as advancing the coil in an adjacent vein in order to 

circumvent the difficulty of accessing the artery. Almost simultaneously, three research 

groups led by Dr. Hurst, Dr. Martin and Dr. Kandarpa explored the feasibility of catheter-

based receiver coils for high-resolution imaging of blood vessels. While Hurst et al and 

Martin et al used opposed solenoid coil, Kandarpa et al. [21] exploited a small rectangular 

loop fitting a 8Fr (2.67 mm) catheter. Reflecting their superior in-plane signal homogeneity 

and penetration depth, initial assessments of intravascular imaging coils favored opposed 

solenoid designs [16], [22]. A limiting factor of such a design nevertheless is that the coil 

sensitivity nulls occur at locations approximately at the center of each solenoid. In opposite, 

the single-loop, multi-turn coil proposed by Kandarpa et al. provided better SNR and a 

slightly better longitudinal coverage for multi-slice imaging compared with the opposed 

solenoid coils. Ex-vivo images (10 slices) of freshly excised rabbit heart were acquired with 

200 µm in-plane resolution, 1.5 mm slice thickness in 17 min. Imaging device remained, 

however, rather rigid and was not evaluated under in vivo condition. Using an opposed 

solenoid design, successful phantom experiments revealed the feasibility of submillimeter 

in-plane resolution. Hurst et al. [22] acquired images in situ (cadaver) with 78 x 78 µm in-

plane voxel size and 2 mm slice thickness in less than 10-min. For a target defined by an 

annulus in a plane perpendicular to B0, the opposed solenoid design provided the best in-

plane homogeneity in the region between the solenoid when compared to the birdcage and 

multipole designs. However, this design did not provide sufficient SNR performance in this 

region of optimal homogeneity. In vivo tests conducted by this same team were not 

conclusive due to important motion artifacts that precluded good depiction of the wall 
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structure. Martin et al. [16] showed the opposed-solenoid configuration exhibited better 

performance relatively to the quality factor (Q) value and appeared to be less subjected to 

coil resistance than the opposed-loop design. Ex-vivo human femoral artery acquisition 

was achieved with a 156 µm in-plane resolution and 3 mm slice thickness. Opposed-

solenoid were used in the study of Martin et Henkelman [23] to obtain high-resolution 

images in vivo (swine aorta). However, motion of the coil in the pulsatile blood stream was 

identified as a major obstacle to obtain sufficient image quality. To overcome this issue, 

they implemented a “bullet tip” to stabilize the coil in the center of the vessel and to limit 

the ghost artifacts. They could obtain images with 312 µm in-plane resolution with 3 mm 

slice thickness in less than 6 min and gated the images with ECG while saturating the spins 

upstream from the imaging plane to improve image quality. However, rigidity and large 

mass of the resultant device made it impractical in a patient setting. In an attempt to 

improve the longitudinal coverage of the catheter coil and to overcome the mechanical 

rigidity associated with the opposed-solenoid and single loop designs, Atalar et al. [17] 

presented an alternative catheter coil design which consisted on an elongated loop. This 

design combined the advantage of enlarged longitudinal coverage, smaller size together 

with greater flexibility while limiting the change in inductance when the coil flexes. While 

the coil itself was 4 Fr in size (diameter: 1.33 mm), the maximum diameter of the design 

(around the region where the capacitors are placed) was 9 Fr (diameter: 3 mm). Decoupling 

was achieved by placing a shunt PIN diode on the coaxial cable. Using their coil, they 

reported a SNR of 20 or more in the close vicinity of their receive-only elongated loop 

design and acquire in vivo image with a spatial resolution of 98 µm x 98 µm x 3 mm3 of a 

rabbit aorta. In opposite to the loop and solenoid design that require the tuning/matching 

network to be close to the coil, Ocali et Atalar [24] provided convincing theoretical evidence 

that a modified design, based on a loopless coil with tuning and matching circuits located 

outside the vessel, could possibly be miniaturized to the order of 1.5 French (0.5 mm) in 

diameter while still providing adequate SNR. Intravascular loopless antennae utilize much 

thinner and more flexible coaxial cable [25]. The inner conductors of these antennae are 

extended by about a quarter wavelength to form a “whip” suitable for imaging small vessels. 

The relatively short length of the intravascular MR whip, however, results in relatively small 

longitudinal coverage. Another solution to render the coil more flexible while benefiting of 

a loop design relies on expandable coils where the current loop coils is mounted on a 

balloon [9], [10], [26], [27] or mounted on pre-shaped filament [9]. 
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When discussing the performance of every catheter coil design, one of the most critical 

parameters that one has to take into account is their mechanical properties and 

dimensions.  

 

2.4. Theory  
 

Radiofrequency coils are an essential MRI hardware component as they are responsible 

for the excitation and the reception of the MR signal. As such, they directly impact the 

spatial and temporal resolution, sensitivity and uniformity in MRI [28]. Their shape, size and 

position have a critical importance for the SNR of the acquired images [18]. In general RF 

coils are optimized to obtain the higher SNR. For optimum performance, the RF coils should 

be adapted to the target biomedical application and the sensitive volume of the coil should 

equal the desired field of view (FOV) of the region of interest to optimize the filling factor 

and thereby increase the selectivity while improving the sensitivity. As a result, numerous 

RF coils with various geometry and dimension have been introduced. Also, RF coils are 

differentiated by their operating modes. Here, we only focus on the design of receive-only 

coils. 

  

 

2.4.1. The surface coil as a receive-only probe 

 
In their simple form, surface coils consist of a loop of wire, creating an inhomogeneous 

magnetic field that decreases quickly when increasing distance from the coil plane. This 

allows imaging a restricted region of interest within a large sample. Furthermore, as the 

field of view is reduced, less noise from the sample is coupled to the coil, resulting in higher 

SNR.  

 
The signal detected by the surface receive coil is highly dependent on its dimensions and 

its geometry. Considering a single circular surface loop of diameter r, carrying a current I, 

the magnetic field induced by the coil at a distance d from its axis and normalized by the 

current I can be expressed according to Biot-Savart equation:  
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|𝐵1
⃗⃗⃗⃗ |

I
=  

µ0

2
 

r2

      [r2  +  d2 ]3/2
 (2-1) 

 
with µ0 the permeability of free space. This equation showed that, in the vicinity of the coil 

(d << r), the induction coefficient |𝐵1
⃗⃗⃗⃗ |/𝐼 is inversely proportional to the radius of the surface 

loop coil. Thus, using the principle of reciprocity, the NRM signal intensity increases when 

the radius of the circular loop decreases. Hayes et Axel [29] showed that for a region 2 cm 

below the surface, the 8 cm diameter surface coil SNR is 4.7 times better than that of the 

head coil, which allow to reduce the volume of the voxel by the same factor while still 

retaining the same SNR as provided by the head coil (Figure 2-1). 

 

 

 

In contrast to head or body coils, the SNR for surface coils depends little on the losses in 

the total tissue sample but greatly on coil geometry. Note also that the noise contribution 

from the object and from the sensor decrease when decreasing the coil diameter. Hence, 

for this type of coil, the SNR is as high as the radius of the coil is small. On the other hand, 

   

Figure 2-1: Signal-to-noise ratio versus depth in a head-sized phantom imaged with 

surface coils of three different diameters and the head coil. Figure from Hayes et Axel 

1985. 
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as the diameter decreases the penetration depth also decreases, which yields to a 

compromise between the desired sensitivity and the depth of exploration.  

 

2.4.2. SNR in detail 

 
The signal and noise detected in nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) experiments can be 

quantified using the reciprocity principle that states that the receive sensitivity of a coil is 

proportional to its transmit field, e.g. that the electromagnetic force (emf) induced in an RF 

coil by a rotating magnetic dipole m at a given point in space is proportional to the magnetic 

field B1 produced at the same point by a current I circulating in the coil [30]. The emf induced 

by m is given by:  

 

emf =  −
∂

∂t

𝐁𝟏.𝐦

I
 (2-2) 

 

This emf is responsible for the current to flow in the RF loop coil. This causes a voltage at 

the open terminals of the loop and constitutes the NMR signal, which is resolved into 

voxels. For a sample volume V, with the sample magnetization flipped into the xy-plane by 

a 90° RF pulse, the emf induced in the coil is given by:  

 

emf =  −∫
∂

∂t

𝐁𝟏. 𝐌𝟎

Isample

 dV (2-3) 

 

B1 and M0 are both rotating in the xy-plane at the Larmor frequency ω0 (ω0 =  2π. f0). 

Assuming that the B1 field is homogeneous over the sample volume (which is reasonable 

for typical voxel sizes of several cubic millimeters), and neglecting phase, it can be shown 

that equation yields 

 

emf =  ω0

B1,xy

I
M0Vcos(ω0t) (2-4) 

 

A rigorous mathematical description of the application of the reciprocity Principle for 

calculation of the NMR signal strength was given in Hoult at Richards [31]. This signal is 
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altered by noise from several sources including the resistance of the receiver coil, dielectric 

losses, and inductive losses arising within the sample to be imaged. The noise can be 

thought of as arising from an equivalent coil resistance Req, composed of the equivalent 

series resistance due to the resistance of the coil (Rc), dielectric losses (Re), and inductive 

losses (Rm). The proportion of each of these contributions to overall noise depends strongly 

on the fabrication properties of the coil and the degree of coupling between the coil and a 

lossy medium [16]. The voltage associated with noise is given by the following equation: 

 

V =  √4KB T∆fReq (2-5) 

 

With Δf the receiver bandwidth and KB the Boltzmann constant. TReq is the equivalent 

temperature-weighted sum of resistances according to the respective dissipation rates and 

local temperatures in the different media. 

The signal to noise ratio (SNR) is defined as the ratio of the emf induced in the coil over 

the noise voltage, as shown in the following equation: 

 

SNR = 
emf

V
=  

B1,xy

I
.
ω0 M0Vcos(ω0t) 

√4KB T∆fReq

 (2-6) 

 

Combining equation (2-1) and (2-6), this suggests that the SNR at the surface of the coil 

(d = 0) increases rapidly as the coil radius r is decreased and that the radius r is the scale 

factor which determines how rapidly the SNR rolls off with distance to the sample. Besides 

the coil’s loop size and the electrical properties, main factors influencing the SNR are 

the following [28]:  

 
- The penetration depth: is defined as the depth at which the coils sensitivity drops 

to 37% of that at the center of the coil. The loop-coil has a very local sensitivity 

depending on the penetration depth. It is usually admitted, as a rule of thumb, that 

the penetration depth of a loop coil is approximately equal to its diameter. 

 
- The effective temperature: which is responsible for the losses of all the 

components,  
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- The performance of the preamplifier to amplify the emf. 

 
- The quality factor: which is a measure to compare coil loops in their efficiency to 

detect the MR signal. The Q-factor is a dimensionless indicator for the loss 

mechanisms in the coil. It could either be measured considering the following 

equation:  

Q =  
𝜔0L

Rc
 (2-7) 

 

where L is the inductance of the coil, or be measured in terms of the width of the 

resonance peak at -3dB : 

Q = 
f0
∆f

 (2-8) 

  

with  ∆f corresponding to the -3dB bandwidth of the resonance peak. 

 
- The filling factor: which is the ratio of magnetic field energy stored inside the 

sample volume versus the total magnetic energy stored by the loop. To maximize 

this factor and thereby the SNR, the coil must be chosen (or designed) to fit the 

closest as possible with the targeted region to be imaged. As the field of view is 

reduced, less noise from the sample is coupled to the coil, resulting in higher SNR. 

The filling factor of a surface coil being high and the probe being small, its sensitivity 

is very high when one is interested in a small sample [32]. 

 

2.4.3. Basic Principles 

 

2.4.3.1. RLC Circuit 

 
The coil itself is an inductor with inductance L forming a basic loop. Furthermore, the loop 

wire has inherent resistive losses R. The source of energy loss or heating in probe 

components are essentially the conductor resistance and the dissipation of energy in the 

capacitor’s dielectric or any substrate supporting the circuit. Therefore, the energy is not 

only stored in the coil but also dissipated through ohmic losses [33]. The source of energy 

loss or heating in probe components is essentially dependent on the conductor [32]. Adding 
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a capacitor C to the R,L circuit creates a resonant circuit that can be tuned to the 

appropriate frequency using appropriate value of C. The coil is then connected to a 

transmission line must match its characteristic impedance to maximize energy transfer and 

ensure optimal SNR. 

 

2.4.3.2. Tuning and matching  

 
Tuning a coil means adjusting the capacitance (and sometimes the inductance) so that the 

frequency of the electrical resonance of the coil circuit matches the Larmor frequency. The 

resonance of a sensor results in a frequency selectivity and therefore, filters out some of 

the noise associated with the detection of the NMR signal. At the electrical resonance thus 

a small external perturbation, here the emf generated by the transient motion of the nuclear 

magnetization, induces a large response from the coil. Usually, the capacitor Ct ensures 

the tuning function and changing this value adjusts the resonance frequency of the receiver 

coil (on the S11 magnitude chart).  

 

Matching the coil means maximizing the signal power transmission. Connections between 

the RF probe and the MR scanner is usually ensured by coaxial cables having a 

characteristic impedance of 50 Ohms. It is thus important to transfer the maximum available 

power to the RF probe during RF transmission. To this end, the coil and cable should have 

the same impedance Z0 (typically 50 Ohms). This condition is called “power matching” and 

a mismatch in impedance induces a less efficient receive chain. [33]. Capacitor Cm is used 

for matching the coil to the 50 Ohms impedance of the receiver circuit.  
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In practice, there are usually two common ways to tune and match the network: capacitive 

and inductive techniques. Although inductive matching presents several advantages, 

particularly the reduction of load effects when the sensor is placed near the object to be 

imaged together with independency of the tuning and matching adaptation with the 

resonant loop, the capacitors used in capacitive coupling is more advantageous to 

minimize dielectric losses and make sensors decoupling more efficient [34]. According to 

this observation, our choice was in favor of a capacitive tuning and matching network. 

Moreover, this configuration allows a more compact circuit which is desired in our case. 

 

In the basic capacitive tuning and matching network, two capacitors are used (Figure 2-2). 

One in parallel with the RF probe and the other in series with the RF coaxial cable. Two 

configurations exist: one with parallel tuned/series matched and the other with series 

tuned/parallel matched circuits. As exposed in Mispelter et al [32], the losses in the parallel 

tuned/series matched circuit are about half the losses in the series tuned/parallel matched 

circuit. Therefore, without special care or particular needs, the parallel tuned/series 

matched circuit is preferred.  

 

In this configuration, theoretical values of capacitors are given by this system of equations: 

 

CT =  
ω0. L. Z0 −  √R. Z0(ω0

2. L2 − R. Z0 +  R2) 

ω0. Z0(ω0
2. L2 + R2)

 (2-9) 

Figure 2-2: Parallel tuned/series matched circuit. The coil inductance L is tuned 

at the operating frequency 𝜔0 by the capacitance CT. The high resistance of 

the coil resonator is matched to 50 Ω by the matching capacitor CM. 
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CM =  
2. ω0

2. L. CT − ω0
4. L2. CT

2 −  ω0
2. R2. CT

2 − 1

ω0
2(R2. CT

2 − L + ω0
2. L. CT)

 

 

 

where 𝜔0 is the operating frequency, L the coil inductance, Z0 the characteristic impedance 

equal to 50 Ω and R the resistance which reflects the losses in the loop. Equation (2-9) 

shows the interdependency of the capacitor values. Therefore, in practice, modifying one 

will induce variation in the other and vice versa. 

 

2.4.3.3. Decoupling 

 
During the RF excitation phase, assumed to be provided by a uniform body transmit coil, 

the receiver coil must be decoupled from the transmission coil to prevent both distortion of 

the transmitted magnetic field (B1+) and local hot spots generation (points of excessive RF 

power deposition) inside the body due to the associated electric field concentration. More 

precisely, during transmission, if no detuning is performed, the current induced in the 

receiver coil will create a magnetic field that will add or subtract to the primary exciting RF 

field created by the transmit coil. This will result in a inhomogeneous excitation in the vicinity 

of the receiver coil, affecting the local flip angle profile [32]. Moreover, during the receiving 

phase, part of the electromagnetic energy received by the receiver coil will be dissipated in 

the resistance of the large resonator and noise currents flowing in the transmitting coil will 

induce noise currents in the receiver coil, affecting thus the resulting image [35].  

In addition to the aforementioned side effects, coupling between the two coils could also 

lead to undesirable transfer of energy into the Rx chain during the transmission. Indeed, 

as the transmit power is orders of magnitude greater than the received signal, the 

preamplifier of the Rx coil needs thus to be protected from damage due to the high power 

of the RF transmission. These can be avoided by electronically damping the resonance of 

the receiver coil during RF excitation. The detuning circuit performs this task by limiting the 

RF induced currents to negligible levels by switching on high impedance elements in the 

coil loop [36]. This way, RF induced currents are limited to negligible levels or even 

canceled out.  
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There are mainly two categories of decoupling circuits: passive decoupling and active 

decoupling. 

 
Passive decoupling could theoretically be achieved geometrically, however, to reduce the 

interaction to a tolerable level by this method, the mutual orientation of the two coils should 

be adjusted with a high degree of accuracy which is impossible in practice. Hence, in most 

of cases, a geometric decoupling should be accompanied by another effective means that 

cancels out or at least minimizes the induced currents in each coil [32]. Back to back diodes 

may be used to produce a circuit element that conducts at voltage above a certain 

threshold. When the RF field is transmitted, the induced current alternatively switches one 

of the diodes within the circuit, activating the detuning circuit or not. Edelstein et al [35] 

proposed and efficient circuit that employs passive crossed diodes. An auxiliary inductance 

(L2 in the following example, Figure 2-3-Left) is connected by the switching diodes in 

parallel to one of the surface coil tuning capacitors (here C2), constituting a resonant 

blocking circuit (also called detuning trap or pole insertion). The trap detuned the detection 

coil when activated by a PIN diode, i.e. when the diode’s forward-bias threshold was 

exceeded by the transmit trigger voltage. The diodes act as a switch connecting the 

resonant trap to the coil, thus inserting a high impedance parallel L2-C2 circuit in series in 

the loop and preventing significant current flow in the receiver loop. The transmitted field 

will be unaffected by currents in the receiver coil if the impedance of the receiver blocking 

circuit is substantially greater than the impedance of the closed receiver loop. 

Active decoupling still makes use of diode properties and becomes particularly efficient 

when using PIN diode. In this configuration, diodes are biased by an external circuit that 

delivers DC synchronized with the pulse sequence. The DC is provided by the MR scanner. 

Edelstein et al proposed an active detuning trap in which the diodes can be PIN diodes 

actively driven by a current sent down the input cable. The connections of the switching 

diode to the diode driver device require a choke inductance. This inductance provides a 

path to the DC power while presenting a high impedance to the RF current at the operating 

frequency to block RF path in the active decoupling circuit. During reception (Rx), the diode 

is biased off, and the MRI signal is conducted from the antenna to the scanner.  
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Advantage of the passive decoupling is its intrinsic wireless property, which avoids 

introduction of cables inside the patient and the associated safety challenges (see Chapter 

4). However, passive detuning may be not sufficiently effective because, depending on RF 

pulses used, the induced current is not always sufficient to activate the PIN diode which 

can again affect the uniformity and contrast in the resulting image. Moreover, the high 

conduction losses in fast switching diodes may induce for intravascular coil considerable 

heat inside patient's body [37]. Hence, in the most configurations, active detuning is thus 

preferred since more reliable and faster. 

 

2.4.3.4. Coaxial cables: safety concerns  

 
Conventionally, the DC bias current is provided by the MR system and transmitted using a 

coaxial cable. However, for clinical use, conducting coaxial cables linking the coil (deeply 

introduced into the patient) to the connecting plug of the MR system may induce safety 

issues (cf Safety chapter). In this situation indeed, the electrical field accompanying the RF 

magnetic field B1 induces current in the conducting cables at the same frequency, resulting 

in local hotspots at the cable-tissue interface. This issue limits the use of intravascular 

probes. 

 

Figure 2-3: Passive (left) and Active (right) decoupling configurations. 

Modified from Edelstein et al., 1986 
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Coaxial cables or transmission lines are used to transport the RF energy. They are 

composed of two conductors laid concentrically along the same axis (Figure 2-4-Left). The 

core (center) is a copper wire which allows the transport of the signal. This copper wire is 

surrounded by a dielectric insulator, which is in turn surrounded by the outer conductor, 

producing an electrically shielded transmission circuit. The whole cable is then wrapped in 

a protective plastic sheathing. The dominant mode of propagation within a transmission 

line is the transverse electromagnetic mode.  

 

 
 
Figure 2-4-Right represents a segment of a transmission line where the inductance L per 

unit of length of a transmission line is the inductance of the loop formed by the current 

flowing in one of the conductors (of unit length) and the capacitance C is the capacitance 

per unit length between the two conductors. The losses in the transmission lines are 

determined by the series resistance R of the conductors and by the conductance G of the 

dielectric medium[32]. 

 

Efficient transfer of energy is done when the transmission line functions in the so-called 

differential mode. In this mode, the currents in the two wires flow in opposite directions and 

the electromagnetic field created outside the line is negligible. However, an undesired 

mode may also be excited, the so-called common mode. In this mode, the currents in both 

conductors flow in the same direction. The transmission line becomes thus “asymmetrical” 

and the common mode is the transmission mode of parasites. One of the reasons this 

common mode exists is a poor grounding. In this mode, the coaxial cable can act as an 

Figure 2-4: Composition of a coaxial cable (left) and its corresponding electrical representation. 

Modified from [34] 
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antenna in which standing wave propagates. The generated current exhibits maxima at 

distances corresponding to an odd number of quarter wavelength as shown in the following 

schemes [34]: 

 

 

An electromagnetic field is generated that radiated outside the cable, leading to losses, 

probe coil detuning and RF interference. It may also lead to patients burning in clinical MRI. 

This phenomenon is well documented and several authors have clearly highlighted the 

considerable temperature increase at the tip of the coaxial cable, where the electric field is 

the most intense [11], [14], [38]. Different approaches have already been proposed to 

reduce these RF-induced currents such as adding coaxial choke [14] or baluns matching 

circuits and traps [39]. 

 

2.5. Conception, development and interfacing of intra-cardiac MRI coils 
 

The technical developments, which are described in the following in order to manufacture 

the surface loop coil, were carried out in collaboration with the research group of Biomaps 

(Dr. Marie Poirier-Quinot and Dr. Isabelle Saniour). Preliminary researches were conducted 

upstream the collaboration in order to select the most suitable coil design that would fit with 

the geometry of the atria. Collaboration started in September 2018 with the goal of 

improving the design of the loop coil, printing it and implement the optical decoupling to 

address safety issues raised by the catheter coil. Such developments were based on the 

already published work of Saniour et al., [15]. We worked together to adapt her research 

Figure 2-5: Standing wave propagating in a coaxial 

cable in common mode and positions of the maxima.  
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works to the circuit I had previously designed. Dr. Saniour was of great help with the printing 

and development of the interfacing laser box for optical decoupling.  

 

Design criteria 

When designing a coil, as previously discussed, one have to think about the anatomic 

target and application our coil is intended to. Shape and size will depend on this first step. 

For an intravascular coil to perform well at imaging the cardiac cavity, it should have several 

properties [16]: 

 

- a high sensitivity at the close vicinity of the coil 

- a minimized sensitivity fall off radial to the coil, which makes it highly selective 

allowing thus a reduced FOV  

- an homogeneous response to objects radially equidistant to it 

- an homogeneous response to objects axially equidistant to it 

- an insensitivity to the orientation around B0 axis  

 

These criteria were carefully validated in the following and represent a large part of the 

realized work.   

 

2.5.1. Design 

 
A conductive circular loop seemed the most appropriate design to image cardiac 

arrhythmogenic substrate within the atrium [7], [8]. Diameter of the coil was chosen 

regarding two parameters: the dimension of the typical Left Atrium (LA) chamber of patients 

and the desired penetration depth at which the local loop-coil sensitivity should be the 

highest (covering the typical left atrial wall thickness ranging from 3-5 mm). Moreover, 

dimension of the cryoablation ballons (23 and 28 mm, Artic Front, Medtronic) and Lasso 

mapping catheters (12-35 mm, BiosenseWebster) used for the treatment of AF [40] served 

as a reference to get an idea of the order of the possible diameters. Considering these 

elements, we chose a diameter of 2 cm.  

 

The 2 cm-diameter (inner diameter) receive-only circular loop coil was designed using a 35 

µm-thick copper trace on a FR4 (Flame Resistant 4) substrate (relative permittivity εr = 4, 
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thickness t = 0.8 mm). The width e of the circular coil inductance trace was 3 mm which 

gives an outer diameter rext of 23 mm. The thickness l of the copper trace was chosen in 

accordance with the skin depth δ of the copper (magnetic permeability: µ = 1.25x10-6 H/m, 

conductivity: σ = 5.96x107 S/m) at the resonant frequency (f = 63.6 MHz; AERA magnet, 

Siemens). At this frequency, the current distribution in the conductor is not uniform. In fact, 

it is concentrated on the surface of the conductor, over a limited thickness called “effective 

area”. This induced a resistance (called AC resistance in opposite to DC resistance) greater 

than that determined in direct current (DC) regime, affecting the quality factor of the coil 

and increasing the Joule effect. To limit this problem, the thickness of the conductor has to 

be greater than the skin depth δ [34]:  

δ =  
1

√π f µ σ
=  √

2

ω0 µ σ
= √

2 ρ

ω0 µ 
 (2-10) 

 

with 𝜔0 the pulsation of the sinusoidal excitation at the Larmor frequency in rad/s and ρ the 

resistivity of the copper (1.70x10-8 Ωm). The skin depth of the copper, at this frequency, is 

8.2 µm 

 

 

2.5.2. Tuning and matching of the coil 

Given the geometry and the dimension of the circular surface coil, theoretical value of the 

inductance was computed according to the following equations corresponding to the 

geometry given in Figure 2-6 [32]: 
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L = 0.4π2n2
rm
2

l + e + rext
 AB 

(2-11) 

 

A = 
10l + 12e + 2rext

10l + 10e + 1.4rext
 

 

B = 0.5log10[ 100 + 
14rext

2l + 3e
 ] 

 

with n the total number of turns (n=1 in our case). The resulting value is in nH and the 

dimensions are given in mm. This formula assumes that the dimensions are much smaller 

than a wavelength, which is the case (λ1.5T,air
 = 4.8 m). Theoretical value of inductance 

was found to be Lthe = 43.5 nH. In addition, experimental value of the inductance was 

measured on a Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) by adding a known capacitor at the terminal 

of the circular loop wire and was found to be 41 nH.  

 

Theoretical value allowed us a first estimation of the capacitors’ values required for the 

tuning and matching. A local, parallel tuned/series matched circuit was implemented to 

Figure 2-6: Geometry used for the self-inductance computation. Modified from Mispelter Book 

(Appendix A,p.695) 
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tune the coil at the operating frequency 𝜔0. The loop was adapted using a capacitive 

coupling, as introduced in the section 2.4.3.2. This method is the most common: it is based 

on the addition of a capacitor Cm to obtain the desired input impedance (50 Ω in our case) 

in order to limit the power reflection. Tuning was realized using a combination of two 

capacitors Ct1 and Ct2. The capacitors (100B, American Technical Ceramics (ATC), New 

York, USA) were chosen to be small (2.79 x 2.79 x 2.59 mm, L x W x T) and non-magnetic 

(ceramic-based with non-magnetic barrier termination). Additionally, these capacitors have 

a high quality factors Q in the range of 1000 at 63.6 MHz. The receiver coil was designed 

to operate with an AERA 1.5 T MR System (Siemens, Erlangen Germany, f0 = 63.6 MHz). 

Values of each component (capacitors and inductance) were computed using the following 

equations in Figure 2-7. 

 

As we want Ct1 in series with L be an inductance, this condition fixes the minimum value 

of Ct1. Ld is the inductor used together with Ct1 to form a blocking resonant circuit when 

detuning is activated (i.e., when PIN diode is activated), see 2.4.3.3. According to [34], the 

resistance R (Figure 2-2) is relatively low (around 0.7 Ω). Therefore, for simplicity, R is not 

represented in the above schemes.  

 

 

Table 2-1: Theoretical values of Ct1, Ct2 and Ld computed from the above equations. 
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Given Ct1, Ct2 can be determined as well as Ld. Regarding these equations and the 

theoretical value of inductance, we found theoretical values of Ct1 = 315 pF, Ct2 = 265 pF 

and Ld = 20 nH to be a good set of values, avoiding high values of capacitances (orange 

values in Table 2-1). 

 

The matching capacitor was experimentally chosen to maximize the quality factor. A 

coaxial cable (36 AWG, mouser), 1.8 m length with a characteristic impedance Zc = 50 Ω 

was used to link the coil circuit to the interface network and performances of the resulting 

coil was tested in terms on both quality factor and SNR. 

Figure 2-7: Schematic of the electrical circuits and corresponding 

equations used to compute the theoretical values of the capacitors. 
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2.5.3. Classical active decoupling with galvanic connections 

 
An active decoupling circuit was implemented using a PIN diode added to the resonant 

circuit. The switching diode was connected to the diode driver using a choke inductance 

which role is to block RF path in the active decoupling circuit. The impedance value of the 

choke, at the operating frequency, is dependent on the impedance value of the circuit 

where the inductor is inserted. In our case, the impedance value of the circuit being 50 Ω, 

a value of inductance of about 1 µH is recommended [32]. According to this, we chose a 

value of 1.2 µH for the choke inductance.  

 

Capacitor values based on the theoretical values were adjusted to ensure an optimal tuning 

of the coil to 63.6 MHz and its adaptation to 50 Ω. Furthermore, the PIN diode welded in 

parallel with one of the tuning capacitors slightly disturbed the input impedance of the coil, 

requiring fine adaptation of the tuning and matching capacitors.  Tuning and matching 

values were 333 pF for Ct1, 289 pF for Ct2 and 12 pF for Cm. These values are close to 

the theoretical values. Indeed, the capacitors welded on the loop have a tolerance of 5% 

compared to their nominal value. In our case, the tuned capacitor Ct1 of the tuning network 

was used together with Ld to form a blocking resonant circuit when the diode is activated 

Figure 2-8: Equivalent circuit for the Transmission and Reception phases. During the 

transmission phase, the PIN diode is switched on, the inductor Ld together with Ct1 

constitute a resonant blocking circuit and detune the coil. During reception, the diode 

is biased off, and the MRI signal is conducted from the antenna to the scanner. 
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via the DC bias current provided by the MR system. The value of Ld was 18 nH which is 

close to the theoretical value. During the transmission, a direct current of the order of 100 

mA current (max +12 V) is emitted by the Siemens 1.5 T MR system to detune the coil. In 

opposite, during the reception, the scanner imposes by default a negative voltage (around 

-30 V, and an approximately -300 mA) to ensure functionality of the receiver coil. In the 

case of conventional decoupling, these signals are used to activate (with current of 100 

mA) or block (with the negative voltage of -30 V) the PIN diode added to the resonant loop. 

Equivalent electrical circuits of the loop coil are provided in Figure 2-8  for both transmission 

and reception phase.  

The coil was implemented (Figure 2-9) with the geometry and dimensions of the copper 

traces and substrate corresponding to those given in the paragraph 2.5.1.  

 

 

2.5.4. Optical decoupling 

 

2.5.4.1. Implementation 

 
In order to address safety issues, an optical decoupling circuit, devoid of any galvanic 

connections to drive the DC current to the PIN diode was implemented. These 

Figure 2-9 : Galvanic Decoupling. Left- Electrical scheme of the optical 

decoupling. Right- Photo of the galvanic-detuned coil circuit. 
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developments were based on the published work of Dr. Saniour and were realized in 

collaboration with Biomaps.  

Regarding the technical implementation, modification of the conventional active decoupling 

circuit consisted in adding a photodiode to transmit the DC current to the PIN diode and a 

shunt resistance to force the rapid discharge of the photodiode, as described in [15]. The 

photodiode simply acts as a current source controlled and supplied by an external optical 

device. Figure 2-10 shows the electrical representation together with the technical 

implementation. 

 

 

 

Original implementation comprised two photodiodes but in our configuration, only one 

photodiode was sufficient to ensure the requested voltage for a PIN diode to operate in 

direct mode. A silicon S12158-01CT photodiode (Hamamatsu Photonics, Japan) was used, 

with a 2.77 x 2.77 mm photosensitive area.  

 

Figure 2-10: Optical Decoupling. Left- Electrical scheme of the optical decoupling. 

Right- Photo of the optical decoupling circuit. The photodiode is indicated by the 

pink frame. 
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This photodiode was chosen in accordance with the following requirements [34]: 

 
- The amplitude of the current generated by the photodiode must be sufficient to 

ensure activation of the PIN diode. 

 
- The photodiode has to be ‘low-magnetic’ in order to be MR compatible 

 
- Geometry and size of the photodiode should be small enough to fit with the 

dimension of the receiver only loop and to be further embodied in a catheter sheath. 

 
- The response time of the photodiode should be low to ensure the optical-to-electric 

conversion be fast enough. Indeed, the application times of the RF pulses in clinical 

MRI sequences are in the order of milliseconds at minimum. The circuit of optical 

decoupling that contains the photodiode must therefore switch quickly before these 

application times, in other words, having a commutation time of a few microseconds 

to more. 

Tuning and matching values were 302pF for Ct1, 302 pF for Ct2 and 13 pF for Cm. Ld was 

18 nH. Similarly to the galvanic detuning circuit, a choke inductor of 1.2 µH was added 

between the loop and the photodiode to block any alternating current from interacting with 

the detuning circuit during NMR reception phase. This choke inductor also prevents the 

photodiode impedance from changing the blocking circuit resonance frequency. When 

switching from detuning to tuning phase, the response of the coil is slow. Indeed parasitic 

capacitance of illuminated photodiodes enables photoelectrons to accumulate. Once light 

is off, these residual charges slowly flow out through the PIN diode which is still weakly 

biased (under the threshold voltage) (Saleh et al 2007). Hence, a shunt resistance R0 of 

1.8 kΩ was added in parallel to force a rapid discharge of the photodiodes [15]. This value 

was experimentally determined by Isabelle Saniour during her PhD and is a tradeoff 

between the adequate value of resistance to ensure the minimum commutation time to 

tuning mode and reciprocally to detuning mode.  

 

2.5.4.2. Optical converting unit 

 
In order to detune the coil, the photodiode added to the coil has to be illuminated by using 

a 30 mW fibred modulated laser diode (Laser Components ®, Germany, λ = 650 nm). An 

optical fiber (Radiospare, 0.2 mm core diameter, SMA connector) was used to transmit the 

optical signal from the laser diode to the center of the photosensitive area of the 
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photodiode. In order to convert directly the outgoing DC current provided by the MR 

scanner system to an optical signal, an optical converting circuit (also named laser 

command circuit) was designed. The optical conversion begins when the MR system 

provides a bias DC current (+100 mA) or a negative voltage to detune the coil by turning 

on the laser diode or tune the coil back by turning it off. The required voltage to turn on or 

off the laser is 0 V and 5 V respectively. However, the MR sent a voltage of -30 V in 

reception phase and + 15 V in transmission phase (data sheet of the constructor). 

Therefore, an inverting operational amplifier (TL081) with resistors R1 = 33 kΩ and R2 = 6.7 

kΩ was used to adapt the output voltages of the DC trigger to the modulation threshold of 

the laser diode. Figure 2-11 illustrates the scheme of the inverting operational amplifier and 

a photo of the optical converting unit integrating the inverting amplifier, the laser diode and 

the battery for both the amplifier and the laser diode. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-12 represents the conversion chain of the direct current sent by the MR scanner 

to an optical signal. This optical signal is transmitted via an optical fiber and directly injected 

in the photosensitive area of the photodiode. 

Figure 2-11: Photograph of the optical converting unit. Blue frame indicates the inverting 
operational amplifier and its associated electrical scheme. 
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2.5.5. Interfacing the receiver coil with the MR scanner 

 
A dedicated interface box (named 8_Ch_Box) was designed in collaboration with Dr. 

Helmut Stark who ensures support on RF coils and MRI hardware for Siemens. It consists 

of 8 BNC connectors (receive mode) in order for us to develop different types of coil that 

could be combined and an output for DC supply in order to feed both the galvanic and 

optical decoupling circuit. The add-on system was designed to interface with a 1.5 T MRI 

system (MAGNETOM Aera, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen Germany) using the system’s 

local transmit coil interface (‘Total Imaging Matrix’, or TIM adaptor), located on the patient 

bed, as the primary interface. To suppress dangerous currents on the cable to the receiver 

coil, and thus to ensure patient safety, cable trap was placed on the receiver cable. A coil 

file was added to the scanner to allow recognition of this interface by the MRI. On the 

scanner imaging interface, each Rx channel could then be selected individually (RX1-RX8) 

and the elements that were not selected had detuning current for the PIN diode all the time 

during the sequence. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-12: Conversion chain of the direct current. The DC sent by the MR table fed the input of 

the optical detuning unit (blue). The optical converting unit converts the DC into an optical signal 

that is transmitted via an optical fiber to the photodiode of the optical detuning circuit of the loop 

coil. 
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2.6. Characterization of the RF coils on the RF Workbench 
 

Characterization of the resonant loops was performed using a Vector Network Analyzer 

(VNA, DG8SAQ USB-Controlled VNWA 3, SDR-Kits®, United Kingdom) on phantom. The 

phantom consisted of a bottle filled with a solution of 3.75g NiSO4 x 6H2O + 5g NaCl per 

1000g distilled H20.  

 
From an electrical point of view, the probe, in its simplest form, behaves as a one-port 

network. The impedance presented at the input should be matched to a real 50 Ω value, at 

a particular frequency. Using VNA, the amplitude and phase information of the electrical 

network as a function of frequency can be measured. The reflection coefficient modulus 

|S11| as a function of the frequency and Q factor were measured for each coil prototype 

when not loaded or loaded with a quality assurance phantom. The quality factor was 

Figure 2-13: Interface box to connect the coils to the MR table. The box 

includes a detuning trigger (extra BNC socket) that provides the DC signal 

during the transmission phase. Each coil can be connected to one of the 

8 RX channels and individually selected on the scanner imaging interface.  
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measured by dividing the resonance frequency by the bandwidth at -3dB (2-8). For every 

experiment, the Rx part of the coil was connected to the Tx Out sma plug of the VNA.  

 

2.6.1. Galvanic-detuned coil 

 

 

The resonance frequency of the coil was 63.59 MHz. The quality factor of the tuned coil 

when not loaded was 49 and 45 when loaded with the phantom. No difference was 

observed when coil was connected to the interface box or not. On tuned mode, when the 

coil was loaded, the reflection coefficient |S11| was -37.6 dB. This value confirmed that the 

probe was correctly tuned and matched. In order to test the detuning performance, a 100 

mA DC current and 0.8 V voltage was generated by a voltage generator and transmitted 

via a coaxial cable to the detuning part of the coil, as indicated in Figure 2-14. On detuned 

mode, |S11| was 0.9 dB, illustrating the efficiency of the detuning circuit.  

 

 

Figure 2-14: Photograph of the RF workbench used to characterize the tuning and matching of 

the galvanic-detuned coil as well as the efficiency of the decoupling circuit when coil is loaded by 

the phantom. Screenshots of the VNA measurements (|S11| parameter in dB) demonstrate a sharp 

peak at 63.59 MHz when coil is tuned and no peak when coil is detuned. 
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2.6.2. Optical-detuned coil 

 
 

 

The resonance frequency of the coil was 63.53 MHz. The quality factor of the tuned coil 

when not loaded was 44 and 35 when loaded with the phantom. On tuned mode, when the 

coil was loaded, the reflection coefficient |S11| was -35.2 dB. Optical detuning was tested 

by turning on the laser. One photodiode was found to be sufficient to ensure optimal 

decoupling of the coil. On detuned mode, at 63.6 MHz, the reflection coefficient of the coil 

was -1.1 dB. This result demonstrates that the current provided by only one photodiode 

was sufficient to properly detune the coil. Photograph of the setup and screenshots of the 

reflection measurement with the VNA are provided in Figure 2-15. 

 

2.6.3. Evaluating efficiency of the optical detuning unit  

 
In order to test the efficiency of the laser command circuit, a pick-up coil was connected to 

a frequency synthesizer generating a 63.6 MHz sinusoid. The pick-up coil was used to 

Figure 2-15: Photograph of the RF workbench used to characterize the tuning and matching of 

the optical-detuned coil as well as the efficiency of the decoupling circuit when coil is loaded by 

the phantom. Screenshots of the VNA measurements (|S11| parameter in dB) are given for both 

tuning and detuning modes. Detuning of the coil was ensured by turning ON the laser, as indicated 

on the picture (white arrow). 
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make the optical-detuned coil resonates at 63.6 MHz. A voltage generator was calibrated 

to provide a square signal between -10 V and +2 V at 1Hz. These values were used to 

simulate the DC bias provided by the MR scanner. The optical detuning circuit of the coil 

was supplied by the optical fiber transmitting the optical signal obtained at the output of the 

laser command circuit. The Rx part of the optical-detuned coil was connected to the first 

channel of the oscilloscope. The second channel was connected to the voltage generator 

to visualize the square signal. After setting all the parameters and connecting the different 

part of the experimental bench, we could see that during the transmission phase (when the 

square DC voltage is at +2 V) the laser was turned on, providing an optical signal therefore 

decoupling the coil. No oscillation was visible. During the reception phase (when DC 

voltage is -10V), the laser was turned off and the coil oscillates at 63.6MHz, confirming the 

reception mode of the coil. The scheme and the corresponding photograph of the 

experimental workbench are provided in Figure 2-16. A screenshot of the oscilloscope 

(Figure 2-16c) demonstrates the efficiency of the laser command box.  

 

Figure 2-16: Evaluating efficiency of the laser command circuit. a) Schematic representation of 

the workbench. b) Photograph of the workbench. c) Screenshot of the oscilloscope recording. 

Channel 1 (yellow) corresponds to the signal generated by the optical-detuned coil and Channel 

2 (blue) corresponds to the voltage generator signal.  
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2.7. Evaluating performances of the loop coils in MRI environment 
 

The two coils were then tested in MRI environment to evaluate their decoupling 

performances. Signal profile and SNR map for each coil was obtained and compared to 

conventional chest and spine external coils as well a loop coils from the MR constructor 

with a diameter of 11, 7 and 4 cm. Further tests were performed to ensure that SNR profile 

of the custom loop coils was independent of their position relative to Spine and Body 

antennas of the MR scanner. 

 

2.7.1. Evaluating the two decoupling strategies 

 
Phantom experiments were performed on a 1.5 T MRI (Aera, MAGNETOM, Siemens, 

Erlangen Germany). Coils were placed on top of the phantom as illustrated in section 2.6.1. 

For each experiment, marks were made on the phantom to ensure coils were placed at the 

same location. 

 
Efficiency of both detuning strategy was assessed when coils were physically forced to be 

detuned and when coils were connected to the interface box with the body coil used as a 

transceiver. Decoupling between the loop coils and different constructor coils was further 

evaluated.  

 

2.7.1.1. Evaluating detuning efficiency when detuning is forced 

 
During the MR acquisition, coils were either always tuned (no connection with the MR table) 

or always detuned. Detuning of the galvanic-detuned coil was ensured with a voltage 

generator providing a voltage of 0.8V and a current of 100 mA. Detuning of the optical-

detuned coil was ensured by permanently turning on the laser. Corresponding image of the 

phantom without any loop coils was also acquired to provide a reference.  

 

A 2D-balanced steady state free precession sequence was performed with the following 

imaging parameters: FOV = 300 x 300 mm; Matrix size = 256 x 256 pixels, TR/TE = 7.3/3.7 

ms; FA = 20°; bandwidth = 179 Hz/pixels; slice thickness = 6 mm; resulting voxel size was 

1.2 x 1.2 x 6 mm3. A total of 10 transversal images were acquired along the length z of the 

loops. The body coil was used as a transceiver. 
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Figure 2-17a shows the resulting images when no coil is present (reference image). When 

coils are always tuned (Figure 2-17b), the image intensity is strongly altered by the cross-

coil coupling and a large bright spot can be visualized at the location of the coil. Permanent 

detuning of both coils (Figure 2-17c) drastically reduced the spot, demonstrating the 

efficiency of both decoupling strategies. However, a residual tiny bright spot remained at 

the location of the coil. This may be explained by the fact that compared to MR commercial 

coils that are encapsulated in a plastic box, our coils were put directly in contact with the 

phantom without being insulated or without keeping a distance related to the phantom 

surface. This has certainly resulted in more interactions with the phantom sample. Indeed, 

as indicated in [32], in general, a small gap (of the order of one tenth the coil diameter) 

should be kept between the sample and the coil. This way, the parasitic capacitance 

between the sample and the loop is reduced in favor of a better SNR and reduction of 

undesired electrical effect. 

 

Figure 2-17: Evaluation of the decoupling efficiency for both strategies (Top: optic 

/ Bottom: galvanic). The body coil was used as a transceiver. a) Reference image. 

b) Coils are always tuned during the MR acquisition. c) Coils are always detuned 

(forced to be detuned) during the MR acquisition. 
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2.7.1.2. Evaluating decoupling efficiency when coils are plugged into MR table 

 
Experiments were further conducted when both coils were connected to the interface box 

in order to assess the ability of the box to correctly pilot the decoupling during image 

acquisition. The galvanic-detuned coil was connected to the detuning trigger (supplying the 

DC) of the 8_Ch_Box while decoupling of the optical-detuned coil was ensured by 

connecting the detuning trigger of the 8_Ch_Box to the optical converting unit (as described 

in 2.5.4.2) for the laser command.  

 
The decoupling efficiency was assessed for three different imaging protocols: 

 
-  2D Gradient Echo (GRE) sequence: FOV = 200 x 200 mm; Matrix size = 192 x 

192 pixels; TR / TE = 125 / 7.4 ms; FA = 71°; bandwidth = 130 Hz/pixels; slice 

thickness 2.5 mm, Average (Nex) = 4. The resulting voxel size was 1 x 1 x 2.5 mm3. 

were acquired for a total. Acquisition time was 4 min 48 s. 

 

- 2D balanced Steady State Free Precession (TrueFisp) sequence: FOV = 200 x 

200 mm; Matrix size = 192 x 192 pixels; TR/TE = 8.4 / 4 ms; FA = 93°; bandwidth = 

200 Hz/pixels; slice thickness 2.5 mm, Average (Nex) = 4. The resulting voxel size 

was 1 x 1 x 2.5 mm3. Acquisition time was 21 s. 

 

 

- 2D Turbo Spin Echo (TSE) sequence: FOV = 200x200 mm; Matrix size = 192x192 

pixels; TR/TE = 3000 / 13 ms; FA = 180°; Turbo Factor = 4; bandwidth = 100 

Hz/pixels; slice thickness 2.5 mm, Average (Nex) = 4. The resulting voxel size was 

1 x 1 x 2.5 mm3. Acquisition time was 9 min 41 s. 

 
The body coil was used as a transceiver for all three protocols. Corresponding images of 

the phantom without any loop coil, were also acquired to provide a basic reference. The 

SNR calculation was realized using MATLAB language (Mathworks, Milwaukee, USA). The 

SNR was determined by the mean of the signal intensity in the entire MR image divided by 

the mean standard deviation of a region of noise chosen outside the image of the phantom 

(in the air).  
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Transversal images together with their associated SNR maps are displayed in Figure 2-18. 

Signal intensity images and SNR maps corresponding to the non-detuned coils clearly 

show the non-uniform signal distribution close to the coil caused by the RF B1 field, 

demonstrating the coil detuning is mandatory. In addition, the signal intensity profile shows 

a distinct pattern with different regions of hyper or hypo contrast depending on the 

sequence used. For each sequence, the signal intensity profile images and SNR maps 

acquired with the detuned coils are uniform and very comparable to the basic reference 

image. 

2.7.1.3. Decoupling between the loop coils and the routinely used coils in clinic 

 
Efficiency of the decoupling between our loop coils and the coils routinely used in clinic for 

cardiac MRI was assessed.  

 

Figure 2-18: Transversal images and SNR mapping of the phantom using GRE, TrueFisp and 
TSE sequence with the body coils used as a transceiver. During acquisition, detuning of the coils 
was ensured by the interface box (Galvanic Detuned Coil and Optical Detuned Coil). Same 
experiments were performed when coils were always tuned (i.e., disconnect from the interface 
box)  
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A 2D GRE was performed with the following parameters: FOV = 200x200 mm; Matrix size 

= 192 x 192 pixels; TR/TE = 1784 / 5 ms; FA = 15°; bandwidth = 300 Hz/pixels; slice 

thickness 2.5 mm. The resulting voxel size was 1 x 1 x 2.5 mm3. Acquisition time was 1 

min 47 s. The body coil was used in transmission and 18 chest elements plus 4 spine 

elements were used to receive. A total of 30 images were acquired (10 per orientation: 

Transversal, Coronal and Sagittal), each spaced of 0.125 mm (total of 30 images).  

Figure 2-19 shows, for each orientation, the central image of the stack chosen to be in the 

middle of the coil sensitivity as pictured on the top of the figure. The signal intensity profile 

of the detuned coils is similar to the signal intensity profile of the reference image 

independently of the orientation and SNR maps of both detuned coils are uniform and very 

comparable to the reference image.  

 
 

Figure 2-19: Signal intensity images and SNR maps in the three 

anatomical planes using GRE sequence with Chest coil combined to 

Spine coil.   
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In order to study the SNR uniformity along the coil length Z, the mean SNR was measured 

in a square region of interest (ROI) of about 64 mm2 as shown in the Figure 2-20.  

 

 
 
Position of the ROI was identical for each image slice and was chosen relative to the 

position of the residual bright spot remaining in images acquired while using detuned coils. 

The performance of each decoupling strategy was assessed by comparing the mean SNR 

of the ROI within each transversal image of the stack when coils were tuned or detuned, 

relative to the mean SNR of the ROI without any loop coil. Plots show that the SNR 

difference between the non-detuned coils and the detuned coils exceeds 280 and that the 

SNR difference between the detuned coils and the reference image is approximately 10 

(maximal difference of 10.3 and 8.6 for the galvanic detuned coil and optical detuned coil, 

respectively). 

Figure 2-20: SNR profiles along the Z axis in the vicinity of the loop coil. Top left- plots of 

all the SNR profiles. Bottom-left- zoomed-view of the graph represented by a yellow frame 

in the graph above. Right- Transversal SNR map of the galvanic-detuned coil with the ROI 

indicated by the black square. 
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2.7.1.4. Decoupling efficiency: conclusion 

 
These results emphasize that:  

 
- Interface box efficiently controls the coils active tuning/detuning 

 
- The optical detuning is as efficient as a classical galvanic detuning whatever the 

sequence used (comparable signal intensity profile and uniform SNR map) 

 
- Both galvanic and optical decoupling methods are efficient when using a set of 

different coil as receivers demonstrating the possibility to integrate our coils within 

the workflow of an MRI procedure without interference on image quality when these 

coils are physically connected to the scanner but not used for the reception.  

 

2.7.2. Evaluating the coils selectivity and sensitivity 

 
The 3D coil sensitivity profiles and associated SNR maps were assessed in phantoms. The 

same 2D-GRE performed in the 2.7.1.3 was applied, this time, using the body coil as the 

RF transmitter and the loop coils as receivers. Corresponding images of the phantom were 

acquired using the chest coil array for comparison purpose. The chest coil array was placed 

at approximately 4 cm away from the phantom to mimic clinical conditions where chest coil 

is placed on the patient’s thorax, at a distance of approximately 4-5 cm away from the heart. 

Loop coils were successively placed in contact with the phantom, at the same location. The 

magnitude images were used to generate profiles and SNR maps in the three anatomical 

planes.   

 
Figure 2-21 shows the signal intensity profiles acquired with both the galvanic-detuned and 

optical-detuned coils compared to the signal intensity obtained with the conventional chest 

coil only. As expected from the theory [32] of single-loop design, an ellipsoidal shape can 

be visualized for both loop coils with a high sensitivity very close to the loop. The sensitivity 

region covers approximately 4 x 3 x 2.5 cm3 for both the galvanic-detuned and optical-

detuned coils. This region was computed by including the signal intensity values comprised 

between the maximum intensity value obtained with the loop coils (>1.10-7 a.u.) and the 

maximal intensity value obtained with the chest coil (~2.10-8 a.u.) along the same profile. 
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This result demonstrates the higher spatial selectivity of both the loop coils compared to 

the chest coil. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-22 represents the signal intensity profile along the Y direction for both the loop 

coils and chest coil.  

Figure 2-21: Signal intensity profiles in the three anatomical planes using 2D GRE sequence with 

the Chest coil, the Galvanic-detuned coil and the Optical detuned coil. Perpendicular lines overlaid 

on the images indicate the position of the loop center. Dimensions of the loop coils sensitivity are 

indicated and correspond to intensity value comprised between the maximum intensity obtained 

with the loop coils and the maximal intensity value obtained with the chest coil along a same 

profile.  
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Image on the left is a transversal slice and was chosen to be located at the position where 

the sensitivity is the highest. The white line represents the position where the profile was 

evaluated and resulting plots are drawn on the right with the bottom figure being a zoomed 

view of the figure above. The red dotted line delineates the threshold where 50% of the 

maximal sensitivity is obtained for the galvanic-detuned coil. This result emphasizes that:  

 

- The maximal achievable signal when using the optical-detuned coil is comparable 

to the one achieved with the galvanic detuned coil (peak intensity = 96% of the peak 

intensity attained with the galvanic detuned coil) proving the efficiency of the optical 

coil at providing similar performance in terms of sensitivity.  

 

Figure 2-22: Signal intensity profiles along Y direction for both the loop coils and the conventional 

chest coil. Left- Signal intensity image in transversal orientation of the galvanic-detuned coil. 

Overlaid white line indicates the profile selected for spatial distribution of the signal analysis. Top 

right- Plots of the signal intensity profiles of the Chest Coil, the Galvanic-detuned coil and the 

Optical-detuned coil. Red dotted line delineates the threshold where 50% of the maximal 

sensitivity is obtained for the Galvanic-detuned coil. Bottom right- zoomed view of the graph 

indicated by the blued frame on the graph above.   
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- The sensitivity of the loop coils is markedly higher to a distance of about 1.7 times 

their diameter compared to the chest coil.  

 

- The sensitivity drops rapidly with distance to the coil and falls off under 50% of the 

maximal intensity over only a 5 mm distance for both coil. 

 
Corresponding SNR maps of the signal sensitivity images demonstrates the very high, local 

sensitivity of the loop coils with SNR up to 100 over an approximately 4 x 3 x 2 cm area 

(Figure 2-23). Close to the surface of the loop (at approximately 3 mm from the center of 

the loop), the SNR achieved by the coils (both prototypes) is up to 1000, which represents 

a 32-fold improvement in sensitivity compared to the chest coil, over the same region. 

 

Figure 2-23: SNR maps of the acquired 2D GRE images with the Chest coil, the Galvanic-

detuned coil and the Optical-detuned coil. Dimensions indicated in white correspond to the region 

with SNR ≥ 100 while dimensions indicated in black correspond to the region at equivalent SNR 

(20-30) between the loop coils and the Chest coil.  
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The SNR gain attainable using successively the galvanic-detuned and the optical-detuned 

local coils compared to the chest coil is shown in Figure 2-24. A 20-fold improvement in 

sensitivity is performed over a 2.5-cm x 2.2-cm x 0.5-cm region for both the galvanic-

detuned coil and the optical-detuned coil and a SNR gain up to 35 is achieved at the very 

close proximity of the coils (over approximately a 2 cm x 1.5-cm x 0.2-cm region). 

Considering the current spatial resolution of 1-mm isotropic attainable using the chest coil 

in clinical cardiac MRI, it would be possible to reduce the voxel size of up to √𝑆𝑁𝑅𝑔𝑎𝑖𝑛
3  in 

each dimension (dX, dY, dZ) while keeping a sufficient SNR. Given the maximal gain of 

35, it is possible to consider an isotropic voxel of around 300 µm in dimension (1/√35
3

 ). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-24: SNR gain attainable with the Galvanic-detuned coil and the 

Optical-detuned compared to the Chest coil at the same location. SNR gain is 

overlaid on the corresponding magnitude image acquired with the Chest Coil.   
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These results emphasize that: 

 
- A high selectivity with a sufficient SNR (ranging from 30 to 1000) is obtained using our 

loop coils over a 6-cm x 5-cm x 4-cm region, making possible to acquire highly resolved 

images with a reduced FOV. 

 
- A SNR gain up to 35 is achieved using our local coils in the close vicinity of the coils (over 

a depth of 3-mm) and both coils show a 20-fold improvement in sensitivity over a region 

of 2.5-cm x 2.2-cm x 0.5-cm in dimension. Moreover, the highest sensitive region is larger 

than a standard RF ablation burn (0.5-to-1-cm in diameter and 1-to-3-mm deep), making 

high-resolution MR thermometry to monitor RF ablation procedure feasible.  

- Acquiring images with a voxel size of 300 µm appears feasible with these coils 

 
- Coils can be used simultaneously with conventional chest coils 

 

2.7.3. Dependence of SNR on coil position 

 
Influence of the coil orientation relative to the main magnetic field was evaluated to ensure 

coil could be used with equal sensitivity performances whatever its position. The galvanic-

detuned coil was fixed at the surface of the phantom, which was oriented along the head-

foot axis, thus collinear to the static field. The system {Phantom + Coil} was rotated around 

the Z-axis with an iterative step of 45°. Transversal images were acquired using the 2D 

GRE sequence described in 2.7.1.3 with the galvanic-detuned coils. A schematic 

representation of the set-up and experiment is given in Figure 2-25 together with 

corresponding SNR maps and contour plots.  

Similar performances in terms of sensitivity are obtained independently of the coil 

orientation, demonstrating that the coil can be used to detect MR signals in all orientations 

relative to the main field without modified performance and that no interaction (geometrical 

coupling) with the other surrounding coil (Spine array and Body coil) is occurring.  
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2.8. Application to ex vivo and in-vitro imaging 
 

Objectives of the following ex-vivo and in-vitro experiments were to evaluate the minimum 

FOV that would be possible to perform given a specific sequence parameters set (and 

gradient strength available on the MR scanner, here 45 mT/m at 200 T/m/s) together with 

assessing the highest spatial resolution achievable in the region of interest within a 

reasonable acquisition time.  

Experiments were performed on a 1.5 T MR System (Aera, MAGNETOM, Siemens, 

Erlangen Germany, f0 = 63.6 MHz). 

 

2.8.1. Phantom experiment 

 
The benefits of our developed coils for high-resolution imaging were first tested on a 

resolution phantom. 3D Images were obtained with a small FOV compared to the one 

usually required by the external chest coil. The phantom was a rectangular-shaped, 3D-

printed plastic piece with holes and bars of different diameters and thicknesses. 

Figure 2-25: SNR dependence on coil position. Top- Scheme of the setup used for the 

experiment. The galvanic-detuned coil is initially placed at the top of the Phantom bottle (0°) and 

iteratively rotated around Z-axis with a 45° step. Middle- Signal intensity images are displayed 

for each orientation (0° - 270°). Bottom- Corresponding SNR maps. 
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Photograph of the phantom is given in Figure 2-26. In order to accurately characterize the 

dimensions of each hole and bars, a µCT scanner image was acquired at 40 µm isotropic 

resolution.  

 

A 3D GRE was used to image the phantom with the following parameters: FOV = 80 x 50 

x 22.88 mm3; Matrix size = 336 x 210 x 104 pixels; slice thickness = 0.22 mm; TR/TE = 23 

/ 13 ms; FA = 6°; bandwidth = 170 Hz/pixels. The resulting voxel size was 200 µm 

isotropic. Acquisition time was 11 min 36 s. The galvanic-detuned coil was used as a 

receiver and the body coil as a transceiver. Same acquisition was realized with a 500 µm 

isotropic spatial resolution with the following adjusted parameters: Matrix size = 176 x 110 

x 50 pixels; Acquisition time = 5 min 16.  

 
Figure 2-27 displays he corresponding images. The coil provides sufficient SNR to image 

at 200 µm isotropic resolution with a small field of view. Clear delineation of the two bars 

indicated with a white arrow was made possible with a 200 µm isotropic resolution 

compared to the images acquired at 500 µm isotropic where, unless visible, it was difficult 

to precisely quantify distance between both bars and demarcate them. 

Figure 2-26: Photograph of the phantom used for ex-vivo experiment (right) and µCT scanner 

image with 40 µm isotropic spatial resolution (left) corresponding to the region of the phantom 

indicated in orange in the photo. 
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2.8.2. In-vitro experiments 

 
The performance of the galvanic-detuned coil was also investigated in a series of ex vivo 

samples.  

 

2.8.2.1. Atria sample 

 
First, a freshly surgically excised left atrium from sheep was imaged. The atrium was 

immersed in a cardioplegic solution in order to preserve the tissue property along the 

acquisition time. The coil was placed in contact with the sample which was contained in a 

plastic tube. A 3D-GRE 300 µm isotropic in resolution was performed with the following 

parameters: FOV = 82 x 49 x 31 mm3; Matrix size = 240 x 148 x 104 pixels; TR/TE = 18.7 

/ 11 ms; FA = 15°; bandwidth = 170 Hz/pixels. Taking advantage of the small FOV, total 

acquisition time was 4 min 48 s which is relatively short for such a high-resolution 

acquisition.  

Figure 2-27: 3D GRE acquisitions of the phantom with the galvanic-detuned coil with a 200 µm 

isotropic (left) and a 500 µm isotropic (right) spatial resolution. Pink frame displays a zoomed-

view of the phantom details (horizontal bars). 
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Figure 2-28 depicts the resulting image highlighting vasculature details within the atrium 

wall among which one of them having a section of 400 µm. 

 

2.8.2.2. Septum sample 

 
The second sample consisted in a formalin-fixed septum from sheep. A 3D-GRE, 200 µm 

isotropic spatial resolution, T2* weighted was performed with the following parameters:  

FOV = 80 x 50 x 23 mm3; Matrix size = 336 x 210 x 104 pixels; TR/TE = 40 / 22 ms; FA = 

33°; bandwidth = 172 Hz/pixels. Acquisition time = 16 min. Resulting images are shown for 

the three orientation planes in Figure 2-29. Structural details of the order of 200 to 300 µm 

are markedly visible, highlighting performances of our coil at providing sufficient SNR to 

achieve such a high degree of refinement.  

Figure 2-28: In-vitro experiment on freshly excised left atrium from sheep. 

Top- Photograph of the atrium sample with its corresponding dimensions. 

Bottom- 3D GRE images acquired with the galvanic detuned coil with a 

300 µm spatial resolution. White arrow shows vasculature details within the 

atrium wall. 
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2.8.2.3. Isolated heart sample 

 
3D-Truefisp imaging was performed on a static isolated heart, harvested on a pig. 

Following protocol was applied: FOV = 164 x 164 x 102 mm3; Matrix size = 384 x 384 x 

256 pixels; TR/TE = 1703 / 2.6 ms; FA = 65°; bandwidth = 435 Hz/pixels. Acquisition time 

= 7 min 15s. Figure 2-30 exhibits the resulting images. Anatomic details such as bicuspid 

valve, papillary muscles or chordae tendinae could clearly be identified and numerous 

blood vessels with sections ranging from 400 µm to 600 µm were markedly delineated 

within the left myocardium wall. The use of our coil clearly empowered the discrimination 

of fine structural details. 

 

Figure 2-29: In-vitro experiment on a formalin-fixed septum from sheep. Left- 3D GRE T2* 

weighted images of the septum obtained with the galvanic-detuned coil at 200 µm isotropic spatial 

resolution. Arrows heads evidenced fine structural details of 200 µm to 300 µm dimension. 
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2.9. Application to ex vivo beating heart 
 

The main challenge associated with intravascular high-resolution MR imaging remains the 

motion. Therefore, a key point of our work was to test the performance of the developed 

coil in conditions that approaches in vivo conditions where heart is subject to complex 

motion-induced by a combination of heart contraction and respiratory motion. As at this 

Figure 2-30: In-vitro experiment on a freshly excised heart from pig. First two rows show 

images acquired with a 3D TrueFisp sequence using the galvanic-detuned coil in the 

three anatomical planes (three columns) at two different locations (first row and middle 

row) indicated by the crossed-dotted lines. Last row displays a zoomed-view in the violet 

square indicated in the second row. 
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time of the project the size and rigidity of the coil did not allow insertion into the vascular 

tree and thus navigation until the heart cavity, one of the solution was to take advantage of 

the isolated heart perfusion setup available at the institute and developed by Vaillant et al. 

[41] (Figure 2-31). This setup allows a heart from large animal to beat inside the magnet. 

This model was the model of choice to first evaluate influence of the cardiac-motion only 

on the resulting image acquired with a local coil and to optimize image acquisition in 

presence of such a motion before integrating a second degree of motion complexity with 

respiratory. Furthermore, in this isolated heart configuration, it was easier to monitor 

cardiac pressures at the targeted anatomical site to trigger the acquisition.  

 

2.9.1. Isolated heart perfusion: Material and Methods 

 
Following protocol description is derived from Vaillant et al. [41]. 

 

2.9.1.1. Animal Preparation 

 
The protocol was approved by the local Animal Research Ethics Committee (Comité 

d'Ethique en Expérimentation Animale de Bordeaux - CEEA50) and all experiments were 

performed in accordance with the approved guidelines. Pigs (Large White x Landrace, ~40 

kg, 5 animals for proof of concept) were premedicated with ketamine (20 mg.kg-1) and 

acepromazine (1 mg.kg-1) injected IM.Induction of anesthesia was realized with 

intravenous bolus of ketamine (15 mg.kg-1) and midazolam (1.5 mg.kg-1). After induction of 

anesthesia, animals were intubated and ventilated, and received an injection of heparin 

(2.5 mg.kg-1). Anesthesia was maintained with ketamine and midazolam (40 mg.kg-1.h-1 

and 2 mg.kg-1.h-1 respectively). 

 

2.9.1.2. Heart extraction and working perfusion setup 

 
The thorax was opened, and blood from each animal was collected (~3 l) via the 

introduction of an 8-Fr (2.67 mm) sheath into the right jugular vein. Heparin (15 mg/l) was 

added in the reservoir to avoid coagulation. Hearts were excised according to a protocol 

used in humans during heart transplantation. Cardiac arrest was realized in vivo by cross 

clamping of the ascending aorta and direct injection in the aortic root of 1 l of cold (4°C) 

cardioplegic Celsior (Genzyme, Saint-Germanen- Laye, France) solution, before a rapid 

excision and immersion in a cold 0.9% saline solution. The aorta, pulmonary veins, and 
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pulmonary artery were then cannulated to perfuse the heart in the working mode. Inferior 

and superior cava veins were sutured to limit leaks and collect the entire coronary sinus 

outflow through the pulmonary artery. 

 

A specific MR-compatible perfusion setup was used and is represented in Figure 2-1. After 

the heart was prepared, it was placed into a Plexiglas thermoregulated tank and reperfused 

in the Langendorff mode for 15–20 min to wash out the cardioplegic solution, gradually 

rewarm the heart and recover a stable ex vivo cardiac function. This setup offers loaded 

ventricles with the perfusion medium from the coronary vascular bed, resulting in an 

isovolumetric contraction. Perfusion of the heart was ensured by the blood collected on the 

same animal before heart excision, diluted with a Tyrode buffer (vol/vol: 1/3, 38°C), 

containing energy substrates (16 mM glucose, 0.5 mM pyruvate, 1 mM lactate) and 

epinephrine (10 nM). 

 

 

Figure 2-31: Schematic representation of the MR-compatible setup for the isolated working heart 

modified from Vaillant et al. a) Complete setup inside the Faraday cage including pump and 

heated circulating bath. b) working perfusion setup in detail: 1: main reservoir, 2: pump, 3: 

oxygenator, 4: preload, 5: Langendorff reservoir, 6: heart chamber, 7: compliance chamber, 8: 

left ventricle (LV) afterload, 9: right ventricle (RV) afterload. The reperfusion was only run in 

Langendorff mode (white arrows). c)Photograph of the setup installation is MR room with the 

Perfusion system placed on the Trolley. Perfusion system photograph is modified from Bour P. 

Thesis. 
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2.9.1.3. Intraventricular pressure measurements 

 
Cardiac contraction was monitored by intracardiac pressure measurement. A homemade 

intraventricular catheter was inserted into the left ventricle via the apex and connected to 

a fluid-filled piezoelectric pressure transducer, located outside the Faraday cage, for 

continuous monitoring of Left Ventricle pressure (EMKA-IOX2 data acquisition system, 

EMKA Technologies,VA, USA). The pressure was recorded and sent to a LabChart 

software to generate a TTL trigger. This trigger was used to synchronize the MR-acquisition 

to the left ventricle contraction (Figure 2-32). Triggering with the pressure instead of ECG 

brought the advantage of being more accurate since we are triggering relative to a 

physiologic events that occurs at the place where we are imaging. Besides allowing greater 

trigger accuracy, using a pressure signal allows us to get rid of the corruption of the ECG 

signal due to adverse electromagnetic effects such as voltage artifacts and which is a 

fundamental problem for monitoring cardiac activity during MRI [42][Abi-Abdallah et al., 

2006].  

 

 

Figure 2-32: Intraventricular pressure measurement and triggering of the MR acquisition. A 

homemade intraventricular catheter is inserted into the left ventricle via the apex and connected 

to a fluid-filled piezoelectric pressure transducer. The recorded pressure signal is sent to a 

LabChart software to generate a TTL trigger and synchronize the MR acquisition with the left 

ventricle contraction. 
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2.9.1.4. Coil Positioning 

 
The local galvanic-detuned coil was wrapped in plastic (Parafilm) and inserted into a 

surgeon glove to ensure its waterproofing and electrical insulation together to keep it from 

losing its performance characteristics. A dedicated articulated positioning arm was 

designed to maintain the coil and keep it against the surface of the heart during all the 

experiment. Using this setup, the coil could follow the beating heart motion without 

restraining its rhythm.The coil was placed against the outer surface of the left ventricle as 

illustrated in the Figure 2-33.  

 

 

2.9.1.5. Coil Electrical Characterization on isolated heart 

 
Before starting MR experiment, coil was characterized using the same vector network 

analyzer as introduced earlier in this chapter. The quality factor was determined from the 

reflection coefficient |S11| when the coil was loaded with the heart (in contact with the left 

myocardium ventricle). The resonance frequency of the coil was 63.65 MHz and the 

refection coefficient at this frequency was |S11| = -23.06 dB showing relative good matching. 

The coil resonance frequency did not change significantly with cardiac motion. The quality 

factor of the loaded coil was approximately 20 and 35 when unloaded. These quality factor 

values as well as return loss value are consistent with the values found in [10], [40]. 

 

Figure 2-33: Photograph of the setup used to maintain the coil in contact with the left ventricle 

during beating heart experiment.  Left- Coil fixation on the articulated arm. Right- Coil positioning 

against the outer surface of the left ventricle. 
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2.9.2. MR acquisition 

 
 

2.9.2.1. Localization of the coil and optimization of the cardiac gating 

 
The first stage of the imaging protocol involved the detection of the coil spatial location. 

This was performed with a large FOV imaging sequence with local coil as the receivers. A 

TrueFisp sequence was acquired with the following parameters: FOV = 245 x 245 mm2; 

Matrix size = 208 x 208 pixels; TR/TE = 587.8 / 1.8 ms; FA = 71°; bandwidth = 1200 

Hz/pixels.  A total of 15 slices were acquired (5 slices in each orientation plane). These 

images provided a rough map of the 3D spatial orientation of the intravascular coil relative 

to the myocardium wall. 

 

Second stage of the imaging protocol consisted in optimizing the cardiac gating to minimize 

motion artifacts in the images. To this end, a cine imaging sequence was performed to find 

the stationary phase of the cardiac cycle in the region of interest and retrieve the 

corresponding value for the delay after the TTL trigger. Sequence parameters were as 

follows: FOV = 70 x 70 mm2; Matrix size = 128 x 128 pixels; TR/TE = 6.1 / 2.7 ms; FA = 

71°; bandwidth = 435 Hz/pixels; slice thickness = 1.5 mm. Resulting spatial resolution was 

0.5 x 0.5 x 1.5 mm3. 

 

2.9.2.2. High-resolution imaging 

 
Initial feasibility and associated limitations of small FOV, high resolution imaging using such 

a local coil were investigated, including the assessment of the attainable resolution and 

motion compensation efficiency. The results presented in the following are derived from 5 

different isolated heart experiments. As the MR acquisitions are all triggered, the values 

of TR given hereafter for each protocol correspond to the mean duration between two 

triggers and thus two lines of k-space. Indeed, every acquisition was performed with one 

segment per cycle to minimize the influence of motion.  

 

Acquisition #1 

 
A first set of images consisted in 2D-TrueFisp sequences. For comparison purpose, three 

different in-plane spatial resolutions (0.9 x 0.9 mm2 / 0.7 x 0.7 mm2/ 0.4 x 0.4 mm2) were 

achieved, keeping the same FOV. Each acquisition was triggered relative to the value of 
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delay found with the cine imaging, as aforementioned. Imaging parameters were as follows: 

FOV = 70 x 70 mm2; Matrix size (900 µm/700 µm/400 µm in-plane resolution) = 80 x 80 / 

96 x 96 / 160 x160 pixels; TR/TE = 510 / 6 ms; FA = 90°; bandwidth = 130 Hz/pixels; slice 

thickness = 2.5 mm; T2-prep = 40 ms; TTL-triggered every heartbeat; 1 segment, 3 slices. 

Given the rapid heart cycle (around 117 ± 6 bpm; 512 ms per heartbeat), total acquisition 

time was 2 min / 2 min 27 s/ 4 min for the 900 µm, the 700 µm and the 400 µm in-plane 

resolutions, respectively. Resulting images are provided in Figure 2-34 for the slice #3.  

 

 

The bright signal on first row images attests the coil location against the left ventricle wall 

(green dotted curve). As expected from our previous coil performance characterization, the 

sensitivity of the coil covers an approximately 5.5 cm-deep region with the highest 

sensitivity found in the immediate vicinity of the coil (< 1 cm). Therefore, myocardium wall 

Figure 2-34: Slices #3 of 2D TrueFisp (Acquisition #1)  images acquired with the galvanic-

detuned coil on a beating heart (117 ± 6 bpm) with three different spatial resolution of 0.9 x 0.9 x 

2.5 mm3; 0.7 x 0.7 x 2.5 mm3 and 0.4 x 0.4 x 2.5 mm3. Zoomed-views of anatomical details are 

provided in orange and blue squares. Coil sensitivity is highlighted with the green dotted curve. 

Violet arrows depicts motion of the coil, which appears as a trail in the image. Top- and Bottom- 

rows differ by their scaling. 
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regions close to the coil are brighter, whereas other wall sections remain underexposed. 

Contrast and brightness were adjusted using the function “adapthisteq” from Matlab that 

adjusts the contrast of the image using adaptive histogram equalization and resulting 

images are provided in the bottom row. Adjusting the brightness and contrast allows to 

highlight fine structures on the 400 µm in-plane resolution image. 

Ghosting depicted by the violet arrows may result from blood flowing on the epicardium 

during acquisition. 

 

 
The benefits of the coil for high resolution imaging is clearly demonstrated with the 

achievable in plane resolution of 400 µm. No artifact compromising the appearance of the 

left myocardium wall was observed and structural details began to be visible while 

increasing the spatial resolution as shown in the 13 mm x 13 mm portion images (orange 

and blue frame) and centered at the position of the color-corresponding arrows. Regarding 

the acquisition time, given a usual clinical FOV of 200 x 200 mm, a matrix  size of 500 x 

500 pixels would be required to achieve a 400 µm in-plane resolution, resulting in an 

acquisition time of approximately 12 min( 500[encoding lines] x 512[heartbeat] x 3 [slices]) 

for the same protocol (1 segment per heartbeat). Therefore, our coil shows at least a 3-

fold image acquisition acceleration and a 8-fold FOV reduction (70 x 70 mm2 vs 200 x 

200 mm2) compared to conventional chest coils. 

 

 
Figure 2-35 displays the three slices acquired at 400 µm in-plane resolution. 

Corresponding adjusted images are represented in the bottom row and highlight fine 

structures (of the order of 500 µm) inside the myocardium wall. As demonstrated in the 

previous Figure 2-34, such details cannot be visualized with the current clinical resolution 

of 1 mm in-plane, demonstrating the interest of using such a local coil to provide high 

resolution. Purple frames give a focus on the left endocardium structure. Sharper images, 

free of motion artifacts, highlight the demarcation between the blood and the myocardium 

wall, demonstrating the efficiency of the motion compensation at such a high resolution 

imaging. 
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Acquisition #2 

A second set of images with 800 µm in-plane and 300 µm in-plane resolution was 

acquired using 2D-GRE with the following parameters: FOV = 90 x 90 mm2; Matrix size 

(800 µm / 300 µm in plane resolution) = 288 x 288 / 112 x 112 pixels; TR/TE = 580 / 9 ms; 

FA = 65°; bandwidth = 130 Hz/pixels; slice thickness = 2.5 mm; TTL-triggered every 

heartbeat (heartbeat of 100 ± 5 bpm); 1 segment; 2 slices; Total acquisition time (800 µm 

Figure 2-35: Three slices of the left ventricle acquired with a 2D TrueFisp (Acquisition #1) with 

400 µm in-plane spatial resolution on beating heart (117 ± 6 bpm). Zoomed-views of the 

endocardium are provided the orange frames. Images in the bottom row correspond to images in 

the top row after having adjusted the contrast and brightness. This adjustment allows visualization 

of structural details. 
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/ 300 µm in plane resolution) = 2 min 10 s / 5 min 20 s. Resulting images are depicted in 

Figure 2-36. Comparison between the 800 µm in-plane and 300 µm in-plane spatial 

resolution images is presented for the slice #1. The 3 cm x 3 cm portion images (blue 

frames) clearly attests the image quality improvement obtained with a 300 µm in-plane 

spatial resolution, allowing depiction of fine blood vessels (orange arrow) and marked 

delineation of the bicuspid (mitral) valve and associated chordae tendinae.  

 

 

Acquisition #3 

Given these firsts encouraging results, further acquisitions were performed with a better 

spatial resolution. A 2D-GRE was performed with 0.23 x 0.23 x 2.5 mm3 and 0.16 x 0.16 x 

2.5 mm3 with the following parameters: FOV = 70 x 70 mm2; Matrix size (230 µm / 160 µm 

in plane resolution) = 304 x 304 / 432 x 432 pixels; TR/TE = 518 / 25 ms; FA = 60°; 

bandwidth = 130 Hz/pixels; slice thickness = 2.5 mm; TTL-triggered every heartbeat 

(heartbeat of 120 ± 5 bpm); 1 segment; 3 slices; Total acquisition time (230 µm / 160 µm 

in plane resolution) = 8 min / 11 min.  

The first two slices acquired with a spatial resolution of 0.23 x 0.23 x 2.5 mm3 are 

represented in Figure 2-37. The resolution and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) were sufficient 

to depict blood vessels with sections of 400 µm to 500 µm.  

 

 

Figure 2-36: 2D-GRE images (Acquisition #2) of the left ventricle. Images were acquired with a 

800 µm and a 300 µm in-plane spatial resolution on beating heart (100 ± 5 bpm). Blue frames 

display zoomed-views focused on the bicuspid valve. Structural details (chordae tendinae, valve) 

and a vessel (orange arrow) are clearly identified in the image with 300-µm-in-plane resolution. 
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Comparison between 0.23 x 0.23 x 2.5 mm3 and 0.16 x 0.16 x 2.5 mm3 spatial resolution 

images is shown in Figure 2-38 for slice #3. In contrast to the two first slices, smeared 

appearance of ghosting on the myocardium is visible. As aforementioned, this may be due 

to blood flowing on the epicardium wall during the acquisition (hypothesis). However, this 

artifact remains acceptable since small and located on a restricted portion of the 

myocardium wall and did not prevent clear delineation of blood vessels within the wall. 

Image with the 160 µm in-plane resolution shows enhancement of the sharpness and 

demarcation of the vessels compared to the 230 µm in-plane spatial resolution image, as 

indicated with the orange arrow within the zoomed view (2 x 2 cm portion image). 

 

 

Figure 2-37: 2D-GRE (Acquisition #3) acquired with 0.23 x 0.23 x 2.5 mm3 spatial resolution on 

beating heart (120 ± 5 bpm). First two slices #1 and #2 are shown and depicted small blood 

vessels of 400 and 500 µm in section. 
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Acquisition # 4 

Another set of images was acquired by reducing the slice thickness to 1.5 mm as well as 

pushing the FOV to the smallest size that can be attainable with a 2D-GRE imaging 

sequence configured as follows: FOV = 50 x 50 mm2; Matrix = 290 x 290 pixels; TR/TE = 

593 / 25 ms; FA = 60°; bandwidth = 130 Hz/pixels; slice thickness = 1.5 mm; TTL-triggered 

every heartbeat (heartbeat of 96 ± 3 bpm); 1 segment; 2 slices; Total acquisition time  = 5 

min (around 2 min 30 s per slice) . Resulting spatial resolution was: 0.17 x 0.17 x 1.5 mm3. 

Resulting images are presented in Figure 2-39. Position of the coil is denoted (red dots), 

so that regions at the close vicinity are bright. A clear demarcation between the 

myocardium and the blood attests of the efficiency of the motion compensation technique 

even at such a high resolution. After adjusting the contrast and brightness for the two slices 

(second column), blood vessels of 200 µm to 300 µm in section were identified at the 

epicardium vicinity.  

Figure 2-38: 2D-GRE (Acquisition #3) images of the left ventricle acquired with 230 µm and 
160 µm in-plane spatial resolution on beating heart (120 ± 5 bpm). A zoomed-view of the blood 
vessels is provided in blue frames. Orange arrows show a small blood vessel, 160 µm in section. 
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For comparison purpose, an image at a cruder spatial resolution of 0.6 x 0.6 x 1.5 mm3 was 

acquired at same location as the slice #1, revealing the merit of high resolution imaging at 

delineating small vessels and therefore the performance of our coil at providing such a 

high-resolution in motion condition (Figure 2-40). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-39: #1 and #2 slices of the 2D-GRE sequence (Acquisition #4) acquired on beating heart 

(96 ± 3 bpm) with a spatial resolution of 0.17 x 0.17 x 1.5 mm3. Top row- correspond to the slice 

#1 with two different contrast and brightness adjustment between left and right images. Bottom-

row: same as in Top row for the slice #2. Red dotted lines indicate the coil position.   
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2.9.2.3. High resolution imaging: initial feasibility of T1 mapping 

 
In cardiac magnetic resonance imaging, the T1 relaxation time in myocardial tissue may 

represent a valuable biomarker for a variety of pathological conditions. By quantifying 

tissue characteristics through T1 mapping, small variations of T1 within the myocardium 

can highlight tissue pathology. This possibility has driven our interest to evaluate the 

feasibility of obtaining high resolution T1 maps using our local coil in isolated heart. Current 

imaging spatial resolution of common T1 mapping MOLLI is 1.6 x 2.3 x 8 mm3. Here, we 

evaluated the feasibility of obtaining T1 maps at 0.8 x 0.8 x 2 mm3 and 0.7 x 0.6 x 2 mm3 

on a beating heart, taking advantage of the reduced FOV to increase the spatial resolution 

while choosing the larger matrix size that could fit the time window between two TTL-

triggers. The achievable matrix size is limited by the RR interval. Two additional T1 maps 

of 0.4 x 0.4 x 2 mm3 and 0.3 x 0.3 X 2 mm3 were acquired after the heart contraction 

was stopped. 

 

 

 

Figure 2-40: 2D-GRE images (Acquisition #4) of the beating heart (96± 3 bpm) at two different 
spatial resolution: 0.6 x 0.6 x 1.5 mm3 (left) and 0.17 x 0.17 x 1.5 mm3. Only the slice #1 is shown. 
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Acquisition on beating heart 

 
A first T1 map was acquired with the following parameters: FOV = 76 x 76 mm2; Matrix = 

96 x 96 pixels; TR/TE = 705 / 2.7 ms; FA = 35°; bandwidth = 345 Hz/pixels; slice thickness 

= 2 mm; 9 segments; Acquisition time = 58 s. Resulting spatial resolution was 0.8 x 0.8 x 

2 mm3. Images were acquired in diastole over 5 heartbeats, followed by a period of 3 

heartbeats. After another inversion, another 3 images were acquired, resulting in the 

acquisition of 8 images. 

 

Figure 2-41 shows the T1 map obtained with a resolution of 0.8 x 0.8 x 2 mm3 on an 

isolated heart beating at 80 ± 5 bpm. Localization image of the left indicates (green line) 

the position at which T1 map was acquired. Corresponding TI scout is depicted in the 

middle and reveal images free from motion artifacts when looking at the interface between 

blood and myocardium. The T1 value of the healthy unenhanced myocardium was found 

to be 1100 ms in the displayed ROI, consistent with the expected value of approximately 

1000 ms found in literature [43]. 

 
A second T1 map was acquired in an orientation such as a coronary blood vessel could be 

contained within the slice and thus evaluate the feasibility to discriminate it in the resulting 

T1 map. The imaging protocol was identical to that described above except the FOV was: 

50 x 60 cm2 and Matrix size was 71 x 96 pixels. Acquisition time was 44 s.  

 

 

Figure 2-41: T1 mapping of the left ventricle with 0.8 x 0.8 x 2 mm3 spatial resolution acquired on 

a beating heart (80 ± 5 bpm). Left- Localization image indicates the coil location and the position 

of the slice for T1 mapping (green line). Middle- TI scout with TI ranging from 332 ms to 5017 

ms. Right- T1 map. T1 value of the myocardium was found to be 1100 ms. 
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Figure 2-42 demonstrates that the coronary blood vessel (white arrow) can clearly be 

distinguished from the dark myocardium at a TI = 880 ms. T1 map highlights the difference 

between the blood vessel and myocardium (white arrow). The T1 value for the unenhanced 

myocardium was found to be 1091 ms in the indicated ROI, consistent with the previous 

value. No artifact compromising the appearance of the vessel was observed and sharp 

myocardium contours on the TI scout indicate the efficiency of the gating at freezing the 

motion. 

 
These two results demonstrate the feasibility of pressure-gated, high-resolution T1 

mapping using our local coil. 

 

Acquisition on a static heart 

 
At the end of the experiment, the heart contraction was stopped and two additional T1 

maps with 0.4 x 0.4 x 2 mm3 and 0.3 x 0.3 x 2 mm3 were acquired to investigate the 

possibility of discriminating fine blood vessels and structures using T1 characteristics, and 

for comparison with T1 maps acquired during beating. T1 maps were acquired at the same 

location as the high-resolution images acquired in (see acquisition #1, section 2.9.2.2). The 

T1 maps were acquired with the following parameters: FOV = 50 x 60 mm2; Matrix size 

(400 µm / 300 µm in-plane resolution) = 120 x 144 pixel / 148 x 176 pixels; TR (400 µm / 

300 µm in-plane resolution) = 1407 / 1854 ms; TE = 4 ms; FA = 35°; bandwidth = 130 

Hz/pixels; slice thickness = 2 mm; 21 segments; Acquisition time = 1 min 25 s / 2 min.  

 

Figure 2-42: T1 mapping of the left ventricle with 0.7 x 0.6 x 2 mm3 spatial resolution acquired on 
a beating heart (80 ± 5 bpm). Left- Localization image indicates the coil location and the position 
of the slice for T1 mapping (green line). Middle- TI scout with TI ranging from 260 ms to 3780 
ms. White arrow shows a blood vessel. Right- T1 map. T1 value of the myocardium was found 
to be 1091 ms. White arrow points out the blood vessel. 
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Figure 2-43 depicts the two T1 maps, acquired at two different spatial resolution (400 µm 

in-plane and 300 µm in-plane resolution) at the position indicated by the green line on the 

localization image (left).  

 

These T1 maps correspond to the images collected earlier on a beating heart (acquisition 

slice #1, section 2.9.2.2) with a spatial in-plane resolution of 400 µm and a slice thickness 

of 2.5 mm. Structural details and blood vessels at the vicinity of the coil are visible on these 

images (Top: before adjustment, Bottom: after contrast and brightness adjustment). T1 

maps reflect the structural changes in the myocardium wall and highlight blood vessel 

presence. The T1 value of 1943 ms found within the myocardium wall at the location of 

what seems to be a blood vessel is consistent with the T1 value found for the blood within 

the cavity of left ventricle (T1 = 1929 ms in the T1 map with 400 µm in-plane spatial 

resolution). T1 values found in both the T1 maps (T1 = 1036 ms / T1 = 1112 ms for the 400 

µm and 300 µm in-plane spatial resolution respectively) were consistent with the expected 

values from the literature [43]. However, a marked difference in the T1 value found for the 

blood compared to the clinical expected value (approximately 1430 ms [44]) is observed. 

This can be attributed to the blood composition within the perfusion setup that differs a bit 

Figure 2-43: T1 maps with 0.4 x 0.4 x 2 mm3 and 0.3 x 0.3 x 2 mm3 spatial resolution acquired 
on a static heart, right after the heart contraction was stopped. Left- Localization image showing 
the position/orientation of the T1 maps slices relative to the myocardium. Middle- Corresponding 
high-resolution images acquired at the same location when heart was beating (section 2.9.2.2) 
with different scaling (Top / Bottom). Right- High-resolution T1 maps with ROIs indicating the 
mean T1 value in it.  
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from in vivo composition. Indeed, a Tyrode buffer (vol/vol: 1:3, 38°) as well as Dobutamine 

to maintain heart function during ex vivo perfusion were added to the blood collected on 

the animal [41]. This variation in blood composition may explain the difference obtained in 

T1 blood value.  

 
These two T1 maps demonstrate the potential of high-resolution imaging for T1 mapping 

as they highlight the structural changes as well as fine blood vessels. This could be used 

to depict small details in the myocardium tissue to distinguish diffuse fibrosis from the viable 

tissue. However, these two maps were obtained on a static heart and therefore, no gating 

was performed. Extrapolation of these first results toward in-vivo suffer from the ECG-gated 

limitation (pressure gating in our case) that constraint the maximal matrix size achievable. 

One of the solutions is thus to reduce the FOV at the minimum but depending on the 

gradient strength provided by the scanner, FOV cannot always be reduced to the desired 

one. In our case, we were able to perform a minimal FOV of 50 x 60. This limited the 

matrix size to 71 x 96 when acquisition was gated and therefore limited the spatial in-plane 

resolution to 0.7 x 0.6 mm2. 

 

2.10. Application to high resolution MR-thermometry 
 

In patients presenting with persistent atrial fibrillation, one of the reference treatments is 

radiofrequency ablation which consists in inducing a local necrosis of the arrhythmogenic 

tissue. In this context, temperature mapping is of major importance to deliver the 

appropriate amount of energy to the targeted tissue and help determine the quality of 

lesions (place, size, depth and extent of damage). Previous studies have demonstrated the 

possibility to monitor temperature changes in the ventricles of sheep with a spatial 

resolution of 1.6 x 1.6 X 3 mm3 [45], [46]. However, in the context of atrium imaging, where 

the wall thickness ranges from 2 to 5 mm, such a spatial resolution remains insufficient for 

precise monitoring of temperature changes. A submillimeter spatial resolution (of 300 μm 

isotropic or better) is desirable to characterize the cardiac substrate and precisely monitor 

the radiofrequency procedure. Such an improvement in spatial resolution results in a 

reduction of the Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR) by two orders of magnitude, leading to 

insufficient image quality. As the precision on temperature images depends on MRI phase 

accuracy, which is inversely proportional to SNR on magnitude images [47], increasing the 

SNR becomes thus mandatory. Taking advantage of the higher SNR achieved with our 
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developed local coil (SNR gain of 35), we conducted experiments in order to evaluate the 

maximal spatial resolution one is possible to achieve on phantom while keeping a good 

temperature precision (<= 1°).  

 

2.10.1. Experimental setup 

 
A plastic cylinder filled with agar (3% with 0.9% NaCl to match tissue electrical conductivity) 

was used for experiments. A RF ablation catheter (Imricor Medical Systems, Burnsville, 

Minnesota, USA) equipped with 2 electrophysiology (EP) electrodes (3.7-mm tip electrode 

and 3.5-mm inter-electrode spacing) was inserted vertically in the agar gel, close to the left 

cylinder bore. The 2 cm-in diameter loop coil was positioned against the cylinder left bore, 

with its axis aligned with the catheter tip, where radiofrequency energy is emitted (Figure 

2-44). The tip electrode of the catheter was connected to a clinical RF ablation generator 

(Stockert Medical Solution, Freiburg, Germany). RF ablation of 40 s each was performed 

with an RF power of 15 W.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-44: Setup used for high-resolution MR thermometry experiment 
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2.10.2. MR-Thermometry using a local coil combined with conventional coils 

 
All measurements were performed on a 1.5T clinical imaging system (MAGNETOM, Aera 

Siemens Healthcare Erlangen, Germany) equipped with a maximum gradient strength of 

45 mT/m and a maximum slew rate of 200 T/m/s. Acquisition was first performed with 

conventional coils, namely the FlexSmall_4 (FL, 4 elements) and the Spine (SP, 2 coils 

with 4 elements each). In a second experiment, the conventional coils were combined with 

the local coil (Loop), for a total of 13 elements.  

 
Two spatial resolutions were performed: 1.6 x 1.6 x 3 mm3 and 1.4 x 1.4 x 2 mm3  

 
The acquisition sequence was a single-shot gradient echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence, 

with the following parameters:  FOV = 123 x 123 mm2, TR/TE = 1000/23 ms, matrix size = 

78 x 78 and 86 x 86 pixels (zero filled to 156 x 156 and 172 x 172 pixels) with slice thickness 

= 3 and 2 mm for a spatial resolution of 1.6 x 1.6 x 3 mm3 and 1.4 x 1.4 x 2 mm3 respectively, 

bandwidth = 1455 Hz/pixel, FA = 53°, GRAPPA 2, 7/8 Partial Fourier. For each experiment, 

120 dynamics were acquired. The sequence as well as the thermometry pipeline 

implemented to compute and display temperature maps are described in Chapter4. 

 

2.10.2.1. Temperature precision measurement 

 
In order to assess the thermometry precision, a first acquisition with no ablation (no 

heating) was performed. The temporal standard deviation (σT) of temperature was 

computed in a region of interest of ~45 x 45 mm2 for each pixel within the sensitivity region 

of the local coil over the 120 dynamic acquisitions, as shown in Figure . This analysis was 

performed before and after filtering using the filter described in Chapter 4 section.   

 
Figure 2-45 shows the resulting temperature precision for the two experiments for a spatial 

resolution of 1.6 x 1.6 x 3 mm3. Magnitudes images evidence the intense bright region at 

the close vicinity of the local coil, which corresponds to the local coil sensitivity. In this 

region, the ROI of 45 x 45 mm2 selected for the temporal standard deviation computation 

is represented by a blue frame. Corresponding temporal standard deviation maps are 

displayed below.  

 
σT values (mean ± std) were 0.83 ± 0.16 °C and 0.25 ± 0.08 °C without filtering for 

conventional coils only and conventional coils combined with the local coil respectively. 

After filtering, the σT values were 0.22 ± 0.08 °C and 0.07 ± 0.03 °C respectively.  Similarly, 
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σT values were computed for the acquisition with 1.4 x 1.4 x 2 mm3 spatial resolution and 

were found to be: 1.28 ± 0.27 °C and 0.28 ± 0.07 °C before filtering for conventional coils 

only and conventional coils combined with the loop coil respectively. After filtering, σT were: 

0.33 ± 0.12 °C and 0.07 ± 0.03 °C respectively. These results demonstrate a marked 

improvement in temperature precision even when no filtering is applied and that this 

precision is far below the requirement of 1°C (0.25°C in average). Furthermore, going 

higher in spatial resolution (1.4 x 1.4 x 2 mm3) does not affect the precision of the 

temperature when loop coil is combined with conventional coils. Conversely, when only the 

conventional coils are used, temperature accuracy is 4 times lower than when the loop 

coil is added to the reconstruction. Filtering the data yields to a greater temperature 

accuracy and allows a precision of 0.07°C in average.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2-45: Evaluation of the temperature precision obtained when only conventional coils 

(FlexSmall_4 and Spine elements) are used (left) and when a local coil is combined with 

conventional coils (right). Spatial resolution of the images is 1.6 x 1.6 x 3 mm3. Top images display 

the magnitude image with the ROI used for statistical analysis overlaid on it (blue frame). Bottom 

images show the resulting temporal standard deviation (σT ) maps computed over the ROI before 

(left) and after (right) filtering for both experiments. 
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2.10.2.2. Heating experiment 

 
Radiofrequency was delivered 30 s after beginning of the MR-thermometry sequence, for 

a duration of for 40 s. The first 30 slices were averaged together to create reference phase 

images for temperature computation (see chapter 4 for details). For each acquisition (with 

or without the local coil), the temperature evolution in the same pixel was analyzed before 

and after filtering. The selected pixel corresponded to the pixel with the maximum 

temperature over the time. A temporal window (purple frame) of 5 dynamic acquisitions 

was used to compute the mean temperature and the temporal standard deviation at the 

end of the radiofrequency energy deposition (at t = 70s).  

Figure 2-46 displays the evolution of the temperature in the selected pixel for the 

experience with 1.6 x 1.6 x 3 mm3 spatial resolution.  

Figure 2-46: Evolution of the temperature over the time in a same pixel for experiment 

with 1.6 x 1.6 x 3 mm spatial resolution. Orange curve corresponds to the temperature 

data obtained when only conventional coils (FL+SP) are used as receivers and without 

filtering the data (raw data). Black dotted curve represents the same data after filtering. 

Green curve correspond to the raw temperature data obtained when combining the local 

loop coil with conventional coils (Loop+FL+SP). Pink dotted curve corresponds to the 

filtered temperature data acquired with Loop+FL+SP coils. Mean maximal temperature 

values for each curve were computed over the temporal window  displayed in violet.   
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Original data (not filtered) acquired with the conventional coils presents large temperature 

variations all along the acquisition (orange curve) with an uncertainty of ± 3.0°C in the 

estimation of the maximal temperature attained. After filtering these data (black curve), 

uncertainty is markedly reduced (± 0.6°C). In comparison, adding the loop coil element 

directly allows an uncertainty of 0.6°C in the estimation of the maximum temperature 

without filtering, demonstrating thus the gain in temperature precision one can obtain using 

such a coil. Filtering the original data acquired with combination of the loop coil and 

conventional coils enable precision of 0.2°C.   

 

2.10.3. Evaluation of the temperature precision at different spatial resolution 

 
In this experiment, only the loop coil was used and we evaluated the temperature precision 

obtained when going higher in spatial resolution. The same sequence as well as the 

thermometry pipeline were used, except that no Grappa acceleration was used. Four 

experiments were conducted with the following parameters: 

 

Number FOV (mm2) 
Matrix size 

(pixels) 

Slice 

thickness 

(mm) 

Spatial 

resolution 

(mm3) 

#1 100 x 100 64 x 64 3 1.6 x 1.6 x 3 

#2 61 x 61 64 x 64 3 0.8 x 0.8 x 3 

#3 61 x 61 64 x 64 2 0.8 x 0.8 x 2 

#4 53 x 53 76 x 76 2 0.7 x 0.7 x 2 

 
 

Table 2-2: MR experiments parameters 

 

All acquisitions were performed with TR/TE = 340/38 ms, bandwidth = 1455 Hz/pixel, FA = 

53°,and 7/8 Partial Fourier. For each experiment, a total of 500 dynamics was acquired.   

Heating experiments were performed with a Laser (975 nm, LuOcean Mini 4, Lumics,Berlin, 

Germany) inserted vertically in the agar gel (2 min 24s heating, 0.4 W ). As in the previous 

experiment, the loop coil was placed against the plastic box containing the gal with its axis 

perpendicular to the laser’s tip. The temporal standard deviation (σT) of temperature was 

computed for each pixel in a region of interest of ~12 x 12 mm² around the laser (orange 
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frame in Figure 2-47) over the 20 dynamics preceding heating. This analysis was 

performed before and after filtering. Temporal standard deviations are given in Table 2-3. 

 

 

 

Acquisition 
σT before filtering (°C) 

(mean ± std) 

σT after filtering (°C) 

(mean ± std) 

#1 0.35 ± 0.02 0.13 ± 0.01 

#2 0.45 ± 0.07 0.15 ± 0.02 

#3 0.58 ± 0.09 0.18 ± 0.04 

#4 0.87 ± 0.07 0.32 ± 0.04 

 

Table 2-3 : Temporal standard deviation (mean ± std) obtained for each of the four MR 

acquisitions within the ROI 

 

We observe a decrease in temperature precision while increasing the spatial resolution. 

However, after filtering, the precision is maintained below 0.2 °C even with a voxel size of 

0.8 x 0.8 x 2 mm3.  

 

Figure 2-48 displays the resulting temperature maps over a 16 x 16 mm² region for each 

of the investigated spatial resolutions. The white dashed cross represent the pixel with the 

maximal temperature increase. Evolution of the filtered temperaure in this pixel was plotted 

over the time for each of the four acquisitions and is shown below. 

Figure 2-47: Magnitude images of the gel agar for each MR acquisitions described in Table 2-2. 

Overlaid orange frames indicate the ROI for statistical analysis.  
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A temporal window of 5 dynamic acquisitions was used to compute the mean temperature 

and the temporal standard deviation at the end of the heating experiment (at t = 144s). 

Resulting maximal temperature (mean ± std) was: 10.6 ± 0.5 °C; 9.5 ± 0.6 °C; 7.9 ± 0.3 °C 

and 7.8 ± 0.1 °C for acquisition #4,#3, #2 and #1 respectively. From these results, we show 

that for a same location, a difference in temperature of 2.8 °C exists between a temperature 

map with voxel size of 7.68 mm3 and a temperature map with 0.98 mm3. Reduction of 

partial volume effect is of particular importance for very focal heating such as for thermal 

ablation of structures like the atrium wall.  

 

 

Figure 2-48: Top- Temperature maps at the end of the heating over a 16 x 16 mm2 region around 

the heating source (laser) for the four investigated spatial resolutions. The white dashed cross 

indicate the pixel with the maximal temperature increase over the time. Bottom- Filtered 

temperature evolution in the selected pixel for the four spatial resolutions.   
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2.11. Discussion and conclusion 
 

The conducted work aimed at developing a coil prototype to improve the spatial resolution 

in cardiac MRI, at clinical field (1.5 T). The prototype introduced here was based on a 

single-loop design that seems the easiest local surface loop to implement, as a first 

approach. The manufacturing of intravascular imaging coils raises several challenges 

among which the major problem lie in the heat induced by the RF current into conductors 

such as coaxial cables linking the coil (deeply introduced into the patient) to the connecting 

plug of the MR system [12], [48]. In order to alleviate this safety issue, an optical detuning 

circuit was implemented, based on previous works [15]. Efforts were made to adapt this 

solution to our tuning/matching network. In our design, we found that only one photodiode 

was sufficient to feed the PIN diode, therefore, that only one optical fiber is required which 

is an important point when converging toward a practical implementation of the 

intravascular coil, especially to meet the small size constraints. We demonstrated that such 

an optical detuning circuit provides an efficient decoupling strategy while allowing the same 

sensitivity and selectivity performances than a coil that would be actively detuned by 

galvanic means. We however observed that a tiny bright spot was remaining at the location 

of the coils when the latter were detuned. This can be explained by the close proximity of 

our coils with the sample which increases the sample resistance. One of the solutions is to 

wrap our coil in an insulated housing. Moreover, refinement of the detuning circuit should 

improve the detuning efficiency and lower the reflection coefficient close to 0 dB when 

detuning the coil. In our workbench experiment, calculated reflection coefficient values 

were close to -1dB, indicating a residual coupling at the operating frequency when coils 

were detuned. Regarding the optical detuning circuit, a variability in the detuning efficiency 

may subsist due to misalignment between the optical fiber and the sensitive area of the 

photodiode. This could be solved by implementing a fixation to maintain the optical fiber 

perpendicularly centered to the sensitive area, achieving thus the required optical power to 

properly activate the PIN diode. 

 

This pilot study highlights the possibility of amplifying the signal to noise ratio of a factor of 

35 in the close vicinity of the coil, compared to conventional chest coil. This increase in 

SNR can be used to decrease the voxel size without acquisition time penalties, by reducing 

the FOV accordingly. The performance of our local coil was evaluated on 5 isolated beating 
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hearts. Results highlights first the feasibility of a small FOV, high resolution imaging and 

second the repeatability of our method. Use of gated acquisitions relying on intraventricular 

pressure recording allowed acquisition of images free from motion artifacts resulting in 

clear delineation of myocardium wall structures and blood vessels. At clinical field, the 

highest achievable spatial resolution was 0.16 x 0.16 x 2 cm3 and the smallest performed 

FOV being 50 x 50 mm2 for the tested acquisition sequences. The spatial coverage of our 

loop was large enough to acquire multi-slice imaging in-vivo and even 3D images ex-vivo. 

The diameter of the coil could, however, be smaller to further reduce the spatial coverage 

of our coil which in our case was around 6-cm deep. Performance of the loop coil was also 

exploited for MR-thermometry experiments. At the current spatial resolution of MR-

thermometry (1.6 x 1.6 x 3 mm3), a precision of 0.25°C (0.07°C after filtering) was 

obtained using the local loop coil combined with conventional coil, which is 3 times greater 

than with conventional coils only. Using the local coil alone, it was possible to perform a 

reduced FOV (53 x 53 mm2), high-resolution (0.7 x 0.7 x 2 mm3) temperature mapping 

while maintaining a temperature precision < 1°C (0.87°C / 0.32°C before/after filtering). 

From these observations, local loop coil could be used in conjunction with external RF coils 

to either enhance the temperature accuracy in the combined image or provide high-

resolution temperature maps when used alone exploiting reduced FOV. As these results 

were obtained in a static gel, they therefore cannot simply be generalized to in vivo where 

motion still remains the main challenge and source of temperature errors. 

 

Despite the encouraging results obtained on a beating heart with our coil, the gap between 

the prototype and the practical implementation is nevertheless not yet bridged. Indeed, 

several challenges have to be raised before converging toward intravascular design. 

 

- First, our coil has to become flexible. One of the solutions relies on expandable 

elongated loop. This design provides the best quality images when the axis of the 

catheter is along the main magnetic field compared to loopless antenna [18]. Several 

different designs were developed. Zimmerman et al. [26] conceived a receive-only 

loop mounted on a ballon catheter for ex-vivo imaging of the vascular wall. Martin et 

al. [49] used an intravenous RF coils made off copper-berrylium material to assess 

the arterial wall indirectly. Quick et al. [27] employed a balloon catheter with a copper 

coil and a catheter with an expandable Nitinol coil to image the iliac artery. Homagk 
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et al.[50] proposed a self-expandable catheter loop without any balloon that may 

block the blood flow. More recently, Schmidt et al. [7] developed a novel manifold 

push-pull mechanism to expand an imaging loop coil inside the heart cavity, Volland 

et al. [10] developed a catheter-mounted expandable loop balloon for high-

resolution intracardiac MR imaging. Alternative catheter-mounted allowing coil 

deployment via pre-shaped filament was also proposed [9]. Nevertheless, none of 

these papers proposed a solution that merges this elegant and practical design with 

a network including an efficient detuning strategy, which meets the safety 

requirement.  

The critical point of such a loop design relies on the lumped components (capacitors, 

inductors, resistors, diodes) that reduces the flexibility and increases the diameter 

of the design besides raising safety. To overcome these issues, tuning and matching 

strategies, as well as the circuit design were discussed in the literature. Remote 

tuning and matching network was considered [27] to avoid bulky, active components 

and not compromising the flexibility of the coil. Additional advantage of such a 

configuration is that SNR less depends on imperfect tuning and matching and tuning 

less depends on coil loading and expansion. However, this strategy achieves a 

lower quality factor [49] and was found to led to a drop of 75% in image SNR as 

compared to having a local tuning/matching (at the distal part), since the SNR in this 

configuration is greatly limited by the losses associated with the coaxial cable [51]. 

Therefore, if one wants to achieve the maximum SNR, the tuning and matching 

capacitors should be placed at the end of the loop before connecting it to the coaxial 

cable [50]. As placing the tuning/matching network at the distal part of the catheter 

coil is not always feasible due to physical size constraints and poses the issues of 

safety with introduction of active components inside the body, one alternative is the 

loopless antenna. An important property of the loopless antenna indeed is that its 

optimum impedance is close to that of a typical coaxial cable, and therefore, the 

tuning and matching can be placed remotely without significant loss of performance 

[18]. However, one of the main problems with this loopless design, besides the fact 

that the sensitivity along its length shows a significant variation, is that its sensitivity 

is very low at its distal end and therefore seems not optimal in our case when we 

rather want to image a disk-shaped plane. To solve this issue, Qian et al. [52] 

demonstrated that tapered insulation for the whip could be used to increase the 
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sensitivity near the tip. Another solution to overcome the distal tuning/matching 

network while benefiting of the sensitivity of a loop coil may reside on coaxial RF 

coils. Such a technology, relying on auto-resonant structures such as transmission 

line resonators implemented using coaxial cables, allow more flexibility, close-fitting 

design, light, weight, and robustness to coil overlap variations. Multi-turn multi-gap 

coaxial RF coils exhibit outstanding mechanical flexibility while offering more 

degrees of freedom in the coil diameter [53], [54]. This type of coil could also be 

embedded inside a catheter sheath for insertion and navigation and unfolded inside 

the heart cavity. However, currently, no coaxial coil match the required diameter of 

2-cm or less at our operating frequency of 63.6 MHz. Moreover, if the matching of 

such a coil can be done remotely, there is sometimes the need of a fine tuning at 

the distal part. Other solutions could be considered such as manufacturing our coil 

on a flexible circuit board such as Kapton foil or 3D printing with selective 

metalization [55]. At present, we were not able to miniaturize the coil to converge 

toward intra-cardiac one. However, in the light of these improved thin foil 

technologies, this problem could be overcome in future refinements of the coil 

design.  

 

 Second key challenge of our coil is to make it safe. Detuning is an important 

aspect of a safety design as it helps in reducing the current induced on the coil 

during transmission of RF pulses to the body. Whatever the coil design (loopless 

antenna, loop coil), the detuning has to be handled with care. As mentioned earlier, 

PIN diode-based decoupling circuits needs to be supplied by a direct current. This 

represents a safety issue since in case of tuning/matching network in the distal part, 

this current is circulating inside a coaxial cable, potentially in contact with the heart 

of the patient. In our case, where we chose to place the tuning/matching network at 

the distal part for higher SNR performance, we replaced the galvanic connection of 

the decoupling circuit by an optical connection. Nevertheless, galvanic connection 

is still required to connect the coil to the receive port and this optical detuning 

solution should be associated with an optical method of NRM signal transmission to 

fully remove coaxial cable from the intravascular probe and therefore to fully ensure 

patient safety [34], [56], [57]. Other solutions were also proposed to diminish the 

unwanted induced currents like coaxial chokes [14], transformer coupled 
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transmission lines [58], baluns matching circuits and traps [39]. Evaluation of the 

potential RF-related heating of the coil during MRI scanning is therefore a crucial 

step of the development. 

 

 Third, the most challenging problem in intravascular imaging is the issue of flow 

and motion artifacts. The major problem associated with the blood stream is ghost 

artifacts, as was shown in Martin et Henkelman [23]. In addition, possible vibration 

of the coil due to pulsatility may increase blurring artifacts. Our solution to generate 

images free from these artifacts rely on gated acquisition by deriving the left 

intravascular pressure signal. In our study, the coil was not directly put within the 

blood flow and was not subjected to the respiratory motion-induced which certainly 

reduced the artifacts. Another attempt to compensate for cardiac motion during 

imaging process could rely on MR-tracking coils. Ideal is to converge toward “an all-

in-one” probe that is capable of performing tracking and imaging [1], [7], [59]. To 

avoid multiple coaxial cables connected to the external system, Kurpad et Unal [60] 

implemented a multi-mode coil design that allows both tracking of the catheter and 

high-sensitivity, limited FOV for imaging the vessel wall and cardiac chambers. This 

implementation was not tested in vivo.  

 

 Finally, perspective of the coil array could be envisioned to improve both the spatial 

resolution and reducing the acquisition through subsampled k-space acquisitions. 

Recently, Schmidt et al. [61] converge toward a RF coil assembly capable of self-

expansion that includes two RF coils and a tracking coil to indicate the location and 

movement of the RF coils within an imaging subject. 
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Chapter 3  

Motion Compensation 

High-resolution imaging of atria incurs several difficulties due to the submillimeter spatial 

resolution that is required and the rapid and complex motion of the myocardium, which is 

a combination of cardiac contraction and respiration. If not compensated for, this results in 

significant blurring and ghosting in the reconstructed image. In this chapter, we therefore 

focus on strategies to compensate for 3D respiratory and cardiac motion. We remind the 

reader that the final objective of the research plan will be to provide 3D high-resolution 

(objective 200 µm isotropic) images of the atria. In this context, the requirements for motion 

description and subsequent compensation on reconstructed images must be in the same 

order of magnitude as the targeted spatial resolution. Moreover, the instantaneous position 

determination should be in 3D and describe local displacement at the vicinity of the targeted 

anatomical region. 

 

3.1. Literature 
 

In the following paragraph, we briefly review the methods already developed to account for 

respiratory and cardiac motion: 

- Use of external physiological sensors 

A simple solution, which remains the mainstay in current clinical cardiac MRI, is the 

use of external physiological sensors to synchronize k-space data collection in the 

same physiological state. In this approach, MR-compatible ECG electrodes 

positioned on the thorax and respiratory bellows [1] provide instantaneous 

surrogates of the organs positions and can be used to trigger/gate the sequence in 

prospective or retrospective approaches [Lenz et al. 1989]. They are compatible 

with any acquisition sequence, provide a continuous recording and do not interfere 

with image contrasts, which in turn make them ease-of use. However, they do not 

provide actual measurements of organ displacements and ECG readings are often 
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distorted by magneto-hydrodynamic effect and by high switching of the gradients, 

yielding to potential erroneous triggering. This is problematic for triggering on the 

atria, particularly in the context of arrhythmia where a proper cardiac gating is 

difficult to obtain or even impossible.  

 

- Use of Navigators (NAVs)  

Navigator [2] positioned on the diaphragm can measure a 1D profile at the liver-lung 

interface to trigger the acquisition or to track the slice continuously. A scaling factor 

(usually 0.57 - 0.6)[3] is then applied to compensate the change in position of the 

slice located on the heart. It has to be considered, however, that the relationship 

between diaphragmatic and heart displacement is not constant over the complete 

organ [4]. Moreover, this factor can be patient dependent and vary during the 

acquisition. In addition, such 1D NAV only monitors superior inferior (SI) 

translational motion although respiratory-induced motion may extend in three 

dimensions. More advanced method, based on 2D “navigator images” (iNAVs) has 

also been exploited [5]. The method proposes to create a 2D low-spatial resolution 

prescans for parameter estimation of an affine motion model and apply correction 

during the reconstruction process. While the advantage is that non-rigid motion is 

taken into account, this approach remains sophisticated and may not be adapted for 

very localized motion estimation (of the order of 300 µm). 

 

- Self-gating (SG) techniques 

Such techniques directly extract motion information from the k-space data 

themselves and offer the advantage to operate with 100% scan efficiency and 

improved ease of use. Existing SG strategies can be roughly divided into two 

categories:  

In the first category, images at different respiratory phases are combined using an 

image registration algorithm. For that purpose, a readout oriented along the 

superior-inferior (SI) direction is placed before each acquisition of interleaves for 

respiratory self-navigation while the cardiac motion signal is extracted 

retrospectively from the recorded ECG time stamps that are synchronized with data 

acquisitions [6], [7]. In another approach, a Butterfly navigator is used to provide 
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motion estimates, which further enable estimation of data weighting factors from the 

distance to a reference respiratory phase. This information is then used in a 

weighted iterative reconstruction to suppress image artifacts from motion through 

soft-gating [8]–[10]. Such technique has been extensively tested in volunteers and 

patients. However, they still suffer from limitations related to the motion model 

employed for correction (e.g. translation, affine, or non-rigid).  

Instead of either discarding or co-registering data with assumptions about motion 

models as in the first strategy (registration-based correction method), a recent 

approach, called extra-dimensional golden-angle radial sparse parallel MRI (XD-

GRASP) has been introduced. The method proposes to sort the acquired data into 

multiple undersampled motion states and then reconstructs them as 

multidimensional image series by exploiting Compressed Sensing (CS) [11], [12]. 

The five dimensions in this framework therefore include the three spatial dimensions 

plus two distinct temporal dimensions corresponding to cardiac and respiratory 

phases. However, these concepts still mandate an ECG recorded by the scanner, 

which is difficult for the atrium. Alternative cardiac synchronization methods have 

thus been implemented to provide motion-compensated cardiac images without the 

need of an ECG [13], [14]. However, in the context of imaging with a small coil, the 

intercepted volume inherent to coil sensitivity is not expected to vary significantly 

with physiology. 

 

- Use of micro coils 

Several papers reported the use of micro-coils to measure the 3D positions of a 

catheter. Dumoulin et al [15] first introduced the concept of active tracking. A single 

or a set of micro receive coils is mounted to the tip of an interventional device. As 

the resonance frequency within a given volume changes monotonically with position 

when adding a linear gradient field to the main magnetic field, the frequency of the 

detected signal provides a direct measure of the micro coils positions. Some papers 

proposed a dual-purpose catheter device that could be used for both tracking and 

imaging application. Hillenbrand et al. [16]performed device tracking (15 ms / 

tracking) and automated slice positioning for high resolution (240 µm) imaging of the 

abdominal artery with an opposed-solenoid phased array catheter coil. They 

reported a tracking accuracy of 2 mm. Homagk et al. [17] proposed a catheter 
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system that consists in an expandable coil for abdominal aorta imaging. Using the 

position information, they retrospectively compensated the motion. Other groups 

proposed to integrate a tetrahedron tracking coil array into an imaging coil for motion 

detection and real-time prospective motion correction in real-time. Tracking 

accuracy was found to be less than one millimeter [18], [19]. 

In the present work, we have chosen to exploit micro-coils for motion compensation as they 

provide an absolute, local and 3D position measurements. A dedicated sequence was 

implemented that integrates a tracking module into a gradient echo imaging sequence. 

Golden-Angle (GA) radial sampling scheme presents an intrinsic robustness to motion and 

offers the potential benefit of retrospective self-gating. These reasons motivated our choice 

for this sampling scheme. Combining tracking and radial acquisition, we also developed an 

image reconstruction framework that continuously acquire k-space data and sort it into 

multiple sets of undersampled data with distinct motion states. With the goal of combining 

the motion robustness and the acceleration capabilities, in an attempt to accelerate the 

Figure 3-1: Schematic of the architecture of the Chapter. A catheter integrating micro-coils was 

used for tracking the motion. Using the micro-coils position information, an algorithm that sorts 

the data into multiple sets of undersampled data was implemented and reconstruction methods 

were exploited to recover images from the sorted k-space data. Method was first tested ex vivo 

on phantom with the developed local coil introduced in Chapter 2 as a receiver-only. Second step 

was to investigate potentials of the method in vivo, using the external coil arrays as receivers. 

Preliminary in vivo study was finally conducted wherein the local coil was directly positioned 

against the ventricle wall for high-resolution, motion compensated imaging of the ventricle.  
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acquisition time while maintaining a targeted image quality, we also exploited existing 

iterative optimization techniques to reconstruct the motion-sorted, undersampled datasets 

by exploiting sparsity along the corresponding motion-state dimensions. The chapter can 

therefore be schematically summarized in Figure 3-1. 

 

3.2. Instrumentation and software implementation 
 

3.2.1. Catheter design 

 
A 9 F MR-compatible catheter (Imricor Medical Systems, Burnsville, Minnesota, USA) 

equipped with 2 micro-receive coils (one proximal Cp, one distal Cd as indicated in Figure 

Figure 3-2: Active catheter tracking and tracking module. a) A catheter embodied with two micro-

coil receivers, one proximal, one distal (orange arrows) and two EP electrodes (gray arrows) 

including an ablation tip. b) The associated magnitude image of the catheter evidences the two 

micro-coils that appear hyperintense whereas the catheter body remains hypointense. c) a 

tracking module was implemented that consists in three non-selective RF pulses followed by a 

gradient-recalled echo. Spoiler gradients are added at the end of the tracking module to avoid 

cross-talk between consecutive tracking modules. d) The signal received by the micro-coil 

exhibits a sharp peak in the frequency spectrum that is proportional to the spatial location of the 

micro-coil along the applied gradient direction. 
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3-2a, Left) and 2 electrophysiology (EP) electrodes (3.7-mm tip electrode and 3.5-mm inter-

electrode spacing) was used both for the active device visualization and the micro coils 

signal recording for retrospective motion correction. Imaging with the two micro-receive 

coils was performed in gel using a 3D GRE sequence with 0.6 mm3 voxel size. The 

associated magnitude images given in Figure 3-2b right illustrate the utility of the two active 

markers, which appear hyperintense whereas the catheter body stays hypointense. The 

micro-receive coils consist in two small solenoids which provide a limited receive sensitivity 

profile and allow thus to detect MR signals from the spins in the immediate vicinity of the 

micro coil. Therefore, they act as a nearly point-source signal (received from surrounding 

tissue) allowing a precise determination of the position of the devices (Figure 3-2d) [20].  

 

3.2.2. Tracking Module implementation 

 
For real-time device localization of the catheter and recording of the micro-coils signal, a 

3D device tracking was implemented with custom-written ICE/IDEA tracking software 

(Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). The tracking module consists of a single pulse-echo 

sequence [15], [17]. This sequence features a non-selective RF pulses applied with the 

body coil to excite all spins within the FOV followed by a gradient-recalled echo with readout 

gradient along one axis. [15], [16], [18]. Additional dephasing gradients were added along 

the two other orthogonal directions to suppress the MR-signal. Spoiler gradients were 

added at the end of the tracking module to avoid cross-talk between consecutive tracking 

modules along different axes. Strength of these spoilers could be tuned within the user 

interface to adjust background suppression. This process is repeated for the three axes (X, 

Y and Z). No coil other than the two-channel catheter coils is used for the signal reception 

during this module. Typical acquisition parameters of the tracking module are: FOV = 450 

mm, matrix = 512 data points, TE = 2.8 ms, TR = 4.8 ms, FA = 3°, bandwidth = 152 Hz/px, 

background suppression = 6 mT.m-1. Total 3D tracking module duration with this set of 

parameters is 24.47 ms. The small flip angle was applied to minimize changes in spin 

magnetization for imaging (see 3.4.2). The sequence diagram of the implemented tracking 

module is given in Figure 3-2c. 

 

3.3. Tracking measurements: Micro coils signals and determination of 

the catheter position 
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The signal recorded by the micro-coils is a complex signal acquired in the spatial frequency 

domain. For each of the three orthogonal axes (in the physical x-,y- and z-directions of the 

magnet coordinate system), the magnitude and the phase of the signal are derived from 

the tracking module frequency measurement. Two approaches can be used to compute 

the position of the catheter. One is based on the Fourier transform of the signal and works 

in the image space while the other directly works in the k-space and exploits the phase 

component of the acquired signal. In the following, we describe the two methods. 

 

 

 

 

3.3.1. Position derived by Fourier Transforming the signal 

 
Position of each micro-coil can be retrieved in the image domain after Fourier 

transformation of the k-space. This requires identification of the peak signal within each 

projection (x,y and z) (Figure 3-3a) [15], [16], [21] Figure 3-3b shows an example of a 

Figure 3-3: Position derived by Fourier Transforming. a) For each direction, the associated 

magnitude and phase of the tracking signal is retrieved and corresponding spatial position is 

obtained after Fourier transforming the k-space data. b) Three different spatial positions along Z-

axis generate three different spatial profiles. c) Difference in spatial location translates into a 

phase shift in k-space domain, yielding to a change in phase’s slope. 
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catheter inserted into an agar gel, for 3 different positions (-4 cm, isocenter, + 4cm) in the 

z direction, together with the resulting spatial profiles. 

 

3.3.2. Position derived by analysis of the phase’s slope 

 
Due to the shift property of the Fourier Transform, any motion in the image space translates 

into a phase ramp in the k-space. Therefore, each position can be retrieved by analyzing 

the phase of the k-space. Let’s g(x) and G(k)  the Fourier Transform pair with: 

 

G(k) =  FT[g(x)] = ∫ g(x)e−2πikxdx 
+∞

−∞

 (3-1) 

  

then a shift in the spatial domain results in: 

 

g(x − x0)  ↔ G(k)e−2πikx0  (3-2) 

 

Thus, the phase slope of the signal acquired in the k-space is proportional to the position 

of the sensor. Figure 3-3c shows the phase profiles for the three positions mentioned 

above, showing the three different slopes. In our implementation, the phase of the central 

21 points of the k-space was selected and unwrapped prior to linear fitting to derive the 

slope s. The position P was retrieved using the following equation: 

 

𝑃 = 𝑠.
𝐹𝑂𝑉

2𝜋
 (3-3) 

The process was repeated for each direction and coil elements as illustrated in Figure 3-4. 
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This method was preferred since analysis of peak position appeared more difficult due to 

variation in the profiles according to catheter position, as illustrated in Figure 3-3c. Indeed, 

as explained in Qin et al. [18], the signal detected by the solenoid micro coil is highly 

dependent on the orientation of the coil with respect to the readout gradients. A single peak 

is observed if the gradient is applied perpendicular to the tracking coil while two peaks are 

observed if the readout gradient is applied along the length of the along the length of the 

tracking coil, with each local maximum corresponding to an end of the coil (Figure 3-5). 

Moreover, fitting the phase of the central portion of the k-space with a linear function 

required no sophisticated implementation. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-4: Position information from phase’s slope. The phase of the central 21 points of the k-

space is selected (blue frame) and unwrapped prior to linear fitting to derive the slope s. The 

process is repeated 3 times, for each direction (X,Y and Z). Finally, the slope over the time is 

plotted, which gives position information over the time. 
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3.3.3. Comparison of the two methods 

 
The two aforementioned methods were compared ex vivo in a moving phantom 

(translational along Z axis and rotational around Z axis) and in vivo in a sheep’s heart. In 

phantom, tracking coils embodied on the catheter were inserted into a flask of water and 

tightly attached to a piston rod system. The piston was controlled by a software driving two 

pneumatic air lines which simultaneously allowed for control of translation and torsion 

(Shelley Medical Imaging Technologies, Ontario). In vivo, the catheter was inserted into 

the left ventricle via a femoral access. Both tracking measurements were performed using 

the tracking sequence introduced in 3.2.2. 2000 and 4000 tracking measurements were 

recorded in Phantom and in vivo respectively. These tracking measurements were then 

processed using our method (orange) and compared to the position retrieved by Siemens 

method (green). Resulting positions of the catheter over time are displayed in Figure 3-6 

for the two experiments. In phantom as in vivo, position measurements do not show 

significant differences between the two methods. However, in phantom experiment, the 

position retrieved by Siemens algorithm shows little perturbances with shift of the maximal 

motion plateau along Y. Along X direction, at the bottom motion plateau, Siemens method 

presents a threshold effect while our method displays fluctuations. In vivo, the position 

retrieved using our method was found to be less noisy along X. In both experiments, the 

shift between the two position curves is explained by the fact that while we compute the 

Figure 3-5: Sensitivity profiles of a solenoid coil in two orthogonal 

directions. Modified from Qin et al., Magn Reson Med, 2013 
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position of one micro-coil (here the distal micro-coil), Siemens algorithm computes the tip’s 

position of the catheter. The latter is located 1 cm away from the distal micro-coil.   

 

 

 

3.3.4. Precision of the position measurement retrieved by the MR tracking-coils 

 
The positional accuracy of the tracking retrieved by the phase slope was measured for 

different matrix size of the tracking acquisition module. For that purpose, a catheter was 

inserted into a static gel and tracking signals were recorded. The tracking module was set 

up with the following parameters: FOV = 450 mm; FA = 3°; bandwidth = 152 Hz/px. Matrix 

sizes were: 100 / 128 / 256 and 512 data points. For each acquisition, the temporal 

standard deviation σT was computed over 100 tracking measurements and retrieved in 

Table 3-1. 

 

 

Figure 3-6: Comparison between the methods based on Fourier Transform (green curves) and 
the method relying on the phase’s slope of the tracking signal (orange). Both methods were 
compared on a moving phantom (left) and in vivo on a sheep heart (right). No significant difference 
between the two methods is observed. In vivo, our method provides less noisy position 
information along X direction. 
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Matrix size 

(data points) 

σT  (mm) 

along X direction 

σT  (mm) 

along Y direction 

σT  (mm) 

along Z direction 

100 0.13 0.22 0.13 

128 0.12 0.24 0.15 

256 0.20 0.20 0.18 

512 0.25 0.31 0.13 

 
Table 3-1: Temporal standard deviation along X,Y and Z directions for different matrix size of the 

tracking acquisition 

 
 

We observed a directional difference in the standard deviation. The error in Y is comparable 

but larger than observed along X and Z. These results evidence that no significant 

difference in the temporal standard deviation was observed between different matrix sizes 

demonstrating the independency of the positional accuracy with the matrix size. This also 

demonstrates the feasibility to correct motion with a submilimeter order of magnitude (~ 0.3 

mm at least), which is required for high-resolution imaging. 

 

3.3.5. Positional errors: origin and correction 

 

Figure 3-7: Origin of the punctual positional errors. Example is given along Y direction (left). 

Considering tracking measurement #533, we observe the phase signal is not well defined (orange 

star) when compared to the previous and the following measurements (#532 and #534). This 

results in an incorrect phase unwrapping (Right, orange arrow), directly affecting the slope fitting 

and leading to erroneous position measurement.    
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Even though the phase slope-based localization algorithm is able to provide consistent 

position measurements with an accuracy of 0.3 mm, some punctual positional errors can 

occur. Figure 3-7 gives an example of such a positional error occurring at the tracking 

measurement #553 during a static phantom experiment. When considering the phase 

signal of the consecutive tracking measurements #532 #533 and #534, we see that these 

punctual positional errors come from a poor phase definition at the tracking measurement 

#533. The resulting phase unwrapping is thus not correctly achieved which leads to an 

incorrect phase slope and therefore an erroneous position measurement. 

 

 

 

In order to remove these punctual positional errors, a statistical approach based on 

quantiles values was used. Box and whisker plots were produced and outliers (values 

below the 0.025 percentile and upper 0.975 percentile) were removed. Each outlier value 

was set to the previous position. The method was first tested on a static phantom 

experiment were positional errors occurred (Figure 3-8). It allowed removing punctual 

Figure 3-8: Positional errors correction of a static phantom experiment. The punctual errors 

indicated with red stars are removed using a statistical approach. A box and whisker plot of the 

original signal is derived that allows removing of the outliers (values below the 0.025 percentile 

and upper 0.975 percentile). Values considering as outliers are set to the previous position value. 

This allows to remove punctual positional errors while keeping the core signal unchanged. 
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positional errors without modifying the core signal (the σT of the core signal remained 

unchanged after applying our correction). Efficiency of our correction method was also 

evaluated during a motion phantom experiment to evaluate its ability to preserve the main 

position information (Figure 3-9). 

 

3.3.6. Evaluation of the tracking accuracy on motion phantom experiments 

 
The tracking accuracy and precision was further evaluated on a moving phantom. Goal of 

this experiment was to assess the ability of our position estimation method, combined with 

the statistical-based correction at retrieving a known motion frequency and amplitude. We 

first introduce the set-up and trajectories used for the experiments conducted all along this 

chapter. In this experiment where only the tracking accuracy is investigated, without 

acquiring k-space lines to generate images.  

 

Figure 3-9: Positional errors correction of a moving phantom 

experiment. Example of erroneous position measurement is highlighted 

by the two green stars on the original signal. After applying the 

statistical-based correction, these two errors are removed while keeping 

the core signal unchanged.  
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3.3.6.1. Set-up  

A 3D-printed calibration phantom (introduced in chapter 2), immersed in water was 

attached to the rod system of a pneumatic piston. The piston was tightly fixed to the MR-

table with a plastic holder. The catheter, equipped with the two small micro-coils was 

inserted into a flask filled of water and attached to the local loop coil previously developed 

(chapter 2), together with the phantom as illustrated in Figure 3-10.  

 

 

3.3.6.2. Motion trajectories 

 
Two different motion patterns were used (Figure 3-11): an oscillating translational motion 

along Z-axis (1) and a combined translational (along Z-axis) and rotational motion (around 

Z-axis) to mimic the heart contraction (2). Amplitude of the motion ranged from 1 to 3 cm. 

The motion frequency was defined via a remote computer controlling the two airlines of the 

pneumatic piston. Frequency values ranged from 20 to 90 beats per minute (bpm).  

Figure 3-10: Set-up used for the phantom experiments. The catheter 

equipped with the two micro-coils is attached together with the phantom 

and the loop coil. The system {loop coil + catheter + phantom} is fixed 

on the piston rod system.  
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3.3.6.3. Tracking accuracy on motion phantom 

 
A translational motion at 50 bpm and 1.5 cm in amplitude was generated. Tracking module 

parameters were same as in 3.2.2. 3000 tracking measurements were acquired and 

processed to retrieve the 3D position of the catheter using method described in 3.3.2. 

Photograph of the experiment is given in Figure 3-12. The resulting positions recorded by 

the distal micro-coil are shown for each direction (X,Y and Z). A motion of 1.5 cm in 

amplitude at a rate of 50 beat per minutes (bpm) was measured along the Z axis while no 

motion along X and Y axes was observed, which is consistent with the motion parameters 

induced by the piston. The small difference in amplitude over the time can be attributed to 

the motion induced by the piston which may differ a little between two consecutive back 

and forth movements. In addition, vibration of the holder may add some extra motion in the 

other directions. Nonetheless, this result emphasized that an accurate measurement of the 

motion (both in amplitude and in frequency) can be retrieved using micro-coils and our 

method based on the phase slope analysis. 

Figure 3-11: Motion trajectories generated by the piston. 1) translational-only motion along Z-

axis. 2) Combination of a translational (along Z-axis) and a rotational (around Z-axis).  
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3.4. Combining a tracking module with an imaging sequence 
 

3.4.1. Implemented sequence 

 
A two-dimensional (2D) gradient-recalled sequence (GRE) was modified to integrate the 

MR-tracking module describe above. Radial scheme (also called projection acquisition) 

was preferred as it offers the continual passage of the radial lines (projections) through the 

center of k-space and is therefore well suited for retrospective gating. In addition, the 

overlap of the spokes in the k-space center averages the object information in time and 

reduces sensitivity to motion and flow. Another advantage of this scheme is that artifact 

from undersampling consist of streaks instead of wraparound that results from 

undersampled phase encoding with rectilinear trajectory. This allows scan time reduction 

with artifacts that are much less objectionable for the image. The tracking module was 

Figure 3-12: Photograph of the moving phantom experiment. Top- A phantom filled of water was 

attached to the rod system of a pneumatic piston. The catheter, equipped with two-micro-coils 

was inserted into the phantom. A translational motion at a rate of 50 bpm and 1.5 cm in amplitude 

was generated. Bottom- Position was retrieved with the phase’s slope method and plotted for 

each direction. Violet stars evidences  
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added before acquisition of N (adjustable parameter from the user interface) imaging 

segments. Radial lines were acquired using a golden-angle (GA) scheme since it allows 

the possibility of arbitrary data sorting with approximately uniform k-space coverage in each 

motion state while maintaining sufficient incoherence in the sampling patterns along the 

new motion-state dimension for robust iterative non-linear optimization reconstruction. In 

our study, 3 radial lines were acquired after every tracking module and this scheme was 

repeated until the total number of desired projections was reached (Figure 3-13). In the 

rest of this chapter, the sequence is referred as 2D-GA.  

 

 

 

Figure 3-13: Schematic of the Pulse Sequence used and acquisition pattern. (a) Integration of a 

Tracking module inside an imaging sequence (GRE) for retrospective gating. Before the 

acquisition of N radial k-space projections, a non-selective excitation followed by the acquisition 

of Projection data is applied for each axis (X,Y,Z) to determine the position of the catheter.(b)One 

tracking module gives the positions of N projections. N is the number of segments fixed in the 

sequence. In our case, the number of segments was 3 which implies that every tracking index is 

associated with 3 index of projections acquired in the radial k-space. 
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3.4.2. Influence of the Tracking Module on image quality 

 
Influence of the tracking module was first evaluated to verify if artifacts were generated on 

the resulting image. For that purpose, different flip angle (FA) values of the tracking module 

were tested and resulting images were compared. Experiment was conducted on a 3D-

printed calibration phantom described in Chapter 2. Imaging sequence parameters were 

set as follows: FOV = 150 x 150 mm2; Matrix size = 288 x 288 pixels; TR/TE = 60/6.4 ms; 

FA = 15°; bandwidth = 250 Hz/pixels; slice thickness = 3 mm; 3 segments; 2001 

projections, Acquisition time = 40 s and tracking module parameters were: FOV = 450 mm, 

512 data points, TR/TE = 4.8/2.8 ms and FA values were successively: 10°, 7° and 3°, 

background suppression was set to 1 mT.m-1. In the last experiment, the same acquisition 

with same tracking parameters was performed, for all the aforementioned FA values, this 

time setting background suppression gradient strength to 6 mT.m-1. An image without 

tracking module was acquired for comparison purpose (reference image).  

 

Resulting images demonstrate apparition of stripes in the phantom image if the FA is too 

high (> 3°). Increasing the spoiler strength (to 6 mT.m-1 at least) improves the resulting 

image, leading to a similar quality as the reference imaging (Figure 3-14). Acquisition with 

FA > 3° and background suppression set to 6 mT.m-1 were performed but only 

demonstrated a weak reduction of stripes in the resulting images compared to the 

acquisition performed with a FA set to 3° (data not shown). The set of parameters (FA = 3° 

and 6 mT.m-1) was therefore retained for the following experiments.  

Figure 3-14: Influence of the FA value of the Tracking Module on the resulting image quality. FA 

superior to 3° induce stripes in the resulting image. Adding background suppression allow a 

higher reduction of these stripes. The combination of FA value and background suppression 

value yielding to the targeted image quality (reference image) was selected for the rest of the 

experiment.  
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3.4.3. Influence of an inversion recovery (IR) pulse on the tracking measurement   

precision and on the image quality 

 
As IR is widely used in cardiac MRI (Late gadolinium enhancement for example), influence 

of such a magnetization preparation pulse on the position measurement accuracy was 

evaluated. Goal of the following experiment was therefore to assess the feasibility of 

imaging with such a contrast while correcting the motion using tracking measurements with 

a sufficient accuracy (< 1 mm). Experiment was conducted on the same 3D printed 

phantom mentioned earlier. An IR pulse was set up before the tracking module with an 

inversion time (TI) of 800 ms. Image acquisition was performed with the following 

parameters: FOV = 150 x 150 mm2; Matrix size = 288 x 288 pixels; TI/TR/TE = 800/914/6.4 

ms; FA = 15°; bandwidth = 250 Hz/pixels; slice thickness = 3 mm; 3 segments; 2001 

projections, Acquisition time = 40 s Tracking module was set-up as follows: FOV = 450 

mm, FA = 3°, 512 data points, TR/TE = 4.8/2.8 ms; total Tracking module time = 24.47 ms, 

bandwidth = 152 Hz/px. The same acquisition was performed without any IR pulse for 

comparison purpose. Tracking signal was recorded and processed. For both acquisitions, 

magnitude of the tracking signal was plotted and the standard deviation of the position σT 

was computed in each direction, over 300 tracking measurements.  

 
σT  values of the acquisition with tracking only were 0.10 mm, 0.18 mm and 0.14 mm for 

X,Y and Z directions respectively.  

 
σT values of the acquisition with an IR pulse were 0.18 mm, 0.62 mm and 0.31 mm for X,Y 

and Z directions respectively. 

 
In both acquisitions, a maximal standard deviation was observed for Y direction. The 

reported σT values demonstrate a decrease in tracking accuracy when adding an IR pulse 

before the tracking measurement. This is explained by the drop in signal-to-noise ratio 

induced by the IR pulse as demonstrated in Figure 3-15 (top). This reduction in SNR, which 

is well known when using an IR pulse preparation is observed in the resulting images where 

images acquired with an IR pulse is noisier Figure 3-15 (bottom). Nonetheless, the tracking 

precision remains below 1 mm (0.6 mm at least). 
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3.5. Data sorting 
 

In our implementation, the position signal, retrieved from the micro-coils, is used to 

retrospectively sort the acquired data into different motion states. Extraction of these 

motion states can be realized by either partitioning the signal into amplitude intervals (green 

bars) or dividing the signal into time intervals (orange bars) as for cine imaging (Figure 

3-16). The radial profiles are then assigned into different motion states, yielding a set of N 

different k-spaces.  

 

Figure 3-15: Influence of an IR preparation pulse on both tracking accuracy and image quality. 

An IR pulse (TI = 800 ms) was added before each tracking measurement Magnitude of the 

tracking signal is plotted for both acquisition and evidences a drop of signal when an IR pulse is 

played out. This drop of signal is observed in the resulting image, which is noisier. Nonetheless, 

details remain visible. 
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Experiments were conducted with the set-up described in section 3.3.6.1 and the 2D-GA 

acquisitions were performed with the following parameters: FOV = 150 x 150 mm2; Matrix 

= 288 x 288 px; slice thickness = 3 mm; FA = 15°; TR/TE = 60/6 ms; BW = 250 Hz/px; 3000 

radial views; 3 segments (1000 shots); Acquisition time = 1 min. Tracking module 

parameters were set as follows: FOV = 450 mm, matrix = 512 data points, TE = 2.8 ms, 

TR = 4.8 ms, FA = 3°, bandwidth = 152 Hz/px, background suppression = 6 mT.m-1, total 

tracking duration 24.47 ms. The same dataset was exploited for the two sorting algorithms. 

Resulting corrected images were reconstructed using ESPIRIT algorithm while original 

data (without correction) were reconstructed with NuFFT. These two reconstruction 

methods will further be explained in section 3.6. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-16: Schematic representation of the data sorting procedure.  In a first step, referred as 

sorting, the position signal is either partitioning in amplitude intervals (green bars) or time 

intervals (orange). In a second step, the sorted projections belonging to a same motion state are 

binned together, yielding to N k-spaces (corresponding to N motion states).   
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3.5.1. Amplitude-based sorting 

 
1D case 

First method consists in sorting the position retrieved from micro-coils into N bin windows 

of equal width. Example of such a sorting is given in Figure 3-17a for a phantom performing 

a translation motion along the Z axis of the MRI.  

 

 

Figure 3-17: Illustration of the amplitude-based sorting algorithm. a) The position signal is 

partitioned into N phases along the position dimension. Each phase is then reconstructed. Here, 

20 motion phases were derived. Phases corresponding to a motion plateau (phases 18 to 20) 

exhibit a good image quality whereas intermediate phases (acceleration phases) demonstrate a 

high artifact level with severe image degradation. b) Comparison of uncorrected image (motion) 

together with corrected and reference images demonstrates removing of blurring artifact (orange 

arrow) after sorting the data. The motion-corrected image displays a quality equivalent to the 

reference one.  
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Twenty phases (colored points) were derived from the position signal (black curve). Images 

corresponding to each motion state are displayed below and color-framed according to the 

same color code. As illustrated, high-quality, motion-corrected images (phases 18, 19 and 

20) are recovered. Comparison between motion (no correction), motion-corrected (phase 

20) and image without any motion (reference image) demonstrates correction of blur 

artifacts (orange arrow) and recovering of contrast and sharpness of details (Figure 3-17b). 

However, we observe uneven image quality between image corresponding to the motion 

plateau and intermediate phases (Phase 2 to Phase 17), the latter being strongly affected 

by streaking and blurring artifacts. This is explained by the fact that these phases 

correspond to an acceleration phase (when the phantom is moved back and forth at high 

speed). Compared to “plateau” phases, a greater displacement occurs within the bin 

window, yielding to more intra-bin motion. In the meantime, less radial profiles are acquired 

which results in higher undersampled data and therefore higher streaking artifacts. One of 

the solution would be to perform an adaptive binning, as proposed in Cruz et al [7], which 

would automatically detect acceleration phase and reduce the window size accordingly to 

ensure a more reliable motion compensation. However, in our case, we only search for one 

image in the stable phase of the motion. Therefore, in practice, only the phase 

corresponding to the motion plateau (phase 19 for example) may be reconstructed.  

 

3D extent of the amplitude-based algorithm  

A 3D version of the amplitude-based algorithm is proposed. The dataset presenting in the 

following was collected in vivo, on a sheep (animal experiment #1, see section 3.8.2) with 

the same tracking parameters as the one used in phantom experiment. The 3D position 

was derived from one of the micro-coils and plotted before being processed. In this 

approach, processing is divided into 3 steps and is illustrated in Figure 3-18. In the first 

step, position amplitude along each direction is computed to determine the primarily 

direction of the motion. In step 2, only the direction with the greatest motion amplitude is 

considered to find the most recurring position using a histogram. This phase corresponds 

to the motion plateau described above. The associated coordinates in the two other 

directions are then derived to define the center of a sphere. Finally (step 3), only the 

positions belonging to the sphere whose radius, called the acceptance radius (AR), 

corresponds to the motion amplitude tolerated within a single bin are retained to reconstruct 
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an image free from motion. It is possible to reconstruct another phase of the motion by 

simply selecting with the histogram the new center of the sphere. However, in practice, as 

aforementioned, only the phase corresponding to the most stable phase is reconstructed.  

 

3.5.2. Temporal-based sorting 

 
The second method consists in grouping the projections according to the time interval they 

belong to, following the same principle as retrospective gating in cardiac cine imaging. A 

peak detection algorithm is performed and returns the associated time. Time interval is 

therefore defined according to the time between two consecutive peaks and the number of 

desired phases. Example of this sorting algorithm is provided in Figure 3-19a.  

 

 

 

Figure 3-18: 3 steps of the 3D amplitude based algorithm. First, the direction with the largest 

motion amplitude is selected (Z-axis in this example). In a second step, histogram of the positions 

is plotted for the selected direction which gives the most recurrent position over the time. Finally, 

the associated coordinates of this most recurring position are retrieved and described the center 

of a sphere whose radius corresponds to the acceptance motion amplitude.    
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Twenty phases were derived for direct comparison with the amplitude-based algorithm 

previously described. Motion states are overlaid (colored dots) on the position 

measurement (black curve) and peaks are identified with a red cross. Images 

corresponding to motion plateau (phases 6 to 14) demonstrates a good image quality with 

correction of blur artefacts (orange arrow) and restitution of contrast and sharpness (Figure 

3-19b) when compared to the reference image. In opposite, images corresponding to 

acceleration phases (phases 3 to 5 and phases 15 to 20) demonstrates a poor image 

Figure 3-19: Illustration of the temporal-based sorting algorithm. Each motion cycle is divided into 

N time intervals. Projections that belong to the same interval time are binned together and 

resulting k-space are reconstructed. In this example, 20 phases were derived from the sorting 

data procedure. Phases corresponding to a motion plateau (phases 18 to 20) exhibit a good 

image quality whereas intermediate phases (acceleration phases) demonstrate severe blurring 

artifacts. b) Comparison of uncorrected image together with corrected and reference images 

demonstrates removing of blurring artifacts (orange arrow) after sorting the data. The motion-

resolved image displays a quality equivalent to the reference one.  
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quality with blurring and streaking artifacts with a more severe alteration for phases 3 to 5. 

This is because the piston acceleration is higher when moving the phantom forth than back.  

Compared to the images resulting from the amplitude-based algorithm, images obtained 

with the temporal-based one showed better results for phases outside the motion plateau 

(intermediate phases). This is explained by the fact that in the time division algorithm, 

distinction between the back-and-forth motion is made. In our phantom experiment, even 

if the motion is considered as rigid, a shift in the trajectory between the back and forth 

motions can occurs, yielding to a mix of two motions if no distinction is made, increasing 

thus the intra-bin motion.  

 

3.5.3. Application to in vivo  

 
We further investigated the position retrieved by the micro-coil signals in vivo. Experiment 

was conducted on the same dataset as in the 3D version of the amplitude-based sorting ( 

animal experiment #1 see 3.8.2). The catheter was in contact to the left ventricle apex. 

Physiological signals were recorded by external sensors (ECG leads and respiratory 

below) and indicated a heart rhythm comprised 96-100 beats per minutes (bpm) throughout 

the study and a respiratory rate of 12 cycles/min. The position signal was retrieved as 

described in section 3.3.2 and plotted over time for each direction (Figure 3-20,left). 

Analysis of these signals evidenced that the catheter motion is composed of two oscillating 

movements with different frequencies: a lower frequency, and a higher frequency. The 3D 

plot of the catheter position over time clearly highlighted the twisting motion, which is 

characteristic of the cardiac contraction (Figure 3-20, middle): the latter consists of a 

clockwise rotation at its base and a simultaneous counter clockwise rotation at its apex.  

Frequency spectrum of the direction presenting the dominant modulation (here Z) was 

derived and demonstrated two main frequencies (0.2 Hz and 1.6 Hz) that correlated with 

the respiratory rate and the heart rhythm (Figure 3-20, right). These frequencies were used 

to build a Butterworth filter of a 1st order to extract both motions components.  
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The resulting extracted motions components were compared to the physiological recorded 

signals. Overlay of both the physiological signals and the catheter signals is shown in 

Figure 3-21. 

We only display the ECG trigger initiated by the MR scanner, which coincides with the R-

wave of the ECG signal. A good correspondence is observed between the signal recorded 

by the catheter (orange curve) and the QRS trigger generated from the ECG leads (green 

curve) by the scanner. Same observation is made for the respiratory signal although a 

slight difference can be noticed between both curves. This is explained by the fact that the 

signals do not record the same information. While micro-coils inform about the motion 

inside the cardiac chamber, the respiratory bellow detect the chest expansion. This result 

highlights the feasibility to derive a cardiac and a respiratory signal from the signal recorded 

by the micro-coils. These two signals can further be used at the input of the temporal-based 

sorting to derive cardiac and respiratory phases.  

 

 

Figure 3-20: Analysis of the frequency components of the position signal. Left- The 3D position 

is retrieved after analysis of the phase’s slope of one micro-coil and plotted for each direction. 

The signal position reveals a modulation with two oscillating motions: a slow one and a faster 

one. Middle- The 3D plot of the position evidences a twisting motion pattern, which is 

characteristic of the heart motion. Right- The single-sided amplitude spectrum in the direction 

presenting the dominant modulation depicts two main frequencies at 0.2 Hz and 1.6 Hz. These 

frequencies feed the input of a Butterworth filter for extraction of the two motion components. 
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3.5.4. Characterizing the projections repartition within the k-space 

 

3.5.4.1. Sampling of radial trajectory – The Nyquist-Shannon criterion 

 
To prevent from any aliasing in images, a minimum number of spokes have to be acquired 

and the distance between spokes at the edge of k-space have to comply with the Nyquist-

Shannon criterion [22]. For 2D scan, this translates into the following mathematical 

formulation:  

kmax∆Φ ≤  
1

L
 (3-4) 

 

Where kmax is the maximum k-space radius, ∆Φ the angular sampling interval which is 

determined by the desired spatial resolution and L the FOV, which is assumed to be the 

Figure 3-21: Comparison between extracted motion signal components from micro-coil 

recordings and physiological signal recorded by external sensors. The motion component with 

the frequency of 1.6 Hz derived from the frequency spectrum correlates with the cardiac triggering 

generated by the scanner. Likewise, the motion component with 0.2 Hz correlates with the 

respiratory bellow signal.  A slight lag between respiratory bellow signal and the signal extracted 

from micro-coils is observed and is due to the fact that the signal are not recorded at the same 

location.  
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same in all direction. For a 2D trajectory that samples over π radians, the number of 

equiangular spokes required to satisfy the Nyquist-Shannon criterion is:  

Ns =  
π

∆Φ
= πkmaxL (3-5) 

 

For comparison, in case of a 2D Cartesian acquisition, with the same FOV and resolution 

(i.e, the acquisition matrix size, not including zero filling), the number of phase encode lines 

Nphase would be :  

  Nphase = 2kmaxL (3-6) 

 

Combining equations 3.5 and 3.6 gives the minimum number of diametral spokes that have 

to be acquired relative to the matrix size:  

Ns =  
π

2
𝑁phase 

(3-7) 

 

The 2D radial trajectories, sampling over π, therefore require 57% more Fourier lines 

relative to a comparable 2D Cartesian acquisition in order to sufficiently sample the data 

space. According to these equations, the angular sampling interval to comply with the 

criterion is:  

∆Φ(°) =  
2

 π . Nphase
∗ 180 (3-8) 

 

Practically, it is often tolerable to acquire only a reduced number of spokes and therefore 

increase the angular sampling interval. This is because the region of interest is frequently 

located inside the object so that the streaking is located at the border of the image and are 

therefore not objectionable for interpretation. Reducing the number of spokes is further 

appreciable to decrease the scan time. However, in certain scenarios, the number of 

spokes and therefore the angular interval does not meet the recommended requirement so 

that the degradation in the image is too pronounced. This is a well-encountered issue, 

especially in motion-compensation strategy where only a subspace of the total acquisition 

projections are considered to recover a motion-free image. To overcome this limitation, 
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development of methods exploiting only a reduced number of acquisitions were introduced 

(see section).  

3.5.4.1. K-space filling analysis 

 
Golden-angle ratio exhibits advantageous coverage of the k-space. In this radial acquisition 

scheme, the angle of the acquired spokes is continuously increased by 111.25 degrees, 

resulting in a series of complementary radial spokes with large angular distance that always 

add up to approximately uniform angular coverage of the k-spaces [23]. However, sorting 

the acquired radial lines into different motion phases may drastically alter the effective 

golden-angle repartition. In this situation, gaps and clusters of samples in k-space may 

arise, yielding to more or less coarse streaking in the image. In order to characterize the 

sampling density and attempt to predict the artifact level in the resulting image, we 

proposed a representation that inform about the compliance of each k-space with the 

Nyquist angular criterion. For that purpose, we computed the angular interval between each 

of the radial profiles belonging to a sorted k-space and plotted the histogram of the angular 

distribution. Example of such a representation is given in Figure 3-22Figure 3-22 for images 

sorted with the time-based algorithm.  

Density sampling was plotted for the phase #11, corresponding to the plateau and the 

phase #5 corresponding to an acceleration phase. A red line delineates the angular interval 

to comply with Nyquist criteria. The orange cross indicates the number of projections 

satisfying the Nyquist angular interval. The corresponding k-space is plotted to 

schematically represent the radial lines distribution while the histogram provides a 

quantitative metric of the distribution (total number of projections and percentage of 

projections satisfying Nyquist criteria). 

Figure 3-22 further highlights that at equivalent density sampling, image corresponding to 

the motion plateau displays a good quality whereas image corresponding to the 

acceleration phase depicts severe blurring artifacts. This is because, within a same window 

time, the motion amplitude is greater in the phase #5 (pink arrow) phase than in the phase 

#11 (green arrow) introducing thus more intra-bin motion. This demonstrates that, in 

addition to the sampling density, the notion of motion acceleration has also to be taken into 

account in the resulting image quality. Therefore, the projections not only have to meet the 

Nyquist angular criterion but also be chosen so as to minimize the intra-bin motion.  
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Figure 3-22: Density sampling representation. In order to quantify the coverage of the 

k-space after data sorting procedure, a histogram is plotted (middle) that represents the 

angular interval distribution. A red line indicates the Nyquist angular criterion. The 

associated k-space is plotted (left). The density sampling of a phase corresponding to 

the motion plateau (green dots on the curve, phase #11) and a phase corresponding to 

an acceleration (pink dots on the curve, phase #5) were derived. An equivalent density 

sampling is found between the two k-space datasets. However, resulting images 

demonstrate an uneven image quality. This is because, within a same window time, the 

motion amplitude is greater in the phase #5 (pink arrow) than in the phase #11 (green 

arrow) introducing thus more intra-bin motion. 
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3.5.5. Data sorting and image quality: conclusion 

 
From these results, we demonstrated that the resulting image quality would depend on 

multiple parameters:  

- Acceleration: at equivalent density sampling, the k-space encapsulating the largest 

motion amplitude (ex: acceleration phase vs motion plateau) will result in a poor 

image quality. Consequently, the faster the motion is the thinner the bin window size 

should be to minimize intra-bin motion. One of the solutions would rely on an 

adaptive binning that adjust the bin window size with the motion amplitude, as 

proposed in Cruz et al. [7] 

 
- The bin window size: has to be a compromise between the motion acceptance and 

the minimum data required to comply with Nyquist criteria. The smaller this window 

is, the more data are rejected and the less radial views are included in the 

reconstruction, which in turns yields to a poor image quality.  

 
- The temporal resolution of the tracking: Increasing the temporal resolution can 

be invested either for a higher motion subdivision (reducing the window size) or to 

increase the number of motion states. The tracking acquisition rate has to be chosen 

in accordance with the motion frequency (slow motion do not need a high refresh 

rate).  

 
- The sorting algorithm type: A temporal division would permit distinction between 

cardiac phases in vivo. Limitation of the amplitude-based sorting algorithm is the risk 

to mix cardiac phases: the heart position during diastole and systole could be the 

same at a certain respiratory phase, which will introduce blurring in the resulting 

image and skew the interpretation. 

 

3.6. Image reconstruction 
 

This section introduces the methods used to reconstruct the radial acquisition from the 

basic Non-uniform Fast Fourier Transform (NuFFT) reconstruction to more sophisticated 

compressed sensing algorithms when data are strongly undersampled. In this situation, the 
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Nyquist criterion is not satisfied and images may exhibit intense and coarse streaking 

artifacts, which preclude from good interpretation. This is due to the unmeasured gaps in 

k-space between spokes. The reconstruction problem is therefore clearly undetermined 

and conventional techniques such as gridding fail to provide a proper image. One of the 

solutions is to address it in the form of an inverse problem, which is solved with an iterative 

nonlinear optimization technique. In order to compensate the missing data, prior knowledge 

about the object are incorporated in the process. This is realized by adding suitable penalty 

terms to the cost function that prevent the selection of implausible solutions and drive the 

optimizer to find a solution complying with both, the measured data and the prior 

knowledge. This regularization term is a trade-off between reduction of noise and 

preservation of images structures and edges. The choice of this term is therefore decisive 

in the reconstruction process. In particular, incorporating sparsity and statistical properties 

of images into the reconstruction problem have demonstrated a valuable improvement in 

image quality and sharpness. In addition, the approach exploits localized sensitivities of 

receiving coils to gain additional object information in a similar manner to parallel imaging, 

like GRAPPA or SENSE. 

 

3.6.1. Non-uniform Fast Fourier Transform (NuFFT) 

 
When the data set is not acquired along a uniform sampled-rectilinear k-space trajectory, 

the sampling positions are neither on a grid nor equidistant, which precludes a 

straightforward use of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [24]. Additional complication 

comes from the sample density which is much higher in the center of k-space than in the 

outer area (for radial acquisition scheme). As the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) does 

not account for this locally varying distance between samples, severe blurring artifacts 

occult the image. Therefore, it is necessary to cope with both. First, radial sampling data 

must be morphed to fit into a rectangular array for data processing. This technique is called 

“gridding” or “regridding” and are a special case of the NuFFT. This can be done with 

different approaches [25]–[27]. Succinctly: after the raw data has been density compensate 

and resampled onto the Cartesian grid, a 2D Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) takes the 

data to the image domain. The gridding reconstruction can mainly be divided into three 

steps: convolution (multiplication of the image by the FT of the gridding kernel), Fast Fourier 

Transform (FFT) and division by the inverse Fourier transform (IFT) of the kernel. Steps in 
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gridding are further detailed in Handbook of MRI pulse sequences [22] In the present work, 

the NuFFT was implemented using the open-source  GPU library written in C++ with a 

Matlab mex interface proposed in Knoll et al. [28] and exploiting computation power of 

NVIDIA CUDA GPUs.  

 

3.6.2. Eigenvector-based SPIRiT (ESPIRIT) and Compressed Sensing (CS) using 

BART toolbox 

 
Data resulting of the sorting algorithm were reconstructed using ESPIRIT and CS for 

optimal image recovery. This was achieved with the Bekerley Advanced Reconstruction 

Toolbox (BART), which is a free and open-source image reconstruction framework. The 

library and command-line program offer efficient implementations of many calibration and 

reconstruction algorithms for MRI [29]. Briefly, ESPIRIT is an auto-calibrating parallel 

imaging method. It recovers the sensitivity maps of the receive coils from an eigen 

decomposition of a calibration matrix constructed from auto-calibration data. This method 

is an extended SENSE-based reconstruction algorithm that links both GRAPPA and 

SENSE methods and combines benefits of both [30]. ESPIRIT can be extended to integrate 

regularization terms such as l1-norm with a wavelet transform for CS reconstruction [31]. 

CS takes advantage of the fact that an MR image is usually sparse in some appropriate 

transform basis. Sparsity means that there is only a few number of significant pixels with 

nonzero values within the data set. Hence, this transform allows to enforce the distinction 

between the significant information with the background noise. In a holistic approach, CS 

states that the measured signal can be accurately recovered from few samples if the 

following requirements are satisfied: (1) the desired image has a sparse representation in 

some basis (transform sparsity), (2) the measured samples are randomly chosen 

(incoherent measurements in the image or transform domain) and (3) a nonlinear 

reconstruction must be performed to enforce both sparsity and consistency with the 

acquired MR data. The sparsity of a solution is obtained using the l1-norm whose minimum 

solution yields the sparsest solution. Operationally, the reconstructed image must be 

consistent with the Fourier transform of the acquired k-space data and have few large-

valued coefficients when sparsely transformed. Mathematically, this entails solving an 

optimization problem, i.e. finding the image that minimizes this form [32]: 
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argmin =  ‖Ex̂ − s‖2
2  +  λ‖𝒲x̂‖1 

x̂
 

(3-9) 

 

where x̂ is the reconstructed image, E the encoding matrix including coil sensitivities, 

gridding and Fourier Transform, s the acquired k-space data. The constraint ‖Ex̂ − s‖2
2 <

𝜀 enforces data consistency. λ is the parameter that controls the degree of regularization 

in the reconstructed image, adapted to the noise level. The recovered image is here 

supposed to have a sparse representation in the basis 𝒲 which can be, for example a 

wavelet transformation. Wavelet transform consists of generating a sparse representation 

by decomposing an image into its low and high frequency. Its performances have been 

demonstrated for image compression and denoising problems. 

In practice, we used the following command lines for ESPIRIT: 'pics –I iter -S -rλ -t'. And 

the following command line for CS: 'pics –I iter -l1 -rλ -s step' using the l1-regularized 

reconstruction (wavelet basis) with iter the number of iterations, adapted to the level of 

noise and step the iteration step size. The regularization parameter was empirically 

optimized. Specifically, a range of values (0,00005 – 0.0001) were tested and compared 

visually. The value generated the best image quality (sharpness, delineation of the 

myocardium wall) was selected.   

 

3.6.3. Total Variation regularization using BART toolbox 

 
In a third approach, we exploited the total variation (TV) regularization available in BART 

toolbox. This TV has been successfully employed in image restoration [24] and was first 

introduced in 1992 by Rudin, Osher and Fatemi as a spatial sparsity measure, limiting noise 

amplification while preserving sharp edges and small features in the images. TV penalty 

can be considered as requiring the image to be sparse by both the specific transform and 

finite-differences at the same time. In mathematical form, this penalty can be described as 

follows:  

 

argmin =  ‖Ex̂ − s‖2
2  +  λ𝑡TVt

            x̂
 

with TVt =  ‖∇x̂‖1 

(3-10) 
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where ∇ represents the 1D temporal gradient and TVt the temporal total variation in cardiac-

dimension for example (inter-bin) which is, in other words, the sum of absolute differences 

between adjacent bins. The parameter λ𝑡 defines the balance between total variation 

regularization and data consistency. In our experiments, we used a combination of wavelet 

transform with finite differences to reconstruct all motions states simultaneously as it has 

been shown to provide better performance than either of them alone. [33]. This allowed 

restitution of cardiac time-resolved motion-compensated image of undersampled radial MR 

data. In practice, we used the following BART command line: 'pics -e -S -d5 -RW:7:0: 𝛌 -

RT:1024:0: 𝛌𝒕  -p dcf_file -t' where 1024 corresponds to the 10th dimension (the cardiac 

dimension in our case), λ and λ𝑡 the regularization parameters for the wavelet transform 

and total variation respectively and dcf_file is a file containing the compensation density 

coefficients. We used small value of λ𝑡 to avoid blurring in regions with large motion and 

better distinguish motion states, as explained in Cruz et al. [7]. Typically, values of both λ  

and λ𝑡  was 0.00025. TV was further extended to the respiratory-phase dimension.   

 

3.6.4. Patch-based image reconstruction  

 
In a last approach, patch-based image reconstruction was used with help of Dr. Bustin to 

denoise images obtained with TV. This reconstruction exploits local redundancies and low-

rank matrix structures to obtain a sparser representation. Further details are provided in 

[34], [35].  

 

3.6.5. How much can we undersample? The reconstruction limits 

 
Speeding up the acquisition time is the key challenge of high-resolved cardiac MRI in that 

it reduces the risk of motion artifacts in images while the gain in time can be invested in 

increasing the spatial resolution. Moreover, in catheter ablation, accelerated acquisitions 

are critical for real time visualization of rapid physiological changes such as the lesion 

formation or tissue temperature changes during thermal ablation. More specifically, in our 

study, accelerating the acquisition is required to achieve high-resolution imaging of the 

arrhythmogenic substrate within an acceptable time window. This involves the search for 

the maximum acceleration factor one may achieve, in other words: what is the minimum 

number of spokes we can acquire to gain in time while maintaining a diagnostic 
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image quality? This is a delicate question as numerous parameters affect the quality of 

an iterative reconstruction such as Compressed Sensing [36]. Notably, an empirical study 

was conducted by Lazarus [37], to quantitatively derive the maximum undersampling factor 

preserving a targeted image quality as function of the image matrix size and the input SNR. 

Results emphasized that: (1) a minimum SNR has to be reached in order to meet the 

expected image quality, (2) going higher in resolution (increasing the matrix size) allow 

larger acceleration factors. Nevertheless, this second point is subjected to the available 

SNR in practice. As the proposed question1 is theoretically inextricable, we focused in our 

study on empirically finding the best set of parameters at the input of ESPIRIT algorithm 

(section 3.4) to recover a desired image quality from a highly undersampled data set. In 

addition, as the final goal is to provide high-resolution imaging using our developed local 

coil (see chapter 2), we tested if only one coil could be used to perform such a 

reconstruction, although multiple receivers with different spatial sensitivities are favorable 

for those iterative reconstruction processes. 

 

3.7. Evaluation of the implemented methods on Phantom 
 

The aim of this section is to investigate if the implemented algorithms, combined with the 

reconstruction methods are efficient in practice at correcting different motion trajectories 

(the simplest as well as the most sophisticated) at different frequencies while evaluating 

the maximum undersampling factor allowing to retrieve a good image quality. 

 

3.7.1. Maximum undersampling factor in static images 

 
A first experiment was conducted to estimate the maximal undersampling factor achievable 

given our coil sensitivity (available SNR) and our reconstruction method.  
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Figure 3-23 : Comparison between NuFFT and ESPIRIT reconstruction methods on data with different 

sampling. An acquisition was performed on a static phantom using the implemented sequence (2D-GA). 

The effect of both over and under-sampling on resulting image quality was evaluated. Top- For each 

image, the total number of projections included in the reconstruction and its equivalence in percentage 

(related to the minimum required number) is displayed. A dashed orange frame indicates the reference 

image, corresponding to the image reconstructed with the theoretical required number of projections 

(704). A zoom view that focus on the cross is given for each sampling. Bottom- ESPIRIT algorithm is 

compared to NuFFT for data with only 25% and 5% of the required data. Image acquired with all the 

required data (REF) and reconstructed with ESPIRIT is provided for comparison purpose. Results 

demonstrate efficiency of ESPIRIT at maintaining the targeted image quality until 25% of the requested 

data. 
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For that purpose, a 2D-GA acquisition was performed on a static phantom (3D-printed 

phantom, see Chapter 2) with the following image parameters: FOV = 150 x 150 mm2; 

Matrix size = 448 x 448 pixels; TR/TE = 66/8 ms; FA = 10°; bandwidth = 255 Hz/pixels; 

slice thickness = 3 mm; 3 segments; 3000 projections, Acquisition time =  1 min. Only the 

local coil (2 cm in diameter) was used as a receiver. The later was directly positioned on 

the phantom as described in section 3.3.6.1. The theoretical minimum number of 

projections was computed using the equation (3-7Erreur ! Source du renvoi 

introuvable.) and was found to be 704 (448 x π/2). We deliberately acquired much more 

projections than needed to assess both the effects of oversampling and undersampling on 

the resulting image quality. The number of projections was iteratively decreased from 2112 

to 14 projections (300% to 2% of the required data) and resulting images were first 

reconstructed using the NuFFT before applying ESPIRIT algorithm. Figure 3-23 displays 

the resulting images obtained with NuFFT (two top rows) and ESPIRIT (two bottom rows) 

reconstruction methods.  

For each image, the total number of projections included in the reconstruction and its 

equivalence in percentage (related to the minimum required number) is displayed. A 

dashed orange frame indicates the reference image, corresponding to the image 

reconstructed with the theoretical required number of projections (704). A zoomed view 

focused on the cross of the phantom is displayed at the top right of each image. From these 

results, we show that oversampling the data does not lead to a superior image quality, 

except increasing the SNR. Conversely, as expected from the theory, streaking artifacts 

increase when decreasing the number of projections. Nevertheless, these artifacts remain 

not objectionable for image interpretation even if only 50% of the data is used for the 

reconstruction. In addition, we show that ESPIRIT clearly enhances the image quality and 

allows a higher undersampling factor (<50%). Indeed, details such as the cross and the 

bar (500 µm-width, red arrow) appear sharper and remain distinguishable even when only 

25% of the required data is used. Furthermore, compared to NuFFT, ESPIRIT allows 

recovering details within an image reconstructed with only 5% of the data. However, in this 

last situation, the details are not restituted with as much precision, demonstrating that 

undersampling limit has been reached. The “halo” effect surrounding the phantom in the 

ESPIRIT reconstructed images is due to the sensitivities estimation and the choice of the 
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calibration matrix size and therefore depends on the coil and on the parameters set in the 

algorithm. 

The sampling distribution of the k-spaces corresponding to 100%, 50% and 25% of the 

theoretical required data were plotted in Figure 3-24 in order to quantify how far it is 

possible to violate the Nyquist criterion while maintaining an acceptable image quality. 

 

We observed that even when 100% of the theoretical required data were used for 

reconstruction, only 60% of the total projections satisfied the Nyquist angular interval. This 

is explained by the fact that GA only promotes a uniform coverage by adding 111.25 

degrees between two consecutive projections without any constraints about angular sector 

Figure 3-24: Evaluation k-space with different undersampling degree on image quality. Top row- 

K-space with 120%, 100%, 50% and 25% of the theoretical required data respectively were 

reconstructed using ESPIRIT. Middle row- For each k-space, histogram of the angular 

distribution is plotted. We observe that 120% of the theoretical data are required to meet 100% 

of the Nyquist angular criterion using our acquisition scheme. Bottom row- However, using only 

25% of the theoretical data yields to the same image quality, demonstrating the possibility of high 

undersampling with ESPIRIT added to the reconstruction. 
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they should belong too. Therefore, unless computing the number of repetitions which 

ensures that there is at least one projection per angular sector or constraining the 

acquisition scheme, GA, as currently implemented, does not guarantee that each angular 

sector corresponding to the Nyquist angular interval is filled. In our experiment, we found 

that at least 120% of the theoretical required data have to be acquired to fulfill the Nyquist 

angular criterion. However, as illustrated in Figure 3-24, we show that with only 25% of the 

theoretical required projections among which 0% satisfy the Nyquist angular criterion, it is 

possible to reconstruct an image of equivalent quality than the one complying with Nyquist 

(120%). These results therefore emphasize the possibility to drastically shorten scans 

without sacrificing spatial resolution by taking advantage of ESPIRIT to recover a high 

image quality. 

 

3.7.2. Correction of different motion trajectories 

 

3.7.2.1. Translational-only motion 

 
A first experiment was conducted using the previously described set-up (3.3.6.1) and a 

translational motion at a rate of 50 beat per minute (motion 1 in Figure 3-11Erreur ! 

Source du renvoi introuvable.) along Z. Position was computed from the phase analysis 

of the micro-coils signal, as described in section 3.3.2 and corrected using the statistical 

approach proposed in section 3.3.5 to remove the outliers. The 2D-GA Acquisition was 

performed with the following parameters: FOV = 150 x 150 mm2; Matrix = 288 x 288 px; 

slice thickness = 3 mm; FA = 15°; TR/TE = 60/6 ms; BW = 250 Hz/px; 3000 radial views; 3 

segments (1000 shots); Acquisition time = 1 min. Resulting voxel size was 0.5 x 0.5 x 3 

mm3. Tracking parameters were: FOV = 450 mm, 512 data points, FA = 3°; background 

suppression = 6 mT.m-1; TR/TE = 4.8/2.8 ms; bandwidth = 152 Hz/px.  

After the position was derived (Figure 3-25a), the motion was corrected using the 3D 

amplitude-based algorithm described in section 3.5.1 and projections belonging to the more 

stable phase were grouped together. In this experiment, the AR was set to 0.5 mm to fit 

with the spatial resolution of the image (the smallest structure is of an order of 500 µm). 

The binned k-space was successively reconstructed using NuFFT and ESPIRIT. 

Acquisition without any motion was also performed and image was reconstructed using the 
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same methods to provide a reference. Images resulting from the two experiments are 

juxtaposed in Figure 3-25a for comparison purpose.  

Figure 3-25: Correction of a translational motion along Z-axis at 50 bpm. a) Plot of the positions 

over time for each direction (X, Y and Z). Only a modulation along Z-axis is observed, which is 

consistent with the motion induced by the piston. b) Left- Reference image (static image) 

reconstructed with either NuFFT or ESPIRIT. Right- Top image displays the image when 

motion is induced with a zoomed-view focusing on geometric details. White trails are observed 

(orange arrows), resulting from motion artifacts. Bottom images show motion-corrected image 

reconstructed with either NuFFT or ESPIRIT. Motion-corrected image and reference image 

reconstructed with ESPIRIT demonstrate similar quality. Blue frames provide a zoomed-view 

of the circle and cross for sharpness comparison purpose.  
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We show that motion at this rate induces blurring artifacts and trails in the resulting image 

(orange arrows). These artifacts are removed after the application of our sorting algorithm 

and the resulting image, reconstructed with NuFFT method is similar to the reference one 

although less contrasted. ESPIRIT reconstruction drastically enhances the image quality 

of the reference image by improving the sharpness and spatial resolution (blue frames). 

Applying such an ESPIRIT in the motion corrected image yields to an image with same 

contrast and sharpness as the reference image reconstructed with ESPIRIT. This result 

demonstrates the efficiency of our motion correction pipeline (including data sorting and 

reconstruction) at restoring a motion –resolved image with an equivalent quality as an 

image without motion.   

 

3.7.2.2. Combination of translational and rotational motion 

 
In a second experiment, a combination of translation and rotation motion was induced to 

the phantom (motion 2, Figure 3-11) at a rate of 50 bpm. Imaging parameters were as 

follows: FOV = 150 x 150 mm2; Matrix = 448 x 448 px; slice thickness = 3 mm; FA = 15°; 

TR/TE = 60/6 ms; BW = 250 Hz/px; 6000 projections; 3 segments; Acquisition time = 2 min 

and same tracking parameters as previously described were set. Resulting voxel size was 

0.3 x 0.3 X 3 mm3. An image without motion was acquired and reconstructed using the 

same protocol and served as reference.  

Figure 3-26a represents the position over the time along each direction. It can be noticed 

that the motion induced by the piston rod system is not uniform and generates a position 

that is more stable (longer stay) at the end of the piston stroke (green frame) than at the 

start (purple frame). Resulting image with motion is displayed in Figure 3-26b-right. The 

rotation around Z-axis conducts to the superposition of these two positions (corresponding 

to purple and green frames) within the image. Of note, this rotation of the phantom around 

Z-axis results in the apparition of ellipsoid forms in the image, which occurs at the end of 

the piston stroke (green frame). In this motion state, a bright spot (orange arrow) is depicted 

and corresponds to the coil sensitivity, which on average is more frequently at this position. 

Although more stable, we chose to reconstruct the phase corresponding to the start of the 

piston stroke for more immediate comparison with the reference image. The acceptance 

radius was kept to 0.5 mm since structures dimension of the phantom are about 0.5 mm at 

minimum.  
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Figure 3-26: Correction of a translational (along Z-axis) and rotational (around Z-axis) motion 

at 50 bpm. a) Plot of the positions over time for each directions (X, Y and Z). Overlaid purple 

and green frames correspond to the start and the end of the piston stroke respectively. b) Left- 

Reference image (static image) reconstructed with either NuFFT or ESPIRIT with 704 

projections (satisfying Nyquist criteria). Right- Top image displays the image with motion. 

Ghosting artifacts is clearly visible (orange arrow). Bottom images show motion-corrected 

image reconstructed with either NuFFT or ESPIRIT with 183 projections. Motion-corrected 

image and reference image reconstructed with ESPIRIT demonstrate a residual trail within the 

image (red arrow) as well as less signal due to undersampling (183 = 26% of the theoretical 

number of projections). However, it can be noticed that cross sharpness is preserved.  
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Image obtained after motion correction shows suppression of the ghostings. Adding 

ESPIRIT to the reconstruction clearly improves the quality by recovering sharpness and 

contrast of the structures. Although similar to the reference one, the corrected image still 

exhibits a trail (red arrow). This is due, on the one hand, to the high-undersampling factor 

(only 183 projections included in the reconstruction with only 58 projections satisfying the 

Nyquist criterion against 704 required at least) and, on the other hand, because this phase 

corresponds to an acceleration phase (see section 3.5.4) and not a plateau. Nevertheless, 

considering the cross in the motion-corrected image, the spatial resolution is preserved 

and exhibits similar sharpness than the reference one, which highlights the feasibility to 

freeze the motion while retaining the information on the small structures.  

 

3.7.3. Correction of motions at different frequencies and amplitudes 

 
Efficiency of our algorithm was evaluated for different motion frequencies on a phantom 

moved translationally along Z. Motion was successively induced at 20 bpm, 50 bpm and 

90 bpm with an amplitude of approximately 25 mm, 15 mm and 5 mm for 20bpm, 50bpm 

and 90 bpm respectively. The 2D-GA acquisition was performed with the following image 

tracking parameters: FOV = 150 x 150 mm2; Matrix = 288 x 288 px; slice thickness = 3 mm; 

FA = 15°; TR/TE = 60/6 ms; BW = 250 Hz/px; 3000 radial views; 3 segments (1000 shots); 

Acquisition time = 1 min. Tracking acquisition parameters were the same as the one set 

above. Resulting spatial resolution was 0.5 x 0.5 x 3 mm3. An image without motion was 

also acquired to provide a reference. Position of the phantom over the time was retrieved 

and motion was corrected using the 3D amplitude-based algorithm with an acceptance 

radius of 0.25 mm. Reconstruction was performed using NuFFT for basic reconstruction 

and ESPIRIT for image quality improvement. The reference image was reconstructed using 

the theoretical number of projections required (Matrix size*π/2 = 452). 

Images without motion compensation (Figure 3-27b top row) display ghosting and blurring 

artifacts that are frequency dependent (purple arrows). At slow rate (20 bpm) a duplication 

effect is observed which is in accordance with the oscillation pattern (green curve) that 

depicts two motion plateaus, corresponding to two stable phases of motion. At 50 bpm, we 

observe a trail in the image. At high rate (90 bpm), ghosting and blurring artifacts appear 

as vibration effect, which is in accordance with the more jerky motion described by the 

position curve (blue curve) in Figure 3-27a. After data sorting, the number of projections in 
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each k-space was 291, 306 and 342 for 20 bpm, 50 bpm and 90 bpm cases respectively. 

Images obtained after reconstruction with ESPIRIT method are displayed in the second 

row and demonstrate reduction and even suppression (20 bpm and 50 bpm) of ghosting 

artifacts. Moreover, a marked improvement in sharpness and contrast is observed in the 

three motion-corrected images. A residual artifact, however, remains in the 90 bpm motion-

corrected image (red arrow). This may be explained by the vibrations and jerky motions of 

the piston that are more complex to compensate at this rate. 

 

 

Figure 3-27: Correction of a translational motion along Z at different frequencies and 

amplitudes. a) Position over the time for a motion at 20 bpm (green), 50 bpm (pink) and 90 bpm 

(blue). b) Top row- Original images. Purple arrows show ghosting and blurring artifacts within 

images of motion experiments. Bottom row- Motion-corrected images reconstructed with 

ESPIRIT. For comparison purpose, reference images reconstructed wit 452 projections is 

displayed on the left. Red arrow shows a residual artifact in the motion-corrected image.  
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For each case, difference maps were computed (Figure 3-28). For that purpose, image 

before correction was registered and normalized to the reference image before being 

subtracted to the reference. Same process was performed for the image after correction. 

These maps demonstrate the marked reduction of motion artifacts in the images after 

correction. We observe a more important difference after correction for the experiment at 

90 bpm than for the experiment at 20 bpm. This is mainly due to the jerky motion that 

induces vibrations and out of plane motions that are more complicated to compensate. 

Moreover, the tiny residuals observed in images after correction may also be attributed to 

small registration errors (especially at the edges) and/or small differences in SNR. These 

results nonetheless highlight the efficiency of our motion compensation algorithm, 

associated with the ESPIRIT reconstruction method in recovering an image without (or at 

least drastically reduced) motion artifacts at a spatial resolution of 500 µm in plane for a 

wide range of motion frequencies. 

Figure 3-28: Difference maps. Top row- difference between motion images at 20 bpm, 50 bpm 

and 90 bpm and reference image. Bottom row- difference between motion-corrected images 

and reference image. 
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3.7.4. Maximum acceleration factor allowing maintaining the desired image quality: 

analysis on moving phantom experiments.  

 
After having demonstrated the effectiveness of our algorithm at correcting different motion 

trajectories in a frequency range from 20 to 90 bpm, we evaluated how restrictive we could 

be in the motion acceptance (how small the AR could be) and therefore how much could 

the maximum acceleration factor be in order to maintain an acceptable image quality. Data 

set was the same as the one acquired in section 3.7.2.2 with a translational and 

rotational motion at 50 bpm. Nyquist provides quantitative upper-bounds on the number of 

measurements necessary for optimal reconstruction, however, in practice, as already 

illustrated in section 3.7.1, theses bounds are not clearly defined and can be lowered. 

Moreover, these bounds are established for images without motion. In our case, due to 

data binning, the radial profiles in each bin will not be equally spaced by the golden angle 

as they depend on the motion cycle. Thus, a quasi-uniform k-space distribution is not 

guarantee for any bin and the number of radial profiles may no more comply with Nyquist. 

In this section, we therefore evaluate the degree of undersampling that can be perform and 

attempt to establish lower bounds as a function of the image size and the total acquired 

projections using the proposed density sampling representation described in section 3.5.4.  

For that purpose, we iteratively decreased the acceptance radius (AR) set in the amplitude-

based algorithm (3D-extended) and reconstructed the resulting binned data with NuFFT 

and ESPIRIT methods. Associated k-space and density sampling (histogram) were plotted 

for each case, together with the motion trajectory indicating in orange the accepted data 

and the center of the motion acceptance sphere (purple cross). Percentage of the radial 

lines included in the final reconstruction relative to the theoretical requested number (in this 

experiment, a theoretical number of 702 projections) are displayed in the purple frame and 

percentage of these projections complying with the Nyquist angular criteria are displayed 

in the pink frame for each case. Results are displayed in Figure 3-29.  
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 Figure 3-29: Evaluation of the maximum allowed undersampling factor on a 

moving phantom. Purple frames indicate percentage of projections relative to the 

theoretical number provides by Nyquist while pink frames indicate the percentage 

of the projections complying with Nyquist angular criterion (inform about the 

coverage of the k-space).  
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The first reconstruction uses all the data (6000 projections) and resulting image evidences 

the motion artifact. As the bin window size (AR) decreases, gaps in the k-spaces increases 

with larger angular intervals. This is confirmed by the histograms analysis. Indeed, the 

largest angular difference goes from approximately 1° to 12° for 100% and 7% of the 

theoretical requested data respectively. These gaps in k-space yield in the apparition of 

streaking artifacts in the resulting image, which become more pronounced and coarse as 

the undersampling increases. However, as illustrated in Figure 3-30, using ESPIRIT yields 

a certain recovery of missing k-space information up to an acceleration factor of 5 (21% of 

the requested data and only 31% of them fulfilling Nyquist angular criterion) and allows 

maintaining the targeted image quality (sharpness and resolving power) until an 

acceleration factor of 4 (26% of the requested data with only 32% of them satisfying 

Nyquist angular criterion).  

 

In this experiment, we therefore demonstrated efficiency of our method in compensating 

motion within an acceptance window of 0.8 mm - 1 mm (AR between 0.4 mm and 0.5 mm) 

and recovering the desired image quality with only 26% of the theoretical required data 

and only 32% of them complying with Nyquist angular criterion 

 

 

 

Figure 3-30: Zoomed-views of motion-corrected phantom images reconstructed with 
ESPIRIT with different acceleration factors (1, 2, 4 and 5).  
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3.7.5. Conclusion  

 
In this section, we demonstrated the tremendous potential of our processing, combining 

with ESPIRIT reconstruction method to provide highly resolved, motion-free images. We 

especially emphasized the ability of our technique at correcting motion of different types 

from most simple (translational motion only) to most sophisticated (translational and 

rotational motion) trajectories within a wide frequency range. In addition, we exhibited the 

feasibility to recover an image with 300 µm in-plane resolution, devoid of any motion artifact 

from a high-undersampled k-space using our local coil only, demonstrating thus efficiency 

of ESPIRIT with only one coil and meeting the requirements set for later in vivo applications.  

 

3.8. Application to in vivo 
 

In this section, we tested efficiency of our method at retrospectively compensating for 

cardiac motion after the imaging process to deliver non-blurred cardiac images. In this 

section, conventional chest coils were used as a receiver.  

 

3.8.1. Experimental setup 

 
Animal preparation 

Cardiac Magnetic Resonance guided catheterization was performed in 3 sheep (50 ± 4 kg). 

The protocol was approved by the local Animal Research Ethics Committee according to 

the European rules for animal experimentation. After premedication of pigs with ketamine 

(20 mg.kg-1) and acepromazine (1 mg.kg-1) by an intramuscular injection, the induction of 

anesthesia was realized with intravenous bolus of ketamine (15 mg.kg-1) and midazolam 

(1.5 mg.kg-1). This step was followed by intubation, ventilation and shaving of the thoraco-

abdominal region. An MR-compatible catheter (see section 3.1.1) was inserted through the 

femoral vein and maneuvered by an experimented operator into the epicardial space using 

X-ray angiography system. After positioning the catheter, the animals were moved to the 

MR room and installed in a supine position in the MR scanner. The animal was assisted 

for ventilation using a MR-compatible ventilator (Aestivia, General Electric, Fairfield, CT, 

U.S.A.) with a respiratory rate of 12-15 breaths per minute (bpm). Conventional surface 

ECG electrodes and respiratory bellow were used to respectively record cardiac rhythm 

and respiratory signal of the animals.  
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Imaging Protocol 

The entire interventions were performed within a 1.5 T scanner (MAGNETOM Aera, 

Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). MR data were acquired using two 18-element 

antennas (Body-18, Siemens, Erlangen) positioned anterior and posterior around the chest 

of the animal. Pre-procedure scans included an interactive sequence made of a b-SSFP 

pulse sequence (TE/TR = 1.93/183 ms, resolution = 1.8 x 1.8 x 4 mm3, Field of view (FOV) 

= 300 x 300 mm2, FA = 45°) interleaved with the catheter tracking module (BEAT IRTTT: 

Interactive Real Time Tip Tracking, Siemens Healthcare, Erlangen, Germany). This 

sequence was used to navigate the catheter until the left or right (depending on the 

experiments) ventricle (Figure 3-31a). Following the catheter navigation, a 3D b-SSFP 

image was acquired and served to generate an anatomical roadmap, as illustrated by the 

Figure 3-31b.  

Figure 3-31: Pre-procedure scans. a) An interactive sequence made of a b-SSFP 

pulse sequence is used to navigate the catheter until the heart cavity. b) A 3D b-SSFP 

is then acquired and serve as an anatomical roadmap. From this 3D image, a whole 

heart shell is generated by segmenting it with a dedicated segmenting software.  
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The 3D whole heart shell was obtained with a manual segmentation performed using 

MUSIC software (multimodality  software  for  specific  imaging  in  cardiology,  L’Institut  

de  Rythmologie  et  de  Modélisation  Cardiaque,  University  of  Bordeaux, Institut National 

de Recherche  en  Informatique  et  Automatique  Sophia   Antipolis,   Sophia   Antipolis,   

France) [38].  

 

Figure 3-32 displays one of the 3D b-SSFP image acquired on a sheep and used to position 

the 2D GA slice. In the following experiments, imaging parameters varied from one to 

anther acquisition and are therefore given separately. Tracking parameters were kept 

unchanged between the experiments and were as follows: FOV = 450 mm; 512 data points; 

FA = 3°; background suppression = 6 mT.m-1; bandwidth = 152 Hz/px; TR/TE = 4.8/2.8 ms 

and a duration of 24.47 ms. 

 

3.8.2. Comparison between retrospective gating using external sensors or micro-

coils signals 

 
In this study, we compared the cardiac phases obtained after a retrospective sorting using 

either external sensors signals or micro-coil signals. Experiment was conducted on a sheep 

(48 kg), named animal experiment #1. The 2D-GA was acquired with the following 

Figure 3-32: 3D b-SSFP acquired in vivo on a sheep. The sagittal (left) and transversal  

(right) views evidence the catheter at the apex of the right ventricle. The latter allows 

identification of the catheter position and placement of the slices for the 2D-GA 

acquisition. 
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parameters: FOV = 200 x 200 mm2; Matrix = 128 x 128 px; TR/TE = 70/4 ms; FA = 65°; 

bandwidth = 250 Hz/Px; slice thickness = 4mm; Radial views = 12000; 3 segments. Total 

acquisition time was 4 min 36 s. Resulting spatial resolution was therefore 1.6 x 1.6 x 4 

mm3. The catheter was inserted into the right ventricle for pacing while another was 

inserted into the left ventricle for micro-coils recording. Simultaneously, physiological 

signals were recorded using ECG leads fixed on the chest of the animal and a respiratory 

bellow placed around the diaphragm of the animal. The heart rhythm was 96 bpm and the 

respiratory rate was 12 cycles/min. The micro-coil signals were processed as described in 

section 3.5.3. Given the extracted cardiac and respiratory signals, it was possible to sort 

the data into both cardiac and respiratory motion-resolved states. Specifically, the series 

of 2D radial lines was first binned into different cardiac phases with a desired temporal 

resolution using the cardiac motion signal, and each cardiac phase was further sorted into 

multiple respiratory phases spanning from end-expiration to end inspiration using the 

respiratory motion signal. Practically, the number of desired cardiac phases was selected 

and gave the resulting temporal resolution. In this experiment, the series of continuously 

acquired 2D radial lines was first sorted into 8 cardiac phases, generating an image series 

with temporal resolution of approximately 60 ms. In the next step, each cardiac phase was 

further sorted into three respiratory motion phases, thus generating a 4D dataset with a 

matrix size of 128 x 128 x 8 x 3. Although the conventional number of cardiac phases in 

clinic is ~ 20 [12], we considered in the scope of this study that 8 phases were sufficient to 

compare the two methods, the intend here being not to provide cine images. 

The sorted 4D images were reconstructed using ESPIRIT method. Same process was 

applied this time using the physiological signals recorded by the conventional sensors 

(ECG leads and respiratory bellow, corresponding to the green curve) at the input of the 

sorting algorithm. Example of this data sorting process is illustrated in Figure 3-33a for the 

cardiac and respiratory signals extracted from the micro-coil recordings. The red cross 

indicates the start of the cardiac cycle. Each colored-point represents a selected cardiac 

phase within the cycle. The respiratory signal is segmented into three phases spanning 

from end-expiration to end-inspiration with the first phase corresponding to the end-

expiration. Images resulting from the physiological sorting (green framed) and the micro-

coils based sorting (orange framed) are compared in Figure 3-33b for a fixed respiratory 

phase (first phase) and all the cardiac phases.  
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Similar cardiac phases were obtained between both methods. The difference between the 

systolic and the diastolic phases of the cardiac cycle can be visually appreciated in the size 

of the left ventricle blood pool and myocardium. Using this data sorting process, we were 

able to provide cardiac and respiratory motion-corrected images as shown in Figure 3-33c. 

Due to the intrinsic robustness of the radial acquisition original image does not present 

Figure 3-33: Comparison of cardiac phases obtained after retrospective sorting using either 

external sensors (ECG electrodes – “Physio”) or micro-coil signal. a) Cardiac and respiratory 

signals extracted from the micro-coil recordings. b) Eight cardiac phases were retrospectively 

reconstructed using either the “Physio” method (relying on external sensors) or micro-coils 

method.  c) Comparison between original image (with motion), motion-corrected image (Cardiac 

Phase #1, Respiratory Phase #1) using external sensors and motion-corrected image (Cardiac 

Phase #1, Respiratory Phase #1) using micro-coils. Pink arrows show a coronary vessels.  
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strong motion artifacts but evidence blurring and the myocardium wall is not clearly 

delineated. Conversely, sorting the data yields to a marked improvement in the left ventricle 

wall sharpness as well as a drastic reduction of blur regions. Coronary vessel that was 

within the blurred region on the original image is revealed (pink arrow). We observed an 

equivalent image quality between external sensor-based sorting and micro-coils-based 

sorting. Hence, this result emphasizes the synchronicity of catheter motion with the beating 

heart and demonstrates the ability of our method to recover cardiac phases as effectively 

as the retrospective conventional method does.  

 

3.8.3. Validation of the method in a second animal 

 
We further tested the efficiency of the aforementioned method in a second animal 

experiment (#2). Acquisition was performed with the following parameters: FOV = 200 x 

200 mm2; Matrix = 208 x 208 px; TR/TE = 60/5 ms; FA = 60°; bandwidth = 250 Hz/Px; slice 

thickness = 3 mm; Radial views = 12000; 3 segments. Total acquisition time was 4 min 36 

s. Resulting spatial resolution was 1 x 1 x 3 mm3. The catheter was inserted into the right 

ventricle. The heart rhythm recorded by the ECG leads was 95 bpm and the respiratory 

rate recorded by the respiratory bellow was 12 cycles/ min. The cardiac motion signal and 

the respiratory motion signal were extracted from the micro coils recordings and the 

acquired k-space was sorted into a 4D dataset (kx-ky-cardiac phase-respiratory phase) 

following the same procedure as in 3.8.2. It was possible to bin the data into 11 cardiac 

phases and 5 respiratory phases. Sorted k-space were then reconstructed using ESPIRIT. 

Figure displays the images corresponding to each couple of (ecg/resp motion state) 

obtained after the data sorting procedure.  
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Figure 3-34: Reconstructed cardiac and respiratory phases. The cardiac motion signal and the respiratory motion signal were 

extracted from the micro coils recordings and the acquired k-space was sorted into 11 cardiac phases and 5 respiratory phases. 

Sorted k-space were then reconstructed using ESPIRIT. Spatial resolution is 1 x 1 x 3 mm3. Pink arrows help visualize the catheter 

displacement over the respiratory phases.  
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Difference between systolic and diastolic phases of the cardiac cycle can be visually 

appreciated in the size of the left ventricle blood pool and myocardium. The first respiratory 

phase, corresponding to end-inspiration, shows better image quality with a sharp and well-

defined margin of the papillary muscles (cardiac phase #7) together with a good 

delineation of the myocardial wall. This is because this phase is the most stable (see the 

respiratory motion signal, left), collecting more radial views without important motion 

acceleration. Pink arrows help visualize the catheter displacement within the right ventricle 

cavity over the respiratory phases. 

 

3.8.4. Maximum acceleration factor allowed in vivo imaging 

 
As in phantom experiment (section 3.7.4), we further investigated the maximum 

acceleration factor allowed. Experience was conducted on the same dataset as in the 

previous section, namely animal experiment #2.  

Motion was resolved using the 3D amplitude-based algorithm (section 3.5.1). The 

acceptance radius (AR) was iteratively decreases from 2 mm to 0.3 mm. Images were 

reconstructed with ESPIRIT. For each case, k-spaces and density sampling are displayed, 

together with the 3D trajectory of the heart motion depicting in orange the accepted 

positions. For each case, percentage of the selected projections relative to the theoretical 

requested number (here 327) is displayed in the purple frame and percentage of these 

projections satisfying Nyquist angular criterion are displayed in the pink frame. The red 

line in the histogram indicates the angle value complying with Nyquist angular criterion 

(here 0.55°) and the blue cross indicate the number of projections among the selected 

projections that respect this angular shift. The results are displayed in Figure 3-35.  
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Figure 3-35: Evaluation of the maximum allowed acceleration factor in vivo. 

Purple frames indicate the percentage of projections relative to the theoretical 

number and pink frames indicate the percentage of projections. Pink arrow shows 

a papillary muscle. 
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The first reconstruction is voluntarily performed with a large AR (2 mm) to demonstrate 

effect of motion within the image. As the AR decreases, gaps in k-spaces occur and 

angular intervals between projections increase from approximately 2° to 12 ° between k-

spaces with 96% and 15% of the required data. These gaps in k-spaces translate into 

streaking artifacts and signal loss, which appears as pepper and salt noise within the 

reconstructed images. ESPIRIT allows an acceleration factor of 2 (48% of the required 

data) while maintaining the targeted image quality (depiction of the papillary muscle, pink 

arrow). A degradation of the image quality is observed beyond an acceleration factor of 2 

(< 48% of the required data). This poor image quality can be anticipated by analysis of 

the density sampling histogram. Indeed, the later demonstrates large angular intervals 

(until approximately 8° compared to the requested angular interval of 0.55°), which creates 

large gaps in k-space.  

 

Figure 3-36 displays a cropped view of the left ventricle to make the comparison more 

easily between the different undersampling images. No significant difference in image 

quality is observed between the image reconstructed with 100% of the theoretical 

requested data and the image reconstructed with only 48% of the data. Although 

sharpness is lower and streaking artifacts are more present within the image 

reconstructed with only 25% of the data, it is possible to depict the papillary muscle. 

Hence, an acceleration factor of 3 could be considered as a compromise between a short 

acquisition time and the maintenance of the image quality. 

Figure 3-36: Zoomed-views of the left ventricle. Image is reconstructed with ESPIRIT with 

different acceleration factors (1, 1.3, 2, 4). Spatial resolution is 1 x 1 x 3 mm3. 
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Compared to phantom acquisition where an acceleration factor of 4 could be achieved, in 

this in vivo experiment, the percentage of projections complying with Nyquist angular 

criterion is smaller (26% versus 32%) for 25% of the requested data selected. This may 

explain the difference in image quality. Difference can also arise from the coils used in 

vivo, which are not the same as the one used in phantom experiment. In vivo, the coil 

arrays were placed far from the heart in opposite to phantom experiment were a local loop 

coil was directly in contact with the object to be imaged and coil moved together with 

phantom. As ESPIRIT relies on coil sensitivity, a change in coil interferes directly with the 

final image quality. Moreover, as mentioned in section 3.5.4, the available SNR also plays 

a key role in maximal allowed acceleration factor and resulting image quality. 

 

3.9. Image Improvement using different iterative reconstructions 
 

3.9.1. Comparison of different methods 

 
In this section, we handle the issue of reconstructing high-resolution images (we remind 

the reader that final objective is a submillimeter spatial resolution) from undersampled k-

spaces while simultaneously take into account the acquisition speed (maximal allowed 

acceleration factor). The dataset from animal experiment #2 (short axis view) was used 

and this time binned with the time-based algorithm (3.5.3). From sections (0) we 

demonstrated that at least an acceleration factor of 2 could be performed while 

maintaining the targeted image quality using ESPIRIT algorithm. Of the 12,000 projections 

initially acquired, only 4,200 were kept before binning to enforce the subsampling of the 

sorted data. 11 cardiac phases and 5 respiratory phases were provided by the data sorting 

procedure. Only the first respiratory phase (end-expiration) was retained as it was the 

more stable one. Density sampling was plotted using histogram to provide statistics upon 

the number of projections contained in each sorted k-space together with the number of 

projections complying with the Nyquist angular criterion. Images were reconstructed using 

NuFFT, ESPIRIT, Compressed Sensing (CS), total variation (TV) regularization added to 

CS in the cardiac-phase dimension and Patch-based (PB) algorithms (Figure 3-37a).  
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Figure 3-37: Comparison of different reconstruction methods on a same dataset (#2). a) 4,200 projections were initially acquired 

and binned into 11 cardiac phases and 5 respiratory phases. The eleven cardiac phases of the first respiratory phase were 

reconstructed successively with NuFFT, ESPIRIT, CS, TV and Patch-based methods. White arrows show coronary vessels. The 

density sampling of each cardiac phase’s k-spaces is shown with the number of projections selected after sorting (black) and the 

number of projections complying with Nyquist angular criterion (blue). b) Zoomed-view of the left ventricle wall.  
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From the density sampling histogram, we observe that in average, 170 projections were 

grouped in each sorted k-space (acceleration factor of 2) with a maximal number of 

201(corresponding to 61% of the theoretical required data, for phases 7 and 8) and a 

minimal number of 57 (corresponding to 17% of the theoretical required data, phase 11). 

In each sorted k-space, approximately 60 to 66% of the projections complied with Nyquist 

angular criterion (except for cardiac phase #11 where only 30% satisfied it). Images 

reconstructed with NuFFT display non-uniform image quality, which is directly related to 

the density sampling of the corresponding k-spaces. For example, cardiac phase (ECG 

phase in figure) number #7 displays a satisfactory image quality with a clear delineation 

of the myocardium wall and depiction of the papillary muscle. In opposite, phase #11 

(worst-case with only 57 radial views) displays a poor image quality with coarse striking, 

due to a higher undersampling (hence larger values of angular intervals). 

As already evidenced, using ESPIRIT yields to higher image quality with a marked 

reduction of the pepper and salt noise present in NuFFT reconstruction. Furthermore, 

ESPIRIT partially helps recover missing-information of the phase #11 and blood vessels 

are rendered more visible. Using CS helps remove some streaking and globally renders 

the images smoother than in ESPIRIT. Contrast within images is also slightly improved. 

Tiny difference is observed between TV and CS although TV seems to sharpen edges 

and improves the delineation of small blood vessels (see phase #11). Adding Patch-based 

to the TV reconstruction smoothen the images and denoises them, especially ventricle 

walls appear with a more uniform intensity. However, we do not notice a significant 

difference for image analysis between CS, TV and Patch-based reconstructions.  

We nevertheless demonstrated through this example the potential of these iterative 

reconstructions in recovering information of highly undersampled data. Considering phase 

#11, employing such an iterative method allows depiction of blood vessels (coronary 

vessels) within the left ventricle, which could not have been revealed without (white 

arrows). We have introduced here multiple iterative reconstruction methods that give us a 

flexibility, which with we can play in order to improve image quality.  
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3.9.2. Motion-corrected cardiac images:  results in two animals 

 
In this section, the effectiveness of our method to compensate for the motion was tested 

in three different animals. Motion was compensated using the algorithm relying on cardiac 

and respiratory signal extraction. #2 corresponds to the animal experiments #2 earlier 

detailed. In this experiment, two acquisitions were performed: one in short axis and a 

second in sagittal orientation. Of the 12,000 projections acquired, only 4,200 projections 

and 6,000 were considered before sorting the data for short axis and sagittal orientation 

acquisition respectively. Data were binned into 11 cardiac phases and 5 respiratory 

phases. Displayed images in Figure 3-38 correspond to the 1st respiratory phase, 7th 

cardiac phase for short axis / 1st respiratory phase, 1st cardiac phase for sagittal 

orientation. 

 #3 was performed in sheep with the following parameters: FOV = 300 x 300 mm2; Matrix 

= 352 x 352 px; TR/TE = 70/7.5 ms; FA = 65°; bandwidth = 250 Hz/Px; slice thickness = 

3 mm; Radial views = 12,000; 3 segments. Total acquisition time was 4 min 36 s. Resulting 

spatial resolution was 0.8 x 0.8 x 3 mm3. The heart rhythm was 60 bpm and the respiratory 

rate was 10 cycles/min. A catheter was inserted into the right ventricle and a second 

catheter, inserted in the left ventricle served for micro-coils recording. Data were binned 

into 15 cardiac phases and 4 respiratory phases. The 1st respiratory phase and the 6th 

cardiac phase image is displayed 

For each experiment, images after data sorting procedure were reconstructed with TV 

applied along the cardiac dimension. Figure 3-38 displays the resulting original images 

reconstructed using NuFFT together with the motion-resolved images reconstructed using 

TV.  
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Figure 3-38: Motion-corrected images from two in vivo experiments. Left- Original images with 

motion. Middle- cropped view of the heart with motion. The pink dotted line indicate the catheter. 

Right- Motion-corrected images. Purple frames are zoomed-views of both the motion and the 

motion-corrected images for each case. Green arrows depict anatomic details (papillary muscle, 

wall, blood vessels). Associated k-spaces density sampling are displayed with the percentage of 

projections (pink frames).  
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Anatomical view displayed in the left image corresponds to the original image (without 

motion compensation). A cropped view focusing on the two ventricles (RV and LV) is 

displayed in the middle and framed in orange. Catheters position within the ventricles are 

surrounded by a pink dotted line. The images on the right correspond to the motion-

resolved images obtained after data sorting and TV reconstruction. Cropped view of the 

motion-resolved images is given below and framed in purple. For comparison purpose, 

the same crop is applied to the original image and also framed in violet. The blue arrows 

point small structures within the motion-resolved images (vessels and anatomical 

structures such as papillary muscle). Density sampling is provided for each image and 

indicates the percentage of selected projections relative to the theoretical number (pink 

frame). Over the three cases, between 60% to 74% of the theoretical data were included 

in the final reconstruction after the data sorting procedure. The percentage of inclusion 

depends on the selectivity of the sorting algorithm (number of cardiac and respiratory 

phases). An example of how a higher acceleration factor for #2 in sagittal orientation is 

given in Figure 3-39.  

Figure 3-39: Influence of the undersampling degree on the resulting image quality. 

A loss in SNR is observed in the pink ROI. However, right ventricle wall together 

with the blood vessel at the apex are is still clearly delineated. 
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In this experiment, we demonstrated that an acceleration factor of ~2 (56% of the 

theoretical required data) was feasible but at the price of the SNR and yields to more noisy 

images (pink ROI). For these reasons, we kept the percentage of accepted data between 

60% to 74% in Figure 3-38.  

Results from sections 3.8.4 and 3.9 clearly emphasize the ability of our method to provide 

motion-resolved images with a marked improvement in both sharpness and contrast. 

Using TV reconstruction, resolution power is enhanced and depiction of small anatomical 

features (vessels, papillary muscles) is possible. The maximal allowed acceleration factor 

was found to be between 2 and 3 depending on acquisitions. We also demonstrate 

efficiency of our method to freeze the motion at a spatial resolution of 800 µm in-plane 

resolution even with only 60% of the data used in the reconstruction (Figure 3-38).  

 

3.10. Motion-corrected, high-resolution cardiac imaging using MR-

tracking coils and a local receive-only coil: Preliminary results 
 

In a last study, we attempted to combine hardware developments of Chapter 2 with 

motion-correction algorithm introduced in this chapter to provide high-resolution 

cardiac MR images retrospectively compensated for motion. For that purpose, in vivo 

experiment was conducted on an open-chest pig. 

Preparation and MR measurements were completed following the described procedure in 

section 3.8.1 (animal preparation). The animal vital signs were monitored continuously 

during the MR experiment. Heart rate was 96 bpm and respiratory rate was maintained to 

12 cycles /min. The local coil, 2 cm-in diameter was wrapped in plastic to keep it from 

getting wet and potentially losing its performance characteristics. It was then positioned 

against the outer surface of the left ventricle through the open chest access with little to 

no pressure on the heart wall. In this configuration, the coil could follow the beating heart 

motion. The catheter embedded with MR-tracking coils was inserted into the right 

ventricle. Figure 3-40-left shows the localization images (1.5 x 1.5 x 4.5 mm3 spatial 

resolution) performed before acquisition of the 2D-GA sequence.  
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Image on the top evidences the catheter located close to the inter-ventricular septum in 

the right ventricle and the loop coil positioned on the left ventricle wall. The cut plane 

(orange line) perpendicular to the inter-ventricular septum and passing through the 

catheter and the loop coil is shown below. Papillary muscle can be visualized on this view. 

Position of the loop coil is highlighted by a dotted pink circle on the two views. After 

position of the coil relative to the ventricle wall was verified, the 2D-GA sequence was 

performed with the following parameters: FOV = 150 x 150 mm2; Matrix = 448 x 448 px; 

TR/TE = 65/8 ms; FA = 65°; bandwidth = 255 Hz/Px; slice thickness = 3 mm; Radial views 

Figure 3-40: In vivo motion-corrected, high-resolution (300 µm in-plane resolution) image of the 

left ventricle acquired with the local loop coil as a receiver only. Top and Bottom left- localization 

image acquired with the chest coil array shows position of the loop coil (against the left epicardium 

wall, Pink ROI) and the catheter with the two micro-coils (bright signal in the right ventricle cavity). 

Top middle- Original image (with motion) depicts severe streaking and blurring artifacts. Top 

right- motion-corrected image. Bottom middle and right- images are zoomed-view (white frame 

on top image) of the motion and motion-corrected image respectively. Motion corrected image 

show a marked improvement in both sharpness and contrast (clear delineation of the left 

ventricular endocardial border-orange arrow and depiction of blood vessels-white arrows)  
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= 12,000; 3 segments. Total acquisition time was 4 min 23 s. Resulting spatial resolution 

was 0.3 x 0.3 x 3 mm3. Tracking parameters were kept unchanged: FOV = 450 mm, 

matrix = 512 data points, TE = 2.8 ms, TR = 4.8 ms, FA = 3°, bandwidth = 152 Hz/px, 

background suppression = 6 mT.m-1, total tracking duration 24.47 ms. 4000 tracking 

measurements were therefore acquired and processed to retrieve the 3D position of the 

catheter. Data were then sorted according to the respiratory state and the cardiac phase 

they belonged to using the data sorting procedure described in 3.5.3. The sorted data 

were then fed into TV regularization, which operates in the cardiac-phase dimension, as 

mentioned in section 3.9. Image obtained for a fixed respiratory state (phase #1, 

corresponding to end-expiration) and a fixed cardiac phase (phase #9, corresponding to 

end-diastole) are displayed in the same figure and labeled “Corrected”. This image was 

reconstructed with 483 projections (68% of the requested theoretical data, from Nyquist 

theorem). For comparison purpose, uncorrected image is juxtaposed to the corrected 

image. Bottom row corresponds to the crop view (white dotted frame) of the top row 

images. Streaking artifacts arising from physiological motion are clearly visible on the 

uncorrected image, which hinder its interpretation. Using our motion-correction algorithm, 

a marked improvement in image quality is performed. Sharpness is significantly improved, 

which makes possible a clear delineation of the myocardium wall as well as depiction of 

blood vessels (white arrows) together with papillary muscles (orange arrow). Hence, this 

preliminary result highlights the feasibility to combine our loop coil with MR-tracking coils 

to correct motion for high-resolution cardiac imaging (300 µm in-plane resolution).  

 

3.11. Discussion 
 

In this chapter, we sought for solution to compensate for 3D cardiac and respiratory 

motions using micro-coils embodied on a catheter to track internal motion and not use 

conventional surrogates of motion descriptor (e.g. such as ECG, respiratory belt or 1D 

navigator).   

Here, our approach was to make use of an available catheter integrating MR-tracking 

coils. Our decision was motivated by the several advantages offered by the micro-coils, 
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in compliance with the technical requirements of the project: First micro-coils are small, 

and thus require a tiny footprint, which allows them to be integrated to an imaging catheter 

coil, as already proposed in [16], [17], [39], [40]. Second, small size of such sensors is a 

double advantage is that it also limits their receive sensitivity profile, which directly impact 

the tracking accuracy (micro-coils therefore act as a point-source signal). These feature 

is essential as the accuracy of the motion sensor has to be of the same order of magnitude 

as the resolution if the image (in our case a desirable spatial resolution of 200-300 µm 

isotropic).  In our results, we report a positional accuracy ranging from 130 to 300 µm, 

which complied with the accuracy requirement. The implemented MR-tracking process 

allowed for 3D position localization at a frame rate of 24.47 ms. This frame rate could be 

further reduced to 15 ms by changing the matrix size (from 512 to 100 data points) of the 

tracking module, since that matrix size do not influence the tracking accuracy. Although 

the results presented here show image quality with 3 segments per TR, the sequence 

implementation offers flexibility between tracking update time and the number of 

segments acquired between two consecutive tracking modules. This would therefore 

allow flexibility in temporal resolution and allow a trade-off between temporal resolution 

requirement and speed of the acquisition.  

Although two micro-coils were available on the catheter, only one micro-coil is sufficient 

to sort the k-space data, which is in favor of a small footprint for future technical 

implementation of a catheter combining imaging and tracking coils. 

The position information provided by the micro-coils offered a great flexibility in data 

sorting strategies (amplitude, 3D position, cardiac and respiratory phase’s extraction). 

Taking advantage of it, two motion-correction algorithms based either on amplitude or 

time were implemented. Both were tested on a moving phantom and demonstrated 

efficiency at compensating motion with different trajectories, frequencies and amplitudes 

to image a moving phantom with 300 µm in-plane resolution. In vivo, we showed the ability 

of the method to recover structural details on a 2D 300 µm in-plane image acquired with 

the local loop coil used and reconstructed with ESPIRIT algorithm. However, only one 

experiment combining local loop coil and micro-coils in vivo was carried out and further 
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experiments need to be performed to evaluate the performances of the method, although 

this primarily result is very encouraging.  

Although iterative reconstruction methods such as ESPIRIT and Compressed Sensing 

benefit from coil arrays [7], [12], [33], these non-linear optimization algorithms showed 

good performances with a single loop coil.  

In order to analyze the compliance of the sorted k-spaces to the Nyquist criterion, we 

proposed a representation of its density sampling. Using such an analysis during 

acquisition, it would be possible to dynamically adjust the k-space lines in order to properly 

fill the missing angular sectors and avoid excessive sampling in the same angular sectors 

in order to optimize acquisition time.  

Alternatively, the 3D position information provided by the micro-coils may be used to 

perform an interactive motion gating, by acquiring k-space data at the same state using a 

predefined acceptance window. Cruz et al. [7] proposed an adaptive binning relying of 

such a gating to both correct for motion and accelerate the acquisition. They were able to 

reduce the average scan time of a 3D non-Cartesian acquisition by 2.6x when compared 

to a gated conventional acquisition.  

In our study, only 2D radial acquisitions were performed. Next step would concentrates 

on extrapolating these results to 3D imaging, since results obtained on ex vivo fixed 

sample of sheep septum show good image quality. The prolonged acquisition times 

inherent to 3D encoding can be compensated by subsampling strategies (e.g. 3D golden 

angle radial sampling with Poisson-disk density [41], wave-caipi Cartesian sampling [42] 

(REF), G-CASPR [43]) combined with iterative reconstruction algorithms such as 

compress sensing or patch-based presented in our results.   

An important consideration relies on the desire contrast that is possible to obtain using 

our method. Indeed, although we studied the influence of an Inversion Recovery pulse on 

positional accuracy and resulting image quality, no in vivo images were acquired with 

preparation pulses. In future developments, we could consider triggering an inversion 

recuperation sequence with the position information from the micro coils. 
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We also evaluated the acceptable undersampling factor without degrading image quality. 

Regarding the results in phantom, we found that and acceleration factor of 4 could lead 

to a reasonable image quality even at 300 µm in-plane resolution. However, in vivo, this 

acceleration factor was found to be a compromise between 2 and 3, but limited number 

of acquisitions were performed. In the experiment conducted on an open-chest of a pig, 

with the local coil in contact with the myocardium, we were able to reconstruct an image 

at 300 µm in-plane resolution with only 68% of the theoretical data.  

Overall, these results highlight the potential of the proposed method at providing high-

resolution motion-corrected imaging of the myocardium. Nevertheless, the reconstruction 

method needs further optimization to increase the acceleration factor, as the one promote 

in literature(between 2x [7] to 4x[43] [32]). 

Along with the technical improvements of the coil, using a multicoil array for data 

reception, the combination of compressed sensing and parallel imaging would enable 

additional acceleration [33]. 

Regarding the targeted anatomic region, we only applied our method to the left ventricle 

imaging. Further evaluations need to be done in vivo on atrium wall. 
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Chapter 4  

Evaluation of the devices safety using  

MR-Thermometry 

 

In this chapter, focus of our attention is made on safety inherent to insertion of a MRI 

receiver coil inside the body. Our work was driven by the need to provide an accurate, 

in-situ method to better quantify the safety hazards of implants. The developed 

method was initially thought to evaluate and address potential heating issues of the 

intravascular coil during MRI scanning but is likely to extend for the other implanted devices 

such as pacemakers of neuro-stimulator. 

 

We first describe the risks associated with MRI systems, including potential interaction of 

radiofrequency waves with biological tissues and potential hazards associated with the 

presence of an implanted devices (pacemaker, DBS) or monitoring device (EEG, ECG 

leads). We then introduce the dosimetric terms and recall the general regulatory limits. 

Finally, after briefly reviewing the current methods to handle safety issue in MR 

environment and after giving some prerequisites, we present the MR-thermometry method 

implemented during the PhD to quantify temperature evolution in the vicinity of a metallic 

device.  

 

 Introduction 

 

With an aging population, large joint replacements and cardiac implantable devices are 

becoming increasingly prevalent. Millions of patients benefit from passive implants, like hip 

or knee replacements, spine stabilization devices, vascular stents, clips or coils. Many 

others depend on active implants or devices, requiring electrical power and logic 

components to operate, like pacemakers, neuro-stimulators, insulin pumps, spine pain-

relief stimulators, and cochlear implants. By now, an estimated 4 million patients carry a 
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cardiac electronic implantable device (CEID) worldwide [1] and over 75.000 patients have 

undergone a Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) procedure worldwide [2]. 

 

Along with MRI becoming the gold standard for many common medical conditions, the 

number of implant recipients requiring diagnostic MRI is continuously increasing [3].  

 

While MRI is generally perceived as a safe imaging modality [4], the strong electromagnetic 

fields used during an acquisition can lead to potential safety hazards, especially for patients 

implanted with a medical device. A hazard is defined as a potential source of harm, which 

may lead to health impairment or loss of the quality of life. An adverse event is defined by 

the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) as “any undesirable experience 

associated with the use of a medical product in a patient” [3]. Several theoretical [5]–[7] 

and experimental studies [8]–[11] have shown, indeed, that tissue temperature increase 

can easily reach several tens of degrees Celsius, potentially leading to severe safety 

hazards such as burn injuries [12], [13].  

 

The MR environment involves a large static magnetic field, pulsed gradient magnetic fields, 

and radiofrequency (RF) fields, all of which can interact with body tissues and devices, 

leading to serious risks to individuals or patients. Recently, the rapid growth of 

interventional MRI has raised new concerns about safety since surgeons are introducing 

metal instruments (e.g. biopsy needles, catheters, vascular guidewires, and other wire-

shaped devices) into the patient during MR scanning. Even for a non-ferromagnetic device, 

there is the potential for unwanted coupling of the RF EM field with the device, causing a 

local amplification of RF heating near the device. This therefore represents an ongoing 

challenge for clinicians for the management of patients with implants (or during 

intervention) so they can undergo imaging and treatments in a manner that balances 

benefit and risk [14]. 

 

Considering the importance of using MRI for the care and management of patients, major 

technical evolutions have occurred over the past ten years to alleviate the contraindications 

of implant within MR environment. Mainly consisted in modifying the imaging hardware 

to make it less interactive with conductive implants [15]–[18], modifying the implant 

structure and material itself to reduce the antenna effect (4.2) [19]–[21] and modifying 
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the implant trajectory – through surgical planning – to reduce the coupling and the 

antenna effect. Regarding cardiac electronic implantable devices (CEIDs), pacemakers 

with MR Conditional labeling have been released into the EU market since 2008 [22] and 

into the US market since 2011. However, safety hazards still exist. 

 

In the followings, we only focus on RF-related heating since it represents the biggest risk 

in MRI[9], [23].  

 

 Risks associated with the Radiofrequency field B1 

 
During a clinical magnetic resonance procedure, patients are subjected to the magnetic 

field component of the transmitted RF field (often referred to as B1). B1 varies rapidly in 

time, with a frequency range of 64 MHz at 1.5 T. The maximum strength of B1 is only a few 

microTesla (µT), an order of magnitude lower than the Earth’s magnetic field at the surface 

and many orders of magnitude smaller than B0. However, even though the B1 field is small 

in magnitude, its high frequency leads to safety concerns. Indeed, during an MRI 

acquisition, the patient’s body will absorb the RF energy that is emitted by the acquisition 

sequence, which may convert into temperature increase of the tissue. 

 

Most reported accidents involved burns due to excessive local heating in the presence of 

conducting materials close to the patient such as the leads of equipment for monitoring 

physiological parameters [24]–[27] or presence of metallic implant in the patients (such as 

ICD, pacemaker or DBS) [7]. Indeed, metallic passive and active implants can collect the 

RF power like antennas, resulting in induced currents along the conductive structure and 

creating local hotspots at the implant-tissue interface [28]. Active implants with electrically 

long and insulated leads, such as pacemakers or DBS, are of particular concern since they 

pick up electromagnetic (EM) energy along their entire length and deposit it at their distal 

electrodes in the form of a displacement current. This gives rise to a highly localized 

increase in the electric field strength, which in turns causes local temperature increase of 

the surrounding tissue [29]. 

 
The magnitude of the locally deposited power of RF heating is a complex interaction that 

depends on many variables, including:  
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- the characteristics of the emitting RF coil of the MR system (e.g., geometry, 

materials, physical properties) 

 
- the RF transmit mode (e.g., circularly polarized, multi-channel-2 (MC-2)) 

 
- the patients’ anatomy, tissue properties, and position with respect to the RF 

coil (i.e., imaging landmark).  

 

 

 
In addition, for implant carriers, the RF heating also depends on the medical device 

characteristics (e.g., geometry, materials, and physical properties) and location within 

the field and within or on the patient.  

 
The Maxwell-Faraday equation is directly relevant when considering interactions with the 

RF field. It is written as follows:  

 

∮ E⃗⃗ . dl =  − ∬
δ B⃗⃗ 

δt
 .  dS⃗⃗⃗⃗ 

S
c

 ( 4-1) 

 

where the field B ⃗⃗  ⃗considered here is the magnetic field generated by the RF coil, B1⃗⃗⃗⃗ . 

Equation ( 4-1 expresses the fact that an electric field is generated such that the 

electromotive force (emf) or voltage around a stationary closed loop (integral of E⃗⃗  ) is equal 

to (the negative of) the time rate of change of the magnetic flux density integrated over the 

surface enclosed by the loop [30]. This equation can be stated more simply as:  

 

 

V ∝
dB

dt
 (4-2) 

 

where V is the voltage induced in the loop and t is time. In the case of heating, it is not 

directly the transmitted B1⃗⃗⃗⃗  that causes problems, but rather the associated electric field, 

represented by E⃗⃗ . In a conductive medium, E⃗⃗  drives a conduction current density equal to 

σE⃗⃗  (where σ is the conductivity of the medium). This induced current in turn generates a 
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new magnetic field as described by another Maxwell’s equation, Ampere’s law, which 

connects E⃗⃗  and B⃗⃗  as follows [30]:  

 

∮ B⃗⃗  . dl  =  ∬µJ  .

Sc

 dS⃗ , J  ⃗ =  JC⃗⃗⃗  + JD⃗⃗  ⃗ =  σE⃗⃗ +  ε
∂E⃗⃗ 

∂t
 

 

(4-3) 

Where JC⃗⃗⃗   and  JD⃗⃗  ⃗ are the conduction and displacement current densities, respectively ε is 

the permittivity of the medium and σ is the conductivity of the medium. Thus, there is a new 

induced Binduced⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗ ⃗⃗   field that combines with the original source RF field and the magnitude of 

the generated electric field no longer has a simple dependence on the magnitude of the 

transmitted RF only. This equation comes into play to explain the electromagnetic induction 

heating [31]. 

 

Previous publications have investigated in detail the physics and causes of thermal injuries 

during MRI due to the RF electromagnetic field. Three possible mechanisms were 

highlighted: 

 

The Electromagnetic induction heating  

 
RF electromagnetic fields can induce voltages in conductive media forming conductive loop 

such as pacemaker lead or ECG electrodes leads and causes current to flow. As a 

consequence of the high electrical resistance of the surrounding media (e.g. human tissue), 

resistive heating is thus generated. The most important heating occurs where the electrical 

resistance is strongest, thus at the metal/tissue interface [11]. Also, it has been 

demonstrated that a variation in the input impedance at the side of interface circuit 

connected to a wire (or micro(coaxial cable) had an effect on the RF-induced heating at 

the tip of this same wire [32]. Dempsey et al [31] demonstrated that there is actually very 

little heating of the metal resulting from direct induction in electrically conductive loops 

(0.6 ± 0.1°C in their study). The heating does not happen because according to the above 

equation (4-3), the current in the loop will itself generate a magnetic field that will counter 

the driving B1 field. If the current induced in the loop grows large enough to generate a field 

that exactly cancels B1, then no more current can be induced [30]. Before wrongly conclude 
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that loops metal pose no risk in MRI, Panych et Madore [30] simulated the case where a 

small break is present in the loop and showed that even if the effect on the magnetic field 

(B ⃗⃗  ⃗ in the above equations) is not much different than if the ring were intact, the electric field 

(E ⃗⃗⃗  ) is perturbed in the region of the ring gap, leading to an elevated SAR and a potential 

local tissue damage. Plus, Bennett et al [33] observed a significant heating at the tips of 

screws that clamp a radiosurgery head frame due to the resistive dissipation of currents 

induced by the RF field passing perpendicularly through the area enclosed by electrically 

conducting loop head frame.  

 

The electromagnetic Induction Heating of a Circuit in Resonance:  

 
Although a less likely scenario, the mechanism described above can be enhanced if the 

loop-containing implanted device acts as a circuit in resonance. A conducting coil exposed 

to time-varying magnetic fields is equivalent to an electric circuit having an inductance L, a 

capacitance C, a resistance R, and a voltage oscillating at an angular frequency ω. Peak 

current in the circuit occurs when the circuit is in resonant condition (ω = 
1

√LC
). Thus, should 

a large loop be formed during MRI that will by coincidence have the appropriate values of 

inductance and capacitance so that the resonant frequency matches the frequency of the 

MRI machine, significant amount of energy may be transferred, possibly resulting in 

destruction of the device and damage to surrounding tissue. A non-detuned receive coil 

would be an example. Dempsey et al found a very high temperature rises of up to 61.1°C 

in loops with appropriately valued inductance and capacitance to cause resonance [31]. 

This mechanism therefore provided enough heat to induce thermal injury. 

 

The heating due to antenna effect:  

 
The mechanism for RF heating discussed to this point has only involved the generation of 

current via induction in conductive loops. Straight wires (not bent into loops) can also 

provoke significant hazard. Antenna effect is considered as the primary safety concerns in 

MRI [18]. Lengths of the monitoring cable can be considered as RF wire antenna that will 

be sensitive to the electric component rather than the magnetic component of the 

radiofrequency wave. The long conductive wire (DBS or pacemaker leads for example) will 

couple with the RF electric field and wire currents will be produced, terminating in the 
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surrounding tissue producing thus a high local SAR. This is explained by the fact that 

resonant antenna exhibit current and voltage standing wave patterns formed by reflections 

from the open ends of the wire. When resonance is achieved, the electrical energy remains 

confined to the immediate vicinity of a given antinode. Thus, the highest electric field of the 

antenna is at the tip. This phenomenon occurs when the length of the wire is such as to 

support the formation of standing waves. Typically, wire lengths of a half wavelength are 

most likely to result in the maximum heating [31], [34], [35]. However, this resonance 

phenomenon is determined by the operating frequency f and the dielectric properties of the 

media surrounding the antenna since both the relative permittivity εr and relative 

permeability µr influence the phase velocity of the electromagnetic field [5]:  

 

λ =  
c

f. √εr 
 and c =  

ca

√εr . µr
 (4-4) 

 

where ca is the phase velocity in air and c the corresponding phase velocity in the 

surrounding media. Panych and Madore [30] illustrated this dependence with operating 

frequency and dielectric properties of the media: considering the speed of the light in the 

void is 3.108 m.s-1 and a wave with f = 122.7 million oscillations per second (3T field 

strength). According to (4-4), the wave would cover 2.35 meters per oscillations, which 

results in about 1.17 meters for half the wavelength. However, RF waves in MRI do not 

travel in void but passes through several tissue types (each with different electrical 

properties). Therefore, one must take into account the relative permittivity of tissue. 

Considering approximate value of relative permittivity of the heart muscle is εr~ 80 [36], 

the half wavelength in tissue is reduced compared to its value in the void by √εr down to 

about 13 cm in the present example. The conductivity of tissues also comes into play and 

brings the half wavelength value even further down, for example close to 12 cm here if one 

assumes a conductivity of 0.5 S.m-1. Thus, at 3T, an implanted wire in the range of 12 cm 

in length should be worrisome. Moreover, as aforementioned, the operating frequency has 

to be take into account: a longer implant may be safe at 3T but unsafe at 1.5T as shown in 

the reported results from Luechinger et al. [37]. 
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Nevertheless, one should not assume there will be or not heating based on the wire length 

alone. Indeed, determination of the wavelength on an insulated antenna in a conductive 

medium is a complicated function of insulation thickness and medium properties [19]. 

Moreover, boundary conditions have also been shown to be important in this regard. During 

interventional procedure, the fraction of catheter inserted into the patient and the fraction 

in air outside the patient will vary, yielding change in the boundary conditions. As a result, 

the resonant length will change so will the safer length. Langman et al. [38] showed in vitro, 

the influence of termination condition on the resonant behavior of the pacing lead at 1.5T. 

Pacemaker lead tip heating was evaluated using three different conditions: pacemaker-

attached, abandoned-capped and abandoned gel-exposed. Each leads lengths were 

chosen to encompass clinical lead (40 to 60 cm). The most substantial difference in 

pacemaker lead tip heating occurred for a lead length of 60 cm at which the abandoned-

capped lead exhibited a greater heating (+96%) than pacemaker-attached lead. This 

changing in termination condition correspond to a change from a short to an open circuit. 

Regarding the transmission lines theory, this change in termination condition causes a 90° 

phase shift in the standing wave. As a consequence, the resonant heating condition will be 

shifted and will not occur at the same length. Thus, while lead length of 60 cm was safe for 

a pacemaker-attached lead, it becomes worrisome as soon as the lead is abandoned. 

These results indicate that finding the safer lead length for one termination condition does 

not suggest it is the lead length that will minimize heating for any termination condition. 

Balasubramanian et al. [39] investigated the heating of EEG with a focus on the antenna 

effect and found a substantial temperature increase (over 15°C) for 

electroencephalography (EEG) electrodes wire lengths that were odd multiples of ¼ RF 

wavelength, at 3T. Armenan et al [40] did not find a maximal temperature increase at 

classical length (λ/4, λ/2), showing again the difficulty of predicting the resonant 

phenomenon. They explained their result by the fact that the excitation RF field did not 

cover the whole wire length in their experiment, which led to standing waves that differed 

from the classical case in which the excitation covers the whole wire length. These 

differences across literature are attributed to the change in the boundary conditions, 

showing again the importance of considering the terminated conditions of the wires. In 

addition to wire length and terminal conditions, the geometric structure of the lead, its 

position inside the RF coil, its location within the body and the lead path have also been 

shown to be significant [5], [11], [41]. For example, Nitz et al demonstrated that the closer 
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the wire is located toward the resonator wall, the further it is dislocated from the isocenter 

of the magnet, the larger the temperature increase at the tip of the wire after execution of 

an imaging protocol. A solution to reduce heating associated with antenna effect was 

proposed by Ladd et Quick [19]. They demonstrated that the resonant RF heating in 

elongated conductive wires such as intravascular catheters could be reduced by avoiding 

a resonant length of cable and by including coaxial chokes on the cable. They obtained a 

significant reduction of the temperature increase in a 0.7 mm diameter triaxial cable, from 

55°C without any choke to 3.4°C with one choke. 

 

 Dosimetric terms and Safety Regulation 

 

 
4.3.1. Specific Absorption Rate (SAR) and established standards 

 
In order to prevent the risks of inducing thermoregulatory imbalance and causing local 

hyperthermic tissue damage with RF energy during MRI, strict regulations were imposed 

by FDA and the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) to regulate both the 

maximum tissue temperature (see Table 4-1) and the Specific Absorption Rate (SAR, 

described hereafter). These safety guidelines especially recommend limiting localized 

heating to < 39 °C for “normal” operating mode and 40 °C for “first level controlled” 

operating mode while maintaining body core temperature change less than 0.5 °C for 

normal mode and 1 °C for first level controlled mode (as defined in IEC 60601-2-33:2010) 

[42]. Because local temperature is generally difficult to assess, more tractable SAR 

thresholds were derived to ensure compliance with the guidelines. In the IEC standard, 

regarding particular requirements for basic safety of MR equipment (IEC 2015), SAR limits 

are specified with regard to global (whole-body) and local aspects as shown in Table 4-2 

Local SAR is averaged over tissue masses of 10 gram or 1 gram and is considered to 

prevent excessive localized heating that are actually the cause of burns. It is stated that 

these temperature and SAR limits are conservative and that higher values may be 

accepted for specific tissues if no unacceptable risk occurs. 
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The RF transmit coil induces an electric field inside the lossy human body tissue and the 

absorbed RF energy is converted into heat (Faraday’s law, ( 4-1)). Standards regarding 

human exposure to RF electromagnetic fields (IEEE International Committee on 

Electromagnetic Safety (SCC 28), 2003), (IEEE International Committee on 

Electromagnetic Safety (SCC39), 2006) as well as the standard regarding particular 

requirements for basic safety of MR equipment (International Electrotechnical Commission 

(IEC), 2015) have introduced the metric SAR.  

 

SAR corresponds to the rate at which energy is absorbed by the body when exposed to 

the RF electromagnetic field (B1) and is measured in units of Watts per kilogram (W/kg) of 

body weight. It is determined by the dissipated RF power PV in a tissue element ΔV divided 

by its mass Δm:  

Table 4-2: Global and Local SAR limits. Modified from Fiedler et al., 2018 

Table 4-1: Maximal tissue temperature. Modified from Fiedler et al., 2018 
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SAR =  
∆PV
ρ∆V

=  
d

dt
(
∆WV

Δm
) = 

1

2∆V
∭

σ(r )

ρ(r )∆V

 |E⃗⃗ (r )|
2
dV (4-5) 

 

 

with the absorbed energy ∆WV in tissue element ΔV, the specific tissue density ρ, the 

electrical conductivity σ =  ωε0εr
′′ (ε0 corresponds to the vacuum permittivity and εr

′′ is the 

imaginary part of the relative permittivity : εr(ω)  =  
ε(ω)

ε0
) and the magnitude of the electric 

field |E⃗⃗ (r )|, which is determined by the transmit RF coil and the exposed body region [43].  

 

SAR is patient dependent and varies depending on the patient’s size and mass (weight 

and shape).  Of note is that there is no direct way to measure SAR prior to or during an 

MRI procedure. As a result, MR system manufacturers rely on numerical models to 

conservatively estimate the SAR for a particular scan sequence and each manufacturer 

uses their own conservative assumptions for their SAR models (patients size and tissue 

composition) to ensure that no patient is exposed to RF energy that exceeds the specified 

limits [44]. 

 

If the estimated SAR value exceeds the regulation safety limit, the scanner cannot perform 

the examination until the operator changes some sequence parameters, such as TR, to 

reduce the energy deposition on the subject. The admitted whole body SAR is 2 W/kg for 

normal mode and 4 W/kg for first level controlled mode and superior to 4 W/kg for second 

level controlled mode. This acknowledged upper limit is established from observed 

behavioral changes in animal studies: the average metabolic rate, as a conversion of 

chemical into mechanical and thermal energy in the human body, is estimated to be 115 

W at rest and 295 W for moderate activity. Thus, 2 W/kg for a 100 kg person represents a 

situation of homeostasis without undue stress and is chosen as acceptable exposure for 

Normal Operating Mode of MRI systems. 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vacuum_permittivity
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4.3.2. Most critical SAR aspects 

 
In practice, it is difficult to determine the SAR from the equation (4-5) since it supposes to 

know the value of the local electric field. Local effects are typically underestimated by global 

SAR aspects [43]. Also, obtaining accurate SAR estimate is complicated by the fact that 

the human body has a complex geometry and is not uniform in terms of its dielectric 

properties (conductivity, permittivity). Since these parameters can vary considerably for 

different tissues (conductivities for example can vary by as much as an order of magnitude 

between tissue types), the SAR is non-uniform in heterogeneous tissue distributions even 

for the potential case of a uniform electric field. Moreover, these dielectric properties of 

biological tissues show a distinct frequency dependence [45] in addition to vary from patient 

to patient. In addition, it has been demonstrated that conductivity changes with pathologies. 

This finally results in a frequency dependence and a subject-dependent SAR distribution.  

 
With regard to radiofrequency heating, it has been suggested that control of the whole body 

averaged SAR alone is not sufficient to estimate local energy deposition in human tissues 

[46]. However, while whole body SAR is routinely monitored in practice with measures of 

the power delivered to the transmit coil (and estimates of the power delivered to the 

subject), local SAR remains a concern as its measurement and tracking calls for more 

advanced methodology and is thus more challenging to monitor [47]. Local SAR is even 

more complicated to estimate if the pattern of power loss density in the human body varies 

with time during RF transmission[48].  

 
Originally, SAR metric was designed for heating in biological tissue devoid of metallic or 

conductive implants. However, patients with implants - particularly those that are 

conductive and have elongated configurations- raise additional safety concerns, as 

mentioned in the previous section. In addition, several other parameters involved in MRI 

induced heating of implants such as the length and the geometric structure of the lead, or 

the implant location are not reflected by SAR estimation [11]. It is thus still a debate whether 

this metric is appropriate as a general predictor of implant heating as currently applied or 

calculated within MR systems. Studies led by Baker et al [49], [50] revealed a marked 

differences in the RF-induced heating profile of a DBS implant across two different MR 

system from the same manufacturer. In [50], the ratio of temperature changes to SAR 

values for the head (SAR-H) ΔT/SAR-H for the implant ranged from 3.5 to 5.5 times higher 
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on one MR system as compared to the other, depending on the measurement site. The 

data used in this study were derived using a configuration of the MR system and the implant 

hardware consistent with the FDA-approved safety guidelines provided by the 

manufacture. Hence, these findings underscore the notion that console-reported SAR 

values do not constitute a reliable index of heating for elongated, conductive implants such 

as DBS hardware system even if safety recommendations provided by manufacturers are 

respected. Moreover, Massire et al [51] showed that a peak 10-g SAR value of 10W/kg 

could lead to a wide range of possible temperatures values, confirming that the relationship 

between SAR and temperature is not straightforward. 

 

4.3.3. B1+rms 

 
Therefore, from these findings, when active implants and devices are present in patients, 

the use of SAR appears to be an insufficient and even unreliable metric to predict RF-

induced heating. To this end, the Joint Working Group comprised of scientists and 

scientists affiliated with MR system and device manufacturers, along with the FDA and IEC 

60601-2633 standard recommended that B1+rms be used as a metric for implant heating in 

complement to SAR [52], [53].  

 

B1,rms
+ = √∫

(B1+(t))2 dt

tx

tx

0

 (4-6) 

 

B1,rms
+  is the root-mean-square (rms) value of the MRI effective component of the RF 

magnetic (B1) field emitted by the transmit coil of the MRY system:  

 

B1,rms
+  is measured in units of micro-Tesla (µT). The MR scanner measures the B1

+ field 

(the positively rotating RF magnetic field produced by the scanner) needed for an imaging 

sequence and uses the time averaged B1
+ field, or B1,rms

+ , that will occur due to a particular 

imaging sequence. Thus, the B1,rms
+  value is calibrated by the MR system’s software 

during the preparation phase of any measurements of an MRI exam. It is then updated 

during the acquisition. An important characteristic of B1,rms
+  is that it is not an estimated 
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value but it is a measured quantity based on the pulse sequence and the associated 

parameters. Furthermore, B1,rms
+  is not patient-dependent nor is it calculated differently 

based on a given MR system manufacturer. For these reasons, this quantity is a much 

more consistent approach to assess RF-induced implant heating than whole-body SAR 

[23]. As a consequence, device manufacturers have begun to have labeling approved with 

a given B1+rms value not to be exceed. As an example, Medtronic recommend a 

B1,rms
+   ≤  2.0 µT in case of a patients with DBS systems that are full-body MRI scan 

eligible. [22]. In the latest version of IEC 60601–2‐33, the so‐called fixed‐parameter option 

(FPO) was introduced for 1.5T systems (FPO:B), which specifically addresses the scanning 

of implant carriers and fixed limit value of B1,rms
+  = 3.2 µT. 

 

4.3.4. Regulation - Safety guidelines 

  
Along with the incoming technical solutions performed in both implants design and MR 

hardware, research studies have been performed to determine risks associated with using 

MRI in the patients with certain electronically activated implants. These investigations 

typically defined safety guidelines and good practices with respect to the conditions that 

must be used for the device (e.g., setting the device to the “off ” mode of operation and 

resetting after MRI) and the parameters for the MR examinations [3], [14], [54]–[56]. 

Several guidelines for MRI safety practices have also been issued by radiological societies, 

eg, the American College of Radiology (ACR), Canadian Association of Radiologists and 

European Union. In fact, certain electronically activated implants have labeling claims 

approved by the FDA that permit MRI to be performed as long as specific guidelines are 

followed to ensure patient safety [9].  

 
Plus, concerns regarding the compatibility of MRI and implants have led to standardization 

of medical device testing, labeling, and terminology by ASTM International (including but 

not limited to F2503, F2052, F2189), while implantable portions of active device standards 

fall under the International Organization for Standardization, Technical Standard (ISO/TS; 

latest guidelines, ISO/TS 10974:2018) [56]. ASTM published test methods for the 

evaluation of MR interaction with medical devices including force and torque, RF heating 

and artefacts. These test methods are fundamental for the labelling of medical implants in 

three MR compatibility categories “MR safe”, “MR conditional” and MR unsafe”.  
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 MR-thermometry method for safety assessment 

 

Although B1+rms was proposed as a more precise metric of RF exposure, it does not 

provide a measurement of local temperature change. In this section, we present the 

method developed to quantify temperature evolution in tissue surrounding an implanted 

wire. Intend of this work was to address the safety challenge raised by insertion of an 

intravascular coil within the body, especially the potential RF-related heating.  

At the beginning of this PhD thesis an MR thermometry method for real time temperature 

mapping of the heart and liver was already available, resulting from previous work of 

Senneville et al [57], Ozenne et al.[58], Toupin et al.[59], Bour et al. [60]. During the first 

year of PhD, I closely worked with Dr. Pierre Bour to modify this pre-existing method into a 

method for RF-related heating assessment.  

 
 
Personal contribution: 

 
 Participating in sequence development (with strong help and contribution of 

Dr.  Bour) 

 Management of ex vivo and in vivo experimentations 

 Data post-treatment and production of figures 

 
This section corresponds to a paper published by Marylène Delcey et al., in PLOS One. In 

April 2021. Few modifications relative to the original paper are add to comply with the thesis 

manuscript (such as Literature and Prerequisites). 

 

4.4.1. Literature 

 
Numerous methods have been proposed to handle the safety issue and investigate the 

potential risk of burn injury during an MRI procedure.  

 

Methods exploiting Fluoroptic temperature or Electric fields probes 

 
In the past two decades, measurements in gelled saline phantoms with fluoroptic 

temperature measurement systems have become the gold standard in basic research 

of RF-related implant heating in MRI [9], [19], [61]. Although rapid and giving access to 

absolute temperature value, a major drawback to this method, besides its invasiveness, is 
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that these probes can only measure the temperature at a single point, making it difficult or 

at least time-consuming to investigate heating effects of implants with complex geometries. 

Plus, as RF-related heating is often focused at one spot (local hot spots), misplacing the 

probe results in missing the heating zone. Furthermore, prior results showed that 

temperature measurements obtained using temperature probes are subject to variation 

depending on the exact probe location, probe contact configuration, sensitive probe 

volume, and so forth, leading to an uncertainty in the calculated temperature value. For 

example, Matei et al [62] showed that positioning errors of fluoroptic probes may lead to an 

error of up to 45%, even if the probe is directly attached to the heating source. Lottner et al 

[63] demonstrated that systematic errors occur if the fiber optic temperature probes are 

placed in the vicinity of implants and if their size are comparable. They further showed that 

temperature sensors with a significant size compared to the samples influence the RF 

absorption of energy and can distort the temperature distribution and hence affect the 

measured temperature, yielding to incorrect certification of implants.  

 
A different approach consists in measuring the electrical currents induced inside the 

implant by the absorbed RF energy, as they are held to be directly responsible for heating 

at high resistance locations within the circuit, as well as at small device-to-tissue interfaces 

[7]. Detection and measurement of the RF E-field has been performed using different 

methods [41], [64]–[66]. Although accurate, these techniques require a calibration step in 

order to preserve isotropy of the probe measurements, and measurement of E field 

components within a few millimeters of the surface is challenging due to the thickness of 

the probe and the interaction of the EM field with phantom edges [67]. Plus, there is no 

direct in-situ evaluation of the temperature. The method proposed by Saniour et al require 

the analysis of both refractive index modifications and optical axis orientation Thus, for 

each desired medium, two probe prototypes has to be developed (using a single isotropic 

crystal) and calibrated outside the MR system in order to measure precisely the three 

components of the E‐field. Moreover, electric field values depend on the MR system 

(especially on the RF antenna: volumic or surfacic) and on the biological media. Thus, the 

use of a probe adapted to the environment (air or biological environment) is very important 

for accurate results.  

 
Methods relying on temperature probes and E-field probes both present the disadvantage 

of being invasive and localized. Hence, these methods are not efficient to depict hotspots 
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or temperature gradients in case the local hot spot occurs in a region outside the probe 

location. In addition, Saniour showed that electric field measurement uncertainties were 

principally associated to positioning errors of the E-field probe within the biological medium 

as well as the positioning of the sample within the MR scanner. 

 

Methods relying upon numerical simulations 

 
Since the local SAR is difficult to measure in vivo, data describing local energy deposition 

can be reconstructed from complex mapping of B+1 field through suitable algorithms based 

on simplifying assumptions [68], or acquired from experiments performed in vivo on 

animals or on phantoms [69], [70]. In addition, the numerical approach presents the ability 

to simulate several configurations (type of coils, field strength…) and to take into account 

the variability between patients (age, type of implants, position of the implant, metabolism, 

morphology…). Numerical simulation is an invaluable tool for MRI safety and can help for 

the development of new devices. For example, [71] used numerical simulations (finite-

differences time-domain) to assess the effects of a high dielectric material on the induced 

heating at the tip of an endocardial lead. Several medical implants have been studied 

through computational models, like stents [72] and orthopedic devices [73]. 

 
Repeatedly, agreement in transmit magnetic B1+ fields distributions between two 

geometries has been used to suggest agreement in heating distributions. However, [47] 

showed that relatively small differences in sample geometry resulted in relatively minor 

differences in the distribution of B1+, but in greater differences in SAR and temperature 

change. They also confirmed that changes in B1+ distribution underestimate changes in 

local SAR or temperature change. This was explained by the fact that B1+ fields are 

primarily produced by currents in the copper coil, while SAR in the sample is very 

dependent on the distributions of conductivity and permittivity throughout the sample. 

Changes in conductivity of the tissue properties of the phantom can create new regions of 

high SAR with relatively little effect on the B1+ field distribution. Thus, reliance on B1+ 

distribution alone for validation of simulation with a sample or subject for assurance of 

safety should be performed with caution. Moreover, the body models typically used have a 

different geometry than the patient being imaged, therefore, geometrical inaccuracies 

associated with body models may yield inaccurate predictions of local SAR and 

temperature change (ΔT) distributions in the body. Plus, modeling of complex antenna-
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load structures to match realistic physical conditions using EM field simulations is not 

straightforward and possible discrepancies between simulated and manufactured devices 

may reduce the accuracy of RF safety assessment [67]. It was also demonstrated by [74], 

then [51] that the relationship between SAR and temperature is not straightforward. Indeed, 

in areas of high perfusion, such as the brain, high SAR levels often lead to minimal 

temperature increase while in areas of lower perfusion rate, such as muscle or the eyes, 

the temperature may increase significantly even with relatively low SAR inputs.  

 
While simulation and numerical modeling methods such as finite difference time domain 

may provide spatial temperature distribution, accurate computation of the fields near 

implants is a challenging task due to the presence of extremely high spatial gradients at 

these locations and the need for very fine computational structures. 

 

Approaches based on MRI measurements  

 
Methods to quantify induced currents into the device through B1+ mapping, using either 

magnitude [75] or phase images [76] were proposed. However, these methods require 

some assumptions (homogeneous or known B1 transmit and/or receive fields) to work 

efficiently. Moreover, they suffer from being simple surrogates of the relevant quantity of 

interest, which is tissue temperature. 

 
Regarding RF safety assessment, the relevant parameter is the tissue temperature.  

 
As an alternative to the above-mentioned methods, MRI was used for noninvasive 

measurement of temperature change. The merits and limitations of MR thermometry based 

upon these MR parameters are surveyed in the reviews of [77]–[79]. They provided rich 

and detailed support for drafting this section.  

 
MR T1-based thermometry was used by Detti et al. [80] and Gensler et al. [81] to estimate 

the temperature elevation induced by the MR sequence in the neighborhood of metallic 

wire. One challenge with utilizing T1-based MRTI in biological tissues is that the change in 

T1 with temperature (measured in ms/°C or %/°C) is tissue type dependent due to the 

difference in macro-molecular content and microstructure for different soft tissue types. 

Therefore, this temperature dependence of T1 needs to be estimated for each tissue type 

of interest. Plus, the temperature sensitivity was shown to be on the order of 1-3%/°C, with 

slightly higher values reported for fat-based tissues than for water-based tissues, making 
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it thus challenging to detect small changes in temperature in the T1 maps. Another 

drawback of T1-based MRTI is that conventional pulses sequences that are used such as 

inversion- and saturation- recovery based methods are very slow. 

 

MR thermometry methods based on PRFS [82], [83] have been proposed and used for 

temperature mapping, taking advantage of their high spatial and temporal resolution. In 

addition, a very important asset of this technique is its near-independence of tissue 

composition. This method rely on the phase variation (Figure 4-1), which is directly 

proportional to the temperature change as follows: 

 

∆T = 
∆φ

γ. α. B0. TE
=   

φTEMP − φREF
γ. α. B0. TE

 (4-7) 

 

Where γ = 267.5 rad.s-1.T-1 is the gyromagnetic ratio, α = -0.0094 ppm.°C-1 is the PRFS 

temperature coefficient, B0 is the magnetic field strength and TE is the echo time of the 

MR-sequence. 

 

 

 

Figure 4-1: Principle of the PRF thermometry method on a static agar gel phantom. 

Magnitude and Phase images are acquired using the GRE-EPI sequence. During the heating, 

the incoming phase image is subtracted to a phase of reference acquired prior heating. The 

relative temperature is then derived from the subtracted phase using equation (4-7). 
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However, challenge with the PRF shift method include its lack of sensitivity in adipose 

tissues (this motivated the development of alternatives to measure temperature in adipose 

tissue such as T1-based or T2-based approaches). In voxels that contain a mixture of 

adipose and aqueous tissues, the measured change in the PRFS with temperature will be 

reduced, resulting in an underestimation of the measured temperature change. However, 

to avoid the problem of multiple species, either suppression of the fat signal or selective 

excitation of the water signal can be employed, especially at high field strengths (>1 T) 

where the frequency separation of the fat and water peaks is larger [79]. Other challenges 

associated with the PRFS technique are the severe susceptibility artifacts that can occur 

in the presence of metallic implants and the B0 field drift. Thus, when field homogeneity is 

poor, e.g., due to an inserted needle or applicator, the PRF method may not be as accurate 

as diffusion or T1 relaxation, which can be acquired with spin echo methods. Temperature 

dependence of the magnetic susceptibility is often not considered (~0.0016 ppm/°C for 

aqueous tissues over a temperature range of 30-45°C, compared to 0.01ppm/°C for the 

PRF constant). Regarding the B0 field drift, the PRFS method is sensitive to time-varying 

changes in the local magnetic field that result in phase drift. Although modern clinical 

scanners have relatively stable B0 fields (field drifts in the range of 0.1 ppm/hour), additional 

drift can be caused by gradient system heating depending on the acquisition sequence. 

The drift is however slowly varying in space and time and can be corrected by image post-

processing. 

 
Absolute temperature measurements were proposed through MR-spectroscopy, but the 

methods are hardly compatible with high spatial resolution and rapid update time that are 

required in thermometry [79].  

 

4.4.2. Objectives  

 
Regarding the safety assessment of MRI for patients implanted with a medical device, there 

is a need for a method providing a noninvasive, real-time thermal map of tissues near the 

conductor. Hence, the choice of a method should be oriented given the following points: 

 
 The method should be rapid (sub-second temporal resolution).  

 
 It should provide sufficient spatial coverage with high spatial resolution (in the 

range of a few millimeters) and ideally volumetric thermometry,  
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 The method should provide real time temperature map with accuracy below 1°C 

to precisely monitor the temperature distribution within the targeted tissue and 

ensure patient safety with respect to the RF-related heating.  

 

MRTI methods provide directly the temperature information and are non-invasive, however, 

current published methods do not fulfill all the aforementioned requirements. Detti et 

al.  [80] proposed a T1-based thermometry with a temporal resolution of 0.5 s with 1 mm2 

spatial in-plane resolution and a 5 mm slice thickness with a temperature variation 

resolution of 0.2°C. Gensler et al [81] developed a T1-based method thermometry with a 

temporal resolution of 7.6s and a spatial in plane resolution of 2 mm. Standard deviation of 

calculated temperature values itself was determined to be 1.37°C. Dharmadhikari et al. 

[84]proposed a method based on paramagnetic lanthanide complex thulium not suited for 

in-vivo examination due to its possible toxicity in humans. Ehses et al.,2008 [85] combined 

a proton resonance frequency (PRF) shift MRI thermometry method with an MRI heating 

sequence for implant safety investigation. This technique allows for quantitative 

assessment of the temperature increase caused by the MRI sequence itself. Limitations of 

their method was spatial resolution with an in plane spatial resolution of 1.5 mm2 and a 

slice thickness of 5 mm. Standard deviation was found to be 0.5°C. Moreover, the method 

proposed in Ehses et al [85] do not provide any flexibility in terms of energy deposition 

pattern since only one RF pulse is playing out between two consecutive imaging 

acquisitions and the sequence do not allow the visualization of the cooling down. Pfeil et 

al. 2012 [86] investigated a proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy thermometry on ex-

vivo pig-heart. In contrast to phase-mapping methods, which are sensitive to motion, 

susceptibility, and variable tissue compositions with differing fat components, 

spectroscopic imaging is more robust but very time consuming. Echo-planar spectroscopic 

imaging sequences may help to overcome this problem. However, this technique is not 

efficient for visualizing possible hot spots along implants with a complex shape.  

 
In this study, we propose a sub-second dynamic MRI-thermometry pipeline based on the 

PRFS technique with an adjustable module for energy deposition to quantify the potential 

RF-induced heating near implanted devices. 
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4.4.3. Prerequisites 

 
4.4.3.1. Echo Planar Imaging 

 
Single shot Gradient Echo Echo-Planar Imaging sequences (ssGE-EPI) is one of the 

fastest MR-acquisition available [87]. As compared to conventional MR-acquisitions, which 

acquire one line only after each radiofrequency excitation, ssGE-EPI acquires all the k-

space lines after a single radiofrequency excitation (Figure 4-2). Major advantages of EPI 

over conventional MR imaging include reduced imaging time (< 100 ms), decreased motion 

artifact, and the ability to image rapid physiologic processes of the human body. Main 

drawbacks of this sequence is its intrinsic susceptibility to B0 field inhomogeneities, off-

resonance effects and geometric distortions effects. .  

 

 

 

4.4.3.2. Reconstruction using the Gadgetron framework  

 
Gadgtetron was introduced by Hansen et Sørensen [88] with the goal of providing a 

common source framework for medical image reconstruction. The framework implements 

a flexible system for creating streaming data processing pipelines where data pass through 

a series of modules or “Gadgets” from raw data to reconstructed images. Multiple Gadgets 

are connected to assemble a reconstruction process (a Gadget stream). GRAPPA EPI raw 

Figure 4-2: Single shot Gradient Echo Echo-Planar Imaging sequence. a) shows the chronogram 

of the sequence while b) gives the corresponding path in the k-space.  
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data of the MR thermometry method implemented during the PhD were reconstructed using 

the following pipeline (Figure 4-3), described in [89]:  

 

 

 Noise Adjustment Gadget normalizes each individual coil based on the amount of 

coherence in the signal. For coils located close to the region to image, the coherence 

of the signal will be higher than a coil located far from the object. Doing so, we 

preserve coils with low signal to noise ratio (located far from the region to image or 

potentially broken coils), to propagate noise into the following gadgets and degrade 

nal image quality. 

 
 EPI cor performs the B0 phase correction and odd-even readout phase correction. 

These corrections are based on the three lines acquired at the center of the k-space. 

This gadget deals with ghosting artifacts observed in the phase encoding direction. 

The acquired data are used to provide correction of distortions in the resulting 

image. 

 

 GenericReconEigenChannel computes eigenvectors on acquired data for every 

dynamic acquisition. 1) Transform the receiver coils into virtual coils (using principal 

component analysis), ordered by their information content. 2) Reduce the number 

of coils to improve downstream performance and resulting image quality. 

 
 GenericReconCartesianGrappa exports prepared calibration lines 

(GenericRecon- CartesianReferencePrep) and processes data for GRAPPA 

reconstruction. In addition, coil map sensitivity for multicoil reconstruction is 

performed using a coil map estimation proposed by [90]. 

 

Figure 4-3: Pipeline of reconstruction. Schematic representation of the genric_EPI_grappa.xml. 

Ecah violet box represent a single Gadget. 
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 GenericReconPartialFourierHandlingFilter handles partial Fourier acquisitions 

using a projection onto convex set method. 

 
 ComplexToFloatAttrib allows to retrieve from complex images, the magnitude and 

the phase image. 

 

 

4.4.4. Materials and Methods 

 
Set-up for ex vivo experiments 

 
A Plexiglas box (11 x 8 x 6 cm3) filled with agar (2% with 0.9% NaCl to match tissue 

electrical conductivity) was used for experiments. The container was designed to position 

a copper wire vertically and to hold a fluoroptic probe perpendicular to the wire (Figure 4-4).  

 

 

MRI-thermometry sequence 

 
All measurements were performed on a 1.5T clinical imaging system (MAGNETOM 

Avanto-fit, Siemens Healthcare Erlangen, Germany) equipped with a maximum gradient 

strength of 45 mT/m and a maximum slew rate of 200 T/m/s. A circular loop of 11 cm in 

diameter and two spine elements (4 elements each) were used for imaging (for a total of 9 

receiver coils). The acquisition sequence (Figure 4-5) was a modified single-shot gradient 

echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence, with the following parameters:  FOV = 120 mm, 

Figure 4-4: Setup used for MR-thermometry ground truth measurements. A zoom view (grey 

frame) focuses on the optical fiber and tip of the copper. Optical fiber (black arrow) is placed 

perpendicularly to the copper wire (brown arrow) into the agar gel. 
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TR/TE = 1000/18 ms, matrix size = 74x74 pixels (zero filled to 148x148 pixels), slice 

thickness = 2.4 mm, bandwidth = 1648 Hz/pixel, FA = 53°, GRAPPA 2, 7/8 Partial Fourier. 

Between each EPI acquisition (62 ms per slice, including fat saturation pulses), a train of 

RF-pulses (called “heating module” in the remaining text) was applied between dynamic 

acquisitions #10 and #90 with adjustable parameters: flip angle, inter-pulse delay and 

number of pulses. In the remaining text, the flip angle of the heating module RF pulses is 

called FAHM. Each RF pulse had a sinc shape of 1 ms duration (with an inter-pulse delay of 

2 ms) and was emitted with a tunable frequency offset (typically 100 KHz) to avoid direct 

proton signal saturation [81], [85]. For 3 EPI slices and a repetition time (TR) of 1 s, 242 

pulses were played between each stack of slices, resulting in a duty cycle of the heating 

module of 72% per TR.  

 

Thermometry pipeline 

 
Temperature evolution was computed and visualized in real time during experiments using 

an MRI-thermometry pipeline similar to one proposed for monitoring cardiac radiofrequency 

ablations [58], [59]. The MRI raw data were streamed through TCP/IP to the Gadgetron 

framework for online image reconstruction [88], including EPI ghost-correction followed by 

GRAPPA reconstruction [91]. Prior to Fourier transform of the data, zero filling was applied 

Figure 4-5: Schematic of the MRI-thermometry technique. Single shot gradient echo EPI 

acquisition interleaved with a train of RF pulses (heating module) with adjustable flip angle, inter-

pulse delay and number of pulses. 
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resulting in a matrix size of 148x148 pixels and a reconstructed pixel size of 0.8x0.8mm². 

Temperature images were then computed from phase images using the PRFS method 

(with a constant of − 0.0094 ppm/ °C) [82], [83]. The first 10 acquired slice stacks in the 

time series were averaged together to create reference phase images for each slice. 

Potential spatio-temporal phase-drifts were corrected using the method proposed by 

Ozenne et al [58], using a temporal sliding window over the last 10 acquired stacks. Finally, 

a low pass temporal filter (first order Butterworth with 0.04 Hz cutoff frequency) was applied 

on a pixel-by-pixel basis on temperature curves to reduce uncertainty. Resulting 

temperature maps were sent online to a remote computer for display (Thermoguide, Image 

Guided Therapy, Pessac, France).  

 

B1+rms measurements  

 
B1+rms values were dynamically retrieved from the MRI scanner interface during acquisition 

at dynamic #90 (end of heating module). The total energy emitted by the sequence was 

computed and displayed in the user interface of the MRI console. A minimum delay of 6 

minutes was observed between consecutive measurements with a different FAHM to reset 

B1+rms values by the MRI console. This delay also ensured proper cooling of the gel 

between consecutive experiments. 

 

Validation of the MRI-thermometry method  

 
For validation purposes, a test experiment was performed in a gel containing a copper wire 

(0.4 mm diameter, 1.2m length). One end of the wire was inserted into the Plexiglas tank 

filled with agar gel. The remaining part of the wire was positioned in contact with the tunnel 

bore to favor RF-induced heating (highest electric field emitted by the transmit coil [5]). A 

fluoroptic temperature fiber (Luxtron® Fiber Optic, STF probe, LumaSense Technologies, 

Santa Clara, CA, USA) was inserted in the gel perpendicularly to the copper wire. The 

distance between the wire tip and the optical sensor was approximately 1 mm (Figure 4-4). 

A 3D balanced-SSFP sequence was acquired to locate the fiber optic temperature probe 

within the gel, using the following acquisition parameters: bandwidth = 250 Hz/pixel, TR/TE 

= 666/2.43 ms, 0.8 mm isotropic resolution, FOV = 130 mm, Flip Angle = 90°. The position 

of the optical fiber tip was identified and the slice stacks of the thermometry sequence were 

positioned at this reference location.  
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Potential RF-induced heating near the implanted wire measurement 

 
In a second batch of experiments, another gel of identical content was used and the optical 

fiber temperature sensor was not inserted to obtain temperature maps devoid of any signal 

drop close to the wire. The same imaging sequence was repeated while varying the FAHM 

from 0° to 90° by steps of 10° in order to create a calibration dataset. For each acquisition, 

the temperature evolution in the same pixel was analyzed, selecting the pixel with the 

maximal temperature increase at the end of the energy deposition (acquisition #90) from 

the temperature data corresponding to the largest FAHM. To verify absence of temperature 

drift during experiment, temperature evolution in a pixel located outside the heating zone 

was also plotted. 

 

Potential RF-induced heating near a pacemaker lead 

We evaluated our method on a commercial MR conditional pacemaker lead (CapSureFix 

Novus MRI Surescan, 65-cm length, Medtronic). The latter was inserted vertically 

(perpendicular to B0) into a gel and not connected to its generator to simulate an 

abandoned lead scenario. The tip of the lead that is normally screwed into the myocardium 

was inserted into the gel while the other extremity was left in the air. A 3D gradient echo 

(TE/TR=3.9/8 ms, isotropic resolution of 0.8 mm) was acquired to locate the lead and 

position the central slice (stack of 3 slices) of the proposed sequence (with acquisition 

parameters identical to those mentioned above) at the lead tip 

 

Statistical analyses 

 
 To assess the thermometry precision, a first acquisition with FAHM = 0° of the heating 

module was performed in gel. The same scan parameters as described in section MRI-

thermometry sequence were used. The temporal average of temperature (µT) and the 

temporal standard deviation of temperature (σT) were computed for each pixel in a region 

of interest around the wire over the 120 dynamic acquisitions. The same analysis was 

repeated after temporal filtering. 
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MRI-thermometry assessment in volunteer 

 
A healthy volunteer was informed about the protocol and consented to be included in the 

study ( the institution review board "Commité de protection des personnes îles de France 

IV" #IRB0003835 approved this study under the approval number 2017-A03313-50) in 

order to measure the mean temporal standard deviation of the temperature in the brain 

with the proposed method, without energy deposition (FAHM = 0°). Image acquisition 

parameters were 40° FA, 149*149 mm FOV, 92x92 matrix (zero filled to 184x184), 1510 

Hz/px bandwidth, 70 repetitions, 1s repetition  time. Measurements were repeated with 

different TE values of 22, 30, 40, 50, 60 and 70 ms. The standard 16-elements head coil 

provided by the manufacturer was used. A ROI was manually drawn to cover most of the 

brain over the 3 slices. The temporal standard deviation (σT) was computed over the 3 

slices and analyzed with a Box-and-Whisker plot (selected values: lower value, first 

quartile, median value, third quartile and 95% of the distribution) to characterize precision 

of the method. 

 

Temperature dependence on Flip Angle, B1+rms and energy emitted by the MRI 

sequence 

 
For each experiment of the calibration dataset, a temporal window of 5 dynamic 

acquisitions was used to compute the mean temperature and the temporal standard 

deviation at the end of energy deposition (between acquisitions #86 and #90). The µT ± σT 

temperature values were plotted as a function of the flip angle, B1+rms and energy emitted 

(i.e. sum of the energies of each individual RF pulse, including pulses for imaging and 

pulses of the heating module). A quadratic fit was performed on the resulting first two 

curves and a linear fit on the last one. Coefficients (namely, β1, β2 and β3) and R2 of the fit 

were retrieved. 

 

Prediction of temperature increase for other MRI sequences  

 
In this section, we propose a semi-empirical approach to exploit temperature data obtained 

from a calibration dataset to predict the maximal temperature rise for any other MRI 

sequence. Considering that heating induced near an implanted wire is localized around its 

tip, we chose to approximate this heating source by a Gaussian function with isotropic 

dimensions. Under this assumption, temperature evolution at the hottest point resulting 
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from energy deposition at constant power (P0) applied between t0 and t1 can be analytically 

described by the following equation [96]:  

 

T(t) =  

{
 
 

 
 

                         0                  for t ≤ t0

           α P0 τ ln
t − t0 + 


       for t0 ≤ t ≤ t1

   α P0 τ ln
t − t0 + 

t − t1 + 
       for t ≥ t1

 

 

(4-8) 

  

Where  is the absorption coefficient and  is a time constant. Temperature evolution at 

the hottest point for each temperature curve of the calibration data set acquired at different 

powers Pi (i.e. for each flip angle of the SAR module) was fit using equation (4-8) to retrieve 

 and . Then, we plot i and i as a function of Pi and fit these two curves with a second 

order polynomial function. The resulting functions allow then to compute  and  values 

corresponding to the power of any other MRI sequence. Thus, temperature evolution for 

the selected sequence can then be simulated by taking its effective emitted power (total 

energy divided by acquisition duration) and its acquisition duration. In a third batch of 

experiments, we included the tip of the wire already described above together with the 

optical fiber into a gel (wire perpendicular to B0 and identical gel preparation as described 

above). After the calibration data set was created, temperature curves for each flip angle 

were processed as indicated above. Then, three other acquisition sequences typically used 

in clinic were launched and temperature was recorded by the fiber optic probe: 

 

- A 2D Turbo spin echo sequence, emitting 11.093 W power during 38 s  

- A 3D gradient echo sequence, emitting 2.522 W during 2 min 15 s. 

- A 2D cine true-fisp sequence, emitting 43.590 W during 9s 

 

Temperature evolution simulated for these 3 sequences using equation [1] and parameters 

derived from the proposed method were compared to fiber optic readings. 
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4.4.5. Results 

 
Precision of the MRI-thermometry method 

Figure 4-6a shows the temporal average of temperature (µT) and the temporal standard 

deviation of temperature (σT) in the gel over the 120 dynamic acquisitions for the first slice, 

when no energy is deposited (FAHM=0° for the heating module). µT and σT values were 

(mean ± std) 0.0±0.2 °C and 0.65±0.05 °C without filtering, and 0.0±0.2 °C and 

0.21±0.04 °C after filtering, respectively. Figure 4-6b shows the three slices acquired on a 

volunteer with the proposed method (TE=30 ms) together with the map of temporal 

standard deviation in an ROI covering most of the brain. Box-and-whisker plots of σT show 

that median values decreased from 0.2 °C for a TE of 22 ms to 0.12 °C for a TE ranging 

40-70 ms. Moreover, at least 75% of the pixels included in the ROI remained below 0.25 °C, 

irrespective of the echo time (90% or more for TE ranging 40-70 ms).  
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Figure 4-6 : Temperature precision in gel and in human brain. a) Left: Magnitude image of the 

thermometry sequence. The overlaid blue square delimits the region where the analysis of 

temperature data was performed. Horizontal bar represents 1 cm. Right: Maps of µT and σT 

computed over the complete time series before and after filtering with a Butterworth low-pass 

filter. Mean ± SD of µT and σT were 0.0±0.2 °C and 0.65±0.05 °C before filtering and 0.0±0.2 °C 

and 0.21±0.04 °C after filtering, respectively. b) Left: Measurement of the temperature standard 

deviation over the brain of a healthy volunteer. Images on the left show the magnitude images 

(top row) averaged over 10 consecutive acquisitions and temporal standard deviation of 

temperature (σT, bottom row) for a TE of 30 ms in a large ROI covering the brain. Right: Box and 

whiskers plots show the distribution of σT for different TE within the ROI. Median values are 

displayed in pink and box correspond to 25% (bottom of the blue box) and 75% (top of the blue 

box) of the distribution, while the upper limit of the whiskers corresponds to 95% of the pixels in 

the ROI.   
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Accuracy of the MRI-thermometry method during heating 

 

Figure 4-7a shows the magnitude image of the gel sample with the optical fiber inserted 

near the wire tip. Figure 4-7b displays the temperature distribution at the end of the energy 

deposition (dynamic acquisition #90) within the blue square shown in Figure 4-7a. Local 

heating can be observed around the tip of the copper wire. Evolution of the temperature 

over the 120 dynamic acquisitions is plotted in Figure 4-7c for a single pixel located near 

the fiber optic sensor, together with temperature evolution in another pixel located away 

from the heated region. Overlaid dashed lines correspond to the MRI-temperature data in 

the same pixels after low-pass filtering. A strong correspondence is observed between 

temperature evolution measured by the fiber optic sensor (green curve) and filtered MRI-

temperature data (dashed black curve). The maximal temperature value computed over 5 

dynamic acquisitions around #90 for filtered MRI-thermometry data and fluoroptic probe 

were 11.5 °C and 11.7 °C, respectively. To compensate the latency induced by the filter 

(delay of three repetition times) and compute correct root mean squared error (RMSE) 

values, the filtered curve was shifted left by three dynamic acquisitions in post processing 

Figure 4-7: Comparison between temperature values given by the optical fiber and the proposed 

imaging method. a) Magnitude image where the fluoroptic sensor is visible. The blue square 

represents the region of interest and red arrow indicates the location of the fluoroptic tip. 

Horizontal bar represents 1 cm. b) Zoomed view of temperature map overlaid on magnitude 

image at the end of heating (dynamic acquisition #90). Intersection between the dashed red lines 

shows the pixel corresponding to the optical fiber tip location. The blue arrow indicates the 

selected pixel located outside the heated region. c) Temperature evolution (red and blue curves) 

plotted for the selected pixels in image b) with the temperature curve obtained from the optical 

fiber (green).  Dashed lines are filtered curves 
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before subtraction to temperature readings from the optical thermometer. The resulting 

RMSE were 1.2 °C and 0.5 °C for unfiltered and filtered MR temperature values, 

respectively.  

 

Phantom Experiments with varying flip angles 

Figure 4-8a displays the MRI-temperature maps at the dynamic acquisition #90 for each flip 

angle of the heating module. A temperature increase was observed close to the tip of the 

wire, with an increasing maximal value with the flip angle. In the present configuration, the 

maximal temperature increase was 32.4 °C for a 90° flip angle. Temperature evolution is 

plotted in Figure 4-8b (red curves) for each flip angle in the same pixel (intersection of the 

dashed red lines) and in a pixel located outside the heated region (blue curves). Table 4-3 

reports the measured B1+rms, total emitted energy and maximal temperature increases 

for flip angles of the heating module ranging from 0 to 90°. Maximal B1+rms values were 

4.1 µT for a 90° FAHM. The maximal temperature as a function of the FAHM, B1+rms and 

energy is displayed in Figure 4-9, together with the fits. Coefficients resulting from the fits 

were β1=4.3 ± 0.1.10-3 °C/°2, β2=2.0 ± 0.05 °C/(µT)2 and β3=2.3 ± 0.1 10-3 °C/J, 

respectively. A strong correspondence was found between experimental data and fits 

(R2=0.98 for each fit). 
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Figure 4-8: Evolution of temperature distribution with increasing flip angle: a) unfiltered 

temperature maps are overlaid on their corresponding cropped magnitude images at the end of 

heating (acquisition #90) and show the temperature spatial distribution for each flip angle. 

Intersection of red lines indicates the pixel of interest and the blue  arrow indicates the pixel 

selected for background, respectively. This pixel is the same for every acquisition and is located 

in the region of maximum heating. Horizontal bar in the top left images represents 1 cm. (b) 

Temperature evolution versus time for the pixel of interest. Red and blue curves show the 

temperature evolution in the pixel of interest and in a pixel outside the region of interest 

respectively. 
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FA (°) 

 

(heating module) 

B1+rms (µT) 

 

(EPI + heating module) 

Energy (J) 

 

(heating module) 

 

Max temperature 

increase (°C) 

 

 

0 0.6 0 0.2 

10 0.8 150 0.7 

20 1.1 602 1.4 

30 1.4 1354 2.6 

40 1.9 2407 6.7 

50 2.3 3761 9 

60 2.8 5415 15.7 

70 3.2 7371 24 

80 3.8 9627 29 

90 4.1 12185 32.4 

 

Table 4-3: Summary of experimental conditions and temperature increase as a function of the flip 

angle of the heating module. Measured B1+rms are those provided by the scanner at the end of 

heating (dynamic acquisition #90). Energy values of the heating module are computed from the 

sequence. The last column reports the maximal temperature values measured by the proposed 

MRI thermometry method.   
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Applicability of the method on a pacemaker lead 

We evaluated our method on a commercial MR conditional pacemaker lead (CapSureFix 

Novus MRI Surescan, 65-cm length, Medtronic) inserted into a gel (see photograph of the 

setup in Fig 6a left) and not connected to its generator to simulate an abandoned lead 

scenario. The tip of the lead screwed into the myocardium (blue arrow) was inserted into 

the gel while the other extremity (orange arrow) was left in the air. A 3D gradient echo 

(TE/TR=3.9/8 ms, isotropic resolution of 0.8 mm) was acquired to locate the lead and 

position the central slice (stack of 3 slices) of the proposed sequence (with acquisition 

parameters identical to those mentioned above) at the lead tip. A local temperature rise up 

to 6.5 °C was observed near the tip of the device (Fig 6a right) for a 90° flip angle. 

Calibration curves are displayed in Fig 6b, with β1, β2 and β3 values of 8.8±0.5.10-4 °C/°2 

(R2=0.96), 0.40±0.02 °C/µT2 (R2=0.97) and 5.8±0.3.10-4 °C/J (R2=0.96) respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-9:  Dependence of temperature increase in a single pixel on Flip Angle, B1+rms and 

deposited energy by the MRI sequence. Each point corresponds to the mean of the temperature 

over 5 dynamic acquisitions at the end of the energy deposition (acquisition #90) obtained for 

FAHM ranging from 0° to 90°. The same pixel was selected for each experiment. Error bars 

correspond to the σT over the same 5 dynamic acquisitions. A quadratic curve fit was performed 

for the two first curves and a linear fit for the last one. Coefficients resulting from the fits were 

β1=4.3 ± 0.1.10-3 °C/°2, β2=2.0 ± 0.05 °C/(µT)2 and β3=2.3 ± 0.1 10-3 °C/J, respectively. 
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Prediction of temperature rise for three MRI sequences 

Figure 4-11 presents results from an additional experiment performed in a gel to evaluate 

the proposed model and processing technique. The temperature curves of the calibration 

data set (Figure 4-11a) were fit with Eq (4-8) for each flip angle of the FAHM. The resulting 

 and  values derived from these fits are plotted as a function of the corresponding powers 

in Figure 4-11b and Figure 4-11c, together with the results of the polynomial fits. Figure 8a 

displays the temperature values measured by the optic fiber during a 2D cine, a 2D turbo 

Figure 4-10: Application of the proposed method on a pacemaker lead. a) Experiments on a MR 

conditional pacemaker lead inserted into a gel. Left: photographs of the setup showing the 

position of the gel and lead on the MRI table (orange arrow indicates the position of the extremity 

of the lead, blue arrow indicated the tip screwed into the myocardium). Right: temperature image 

at dynamic acquisition #90 for a 90° flip angle of the heating module. b)Calibration curves 

obtained for a series of measurements with flip angles of 30°, 50°, 70°, 80° and 90°. Coefficients 

resulting from a quadratic fit were β1=8.8±0.5.10-4 °C/°2, β2=0.4 ± 0.02 °C/(µT)2 and coefficient 

resulting from a linearly fit was β3=5.8±0.3.10-4 °C/J. 
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spin-echo and a 3D gradient echo, emitting 43.59 W during 9 s, 11.09 W during 38 s and 

2.52 W during 135 s, respectively. For each sequence, the temperature curves were 

simulated using Eq (4-8), after calculating  and  from the polynomial fits shown in Fig 7b 

and 7c. A good correspondence can be observed between experimental and simulated 

curves, with maximal values of 11.19°C (Cine) 5.62°C (2D TSE) and 2.32°C (3D GRE) for 

experimental values and predicted values of 11.88°C, 5.85°C and 2.33°C, respectively. On 

the contrary, using the calibration curves (namely coefficient 3) from Fig 5c to estimate the 

maximal temperature increase from the total energy of each sequence leads to 2.78°C, 

2.96°C and 2.42°C, respectively. Such an approach is thus irrelevant for predicting maximal 

temperature rise in the context of an implanted wire.  

Figure 8b shows contour plots of the predicted maximal temperature increases for a range 

of power and duration using the fitting method and for this experimental configuration. 

Isotherms can then be used to define acceptable exposure conditions for any sequence.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4-11: Temperature data for 4 different FAHM. a) experimental and fitted curves for FAMH of 

10°, 20°, 30° and 40°. b) Plot of as a function of power. c) Plot of  as a function of power. In b) 

and c), solid lines represent the result of the polynomial fit with the resulting equations: 

P² + 2.758x10-2 P +3.531x10-2 and  = 1.316x10-2 P² -6.049x10-1 P + 8.912. 
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 Discussion 

Sequence implementation 

 
The hybrid sequence proposed in this study interleaves adjustable RF energy deposition 

with multi-slice EPI acquisitions to provide sufficient spatial (1.6 mm in-plane interpolated 

to 0.8 mm) and temporal resolution (1s refresh rate with a 3 s temporal footprint in our 

setting) for real-time visualization of the potential temperature increase in-situ. Similar 

approach was already proposed in Gensler et al, using T1 measurements to assess 

temperature evolution near a copper wire inserted into a gel. In plane spatial resolution was 

2.3 mm with slice thickness of 5 mm, leading to an elementary voxel size of 26.5 mm3, 

much larger (factor 4) than in the present study (6.1 mm3, before interpolation). Ehses et 

al [85] proposed a PRF-based MR-thermometry method with similar in-plane spatial 

resolution (1.6 mm) but a slice thickness of 5 mm. Moreover, temporal resolution was 3.9 s 

per slice, making rapid and multi-slice monitoring of temperature evolution near the wire 

Figure 4-12: Prediction of maximal temperature rise for other acquisition sequences. a) Predicted 

(dashed lines) and measured temperature evolution by the optical fiber for the 2D cine (solid  blue 

curve), the 2D TSE (solid green curve) and 3D GRE sequences (solid orange curve). b) Contour 

plot of isotherms showing the predicted maximal temperature increase as a function of the 

duration and power of a MRI acquisition sequence. Polynomial functions displayed in Figure 4-11 

were used in the simulation. 
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more difficult than in the present study. Here, the achieved spatial resolution was 

considered sufficient for observing local temperature hot spots near the wire tip, since the 

heating region observed in Figure 4-8a had a dimension ranging from 2.4 to 5.6 mm (full 

width at half maximum of temperature profile for FAHM ≥ 20°).  The proposed 

implementation provides flexibility between the number of slices to acquire volumetric 

temperature data and energy deposition duty cycle (72% in our experiment). The duty cycle 

can be adjusted by increasing repetition time of the sequence, since temperature evolution 

is relatively slow, as shown in Figure 4-7c. Alternatively, higher acceleration factors, partial 

Fourier sampling [92] and/or simultaneous multi-slice techniques [93] may be implemented 

to increase volume coverage at constant acquisition time.  

 

Precision of the MRI-thermometry 

 
In our implementation, a temperature uncertainty of ~0.2 °C was obtained on a clinical 1.5T 

MRI scanner (both on phantom and in vivo in the human brain). Such a precision was better 

than those previously reported (24,26) and was considered sufficient in the context of MR 

safety evaluation of devices, where maximum temperature should not exceed 39 °C for the 

brain (IEC-60601 and FDA regulation). Although optimal value for PRFS thermometry is 

achieved when TE equals T2*, the uncertainty in the human brain was found good enough 

for TE values ranging from 22 ms to 50 ms since they remained below 0.25 °C for at least 

75% of the pixels located in the brain irrespective of echo time.  

In a previous study, a similar thermometry technique without the heating module showed 

a good precision (around 1°C) in vivo in mobile organs such as the heart [58], [59] and the 

liver at 1.5T [60] including real time motion compensation and correction of the potential 

temporal drift of the magnet (also implemented in the present work). In the context of 

monitoring small temperature increases near implanted devices in mobile organs, more 

sophisticated filtering techniques could be used to further improve the precision of 

thermometry as proposed by Roujol et al [94] for example. Despite the proposed 

implementation creates a latency of 3 s, the risk of reaching a lethal thermal dose within 

this time scale (according to the CEM43 (40) model) which is unlikely to occur with 

optimized clinical devices. 
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Calibration technique 

 
In the experiments with the copper wire, we observed an important temperature increase 

when the flip angle of the heating module was higher than 30°, although B1+rms values 

provided by the scanner interface remained within regulatory limit (maximal B1+rms of 

3.2 µT, as indicated in the fixed‐parameter option of IEC 60601 –2‐33) for most of the 

experimental conditions (FAHM up to 70 °, see Table 4-3). As expected from the theory [5], 

the maximal experimental temperature showed a quadratic variation (β1 and β2 coefficients) 

with the flip angle and B1+rms, together with a linear dependence (β3 coefficient) with the 

emitted energy. From these calibration curves, it is thus possible to estimate in situ on this 

sample the maximal temperature increase associated with any acquisitions sequence, 

based on the corresponding B1+rms values provided by the scanner. In the experiment with 

the MR conditional pacemaker lead, we were able to perform identical experiments and 

obtain different calibration curves, with maximal temperature increase of 6.5 °C. 

 

Prediction of temperature increase from the model 

 
In the last experiment (Figure 4-11 and Figure 4-12 ), we illustrate that the proposed model 

can correctly fit the temperature curves of the calibration dataset. From these fits, we show 

that temperature evolution of other acquisition sequences can be reasonably estimated. 

An exponential fitting function was proposed in the literature to model temperature increase 

during the heating phase. However, experimental results reported in Ehses et al [85] and 

Gensler et al [81] did not perfectly fit the MR-temperature curves and diverged from fiber 

optic measurements using this model. Here, we chose a more physically-realistic model of 

temperature evolution (derived from a Gaussian-shaped heating source), although this 

shape is an approximation for RF-induced heating. This model fits both the heating and 

cooling phases of the temperature curve. Whatever the model, indeed, the two parameters 

resulting from the fit (here  and ) are directly linked to tissue absorption and thermal 

diffusivity, and are thus not expected to vary with the emitted power, at least for moderate  

temperature increases (i.e. remaining below the lethal thermal dose). However, parameters 

 and  (Figure 4-11b and Figure 4-11c) derived from the fit of temperature curves (Figure 

4-11a) show a strong variation when varying FAHM from 10° to 20° and lower changes for 

higher FAHM (30° and 40°). For these reasons, we introduced a polynomial fitting function 

in Figure 4-11b and Figure 4-11c. Variation of  and  as a function of the power was 
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attributed to the relative small dimensions of the heating spot for low FAMH values, where 

partial volume effect of the thermometry sequence may play a role, although an effort was 

made to provide high resolution temperature images with the proposed sequence. This 

semi-empirical model allowed to predict the maximal temperature increase for three other 

MRI sequences. However, a key point of the calibration step is to avoid creating excessive 

temperature increase, since protein denaturation can occur when absolute temperature 

reaches 43°C (i.e. 6°C temperature rise above physiological body temperature). In our 

results, we reached much higher maximal temperature rises when wires were included in 

the gel. However, in our implementation, we chose a long duration of the heating module 

(80 s) to validate the acquisition method and the associated processing. Shorter duration 

of the heating module may be considered to reduce the temperature rise, taking advantage 

of the 1 s temporal resolution of our thermometry sequence to sample the temperature 

curve and thus derive  and , without inducing excessive temperature increase. Moreover, 

sampling the flip angles from 0 to 90° by 10° steps is probably not mandatory since risks 

are mainly associated with high power deposition, which correspond to large flip angles. 

This was observed on the pacemaker lead where significant heating was only observed for 

large flip angles (FAMH of 70° and higher in see Figure 4-10b).  Such an optimization of the 

calibration process was considered out of the scope of the present work, whose objective 

was to present the acquisition sequence and processing method and to evaluate them 

under well controlled experimental conditions, as a proof of concept. 

 

The resulting temperature increases may differ in vivo since absorption, thermal diffusivity 

and perfusion (not present here) are tissue-specific, resulting in different calibration data 

sets. However, the method is expected to remain valid since perfusion acts as a scaling 

factor in temperature evolution. Thus, by generating calibration data set at the beginning 

of the MRI session, it should be possible to determine personalized RF exposure conditions 

for each patient with an implanted wire. In this objective, real-time MRI-thermometry as 

proposed here is of central interest to avoid creating excessive temperature rise during the 

calibration process. 
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Study limitations 

 
This study has some limitations. First, PRFS technique is not applicable in fatty tissue. 

Second, our method may be dependent on size and magnetic susceptibility, limiting its 

applicability, since local image distortion and signal losses can be particularly severe with 

echo planar imaging. However, for tissue with long T2* such as in the brain, echo time can 

be reduced in the presence of an implanted device to balance the effect of local 

susceptibility artifacts, while keeping acceptable temperature accuracy (see Figure 4-9b). 

Moreover, shortening the echo train duration of the EPI by parallel imaging contributes to 

reducing susceptibility artifacts. Although EPI suffers from known limitations, this technique 

was preferred for the aforementioned advantages (rapid and multi slice imaging, high duty 

cycle), especially given that this technique is available on any scanner and that MRI 

compatibility of medical implants is under constant improvement by manufacturers [95]. In 

the present work however, no in vivo data with implanted devices could be produced to 

assess the method in real conditions, justifying further studies. 

 

 Conclusion 

We propose here a practical MRI-based method to monitor the risk of heating during clinical 

MRI examination through direct measurement of local temperature increase. This method 

may be combined with other MR-based approaches [75], [76] that aim to measure effective 

current induced in the device. The proposed method could be used at preliminary stage of 

the design of new devices with implanted wires to quantify the risk of heating depending 

on the exposure conditions, using phantoms with tissue-mimicking absorption and thermal 

diffusivity for example. In patients having devices with implanted wires, this method might 

be used at the beginning of the MRI session to assess acceptable exposure conditions. 

This will however require optimization of the calibration process and further in vivo 

evaluation. 
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Chapter 5  

                                 General Conclusion and Perspectives 

 

High-resolution cardiac MRI at clinical field (1.5 T) represents a major technological 

challenge. Ultimately, it could increase the value of diagnostic MRI and guide or monitor 

therapeutic process in a more accurate way. In the present work, we tried to address: 

 

- the need to increase signal to noise by developing and evaluating a local MRI coil, 

- the need to provide a 3D motion descriptor with a sub millimeter certainty and 

combine them in order to obtain images with much higher spatial resolution than 

state-of-the-art clinical imaging , 

- the need to assess potential safety hazards associated with invasive devices 

operating into an electromagnetic environment with substantial energy deposition.    

 

Several previous studies highlighted the tremendous potential of using an intravascular coil 

to enhance the spatial resolution in MR imaging of the blood vessels. Although some 

research groups have developed coils for intracardiac imaging, no study have shown 

images of a beating heart with a 300 µm in-plane spatial resolution.  

 

In this thesis work, we demonstrated the feasibility of imaging a beating heart with a 200 µm 

in-plane spatial resolution on a clinical MRI scanner and therefore opened up new 

perspectives for high-resolution cardiac imaging. This preliminary work should be 

continued to develop a catheter with an imaging probe that can be deployed into the heart 

cavity. This obstacle seems accessible, in particular through the use of new innovative 

technologies in 3D printing of components and flexibility of materials. An important 

optimization work is also required to improve the iterative reconstruction methods 

combined with faster image acquisition. For example, the development of an antenna 

network with parallel imaging capabilities is expected to increase image quality when 
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combined with highly undersampled acquisition techniques and reconstruction algorithms 

based on iterative optimizations. In this work, however, we did not assess the possibility of 

obtaining images with different contrasts, since the primary goal was to evaluate the 

feasibility of obtaining highly resolved images of beating hearts. 

 

At the beginning of this work, no instrumentation was available, nor 3D motion descriptors 

with submillimeter spatial precision. We also propose a method to assess device safety, 

which can be of particular concern in this context. 

 

An important engineering work was necessary and required many iterative developments 

in pulse sequence programming, data processing and instrumentation, prior to image a 

beating heart. 

 

The preliminary results resulting from this work allowed our team to obtain a research 

grant from the National Research Agency to further develop this technology, with the aim 

of going toward better image resolution for cardiac substrate characterization and 

potentially guide therapies in patients. 
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